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The other day we carried an article in this position
entitled "If your foot slips, don't lose your step." The
next day a prominent business man was indulging his
morning tub when he received a call to the telephone
on "important business." Arriving at the phone the
voice said, "Have you signed up your membership in
the Chamber of Commerce." The business man angrily
hung up the telephone receiver without a response. A
while afterward he called up the man he had affronted
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and said, "The Morning Journal says, 'If your heel slips, him. Too many men think it will not fail and therefore
apologize to the fellow,' so I've called you to apologize do not realize the need of helping. But it is likely to
and take out a membership."
He caught the spirit of fail unless these men get in and help.
There are a dozen men who have given four full
our article.
days, away from their business, in conducting this drive.
Your "heel is slipping" again in this drive. 'You
Theyjhave been imposed upon by the rest of us. They
are leaving the other fellow to do the work. There is must :give attention to their own work. Unless new
not a business man in town who would not lay down his blood is secured and many men who worked only one
private business and be on hand to help solicit member-'ship- day return to the task, it cannot succeed in the big way
if he thought that the drive would fail without it must succeed in order to start this enterprise right.
s,

lee fellow

We need workers solicitors.
The work is easy.
The people respond almost universally. It is no: a disagreeable task. It must be done.
The committee expects 100 men at 9:00 o'clock this
morning at the Chamber of Commerce to finish this
drive. You, gentle reader, are one of the 100 who are
expected to be there. Don't let your "heel slip" or
you may be apologizing to yourself for the next twelve
months. Your presence is vital.
NO ONE CAN STOP US, BUT OURSELVES.
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ENGLAND STILL

'

HOLDS TO HOPE
OF SUCCESS

OF

PEACE PARLEYS
Craig Refuses to Accept An
All -- Ireland
Parliament
Demanded As a Solution
By the Sinn Feiners,
y

pologlze

.1

SITUATION STILL
IS VERY CRITICAL

Negotiations Have Not Been!
Broken Off and May Be;
on
Continued
a New;
in
London
Belief
is
Basis,

FAIN

IS

BACK WITH PLAN

TIMES. WHILE
CLINIC
ATTENDING
E

New York, Nov. 29. Weakened by lack of nourishment,
due to a malady of the stomach.
Dr. Adolf Loreni, noted Austrian surgeon, fainted three
times today while attending
patients in his charity clinic.
Then, after recovering from
the collapses, which occured
within a few minutes of each
other, the specialist instated on
going to another hospital where
new scores of poor people were
clamoring for his ministrations.
Later, and with reluctance,
he yielded to the arguments of
the physicians whom he consulted yesterday,
announcing
that next week, unless he was
stronger, he would hold but
one clinic each day, in his
effort to repay part, of his
country's debt to America for
food and medical aid.
When the great bone specialist saw his first patients at
8:30 this morning, hundreds of
men, women and children were
the
waiting in line outside
hospital.

PRINCE IIIROHITO,
REGENT OF JAPAN

LOVE AMERICA BUT
ARE LONESOME FOR

FOR SETTLEMENT
OF ALLIED DEBT

30, 1921
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WORLD'S PLIGHT

Tears came to the eyes of
Marshal Foch here today when
three French war brides pleaded with him to take them back
to their native land.
"We love America, but wc
are lonesome for France," they
told him.
"Toil must never forget
France, but you must love
your new home and honor
your husbands," the marshal
replied.
Marshal Foch was presented
with a silver ingot by It. D
Leeper, Idaho American Legion commander and represen
tative of Governor Davis.
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BE CALLED

AT LATER
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FRANCEBRIDES SAY
St. Maries, Idaho. Nov. 29.
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Dollj hy Currier or Mull

TO 5E:e

RESUMPTION
COPPER

of

MINING

85c a Month
5c
(toph

U.S. DELEGATES
DETERMINED

TO

STAND FIRM ON

DATE Properties

in the Southwest
NAVY PROPOSAL
Will' Open Practically on
a Full Time Basis Then,
American Delegates Believe
No modification of
Is Experts' Opinion.
Hughes'
"5-5-Some Effort Must Be
Will Be
Ratio
fltj The AasnrliileA Pre.)
Made to Unravel theTan-gl- e, El Paso,
Accepted, it is AuthoritaTexas, Nov. 29. CopNot
But
at Present, per mines in the southwest will
tively Reiterated,
open practically on a full time
scale in January, according to
CHINA'S PLEA HAS
Mining men
WON CONCESSIONS present Indications.
up by cold
throughout the southwest say thr
expect Bmoltcrs and mines now idle
Are
Resolutions
Adopted to be opened then and those now Japan Now Has Less Than
Looking to the Abandon- partly shut down will increase
the 60 Per Cent Status to
days.
ment of Foreign Courts; their forces within 30 or 60 familWhich the American Plan
Foremost among persons
Ask Troops' Withdrawal, iar with conditions
Would Entitle Her,
in the south3"

-

stateiwentTacked

JAPS

TELL WHY

ARID

Ik iM

il

FORGES
CHINA

facts

west and especially with conditions
n. The Assoeliited Tress.)
in New Mexico and Arizona, It U
Washington, Nov. 2!) (by the As
m m mm
v
y:
tL.". tjl ' 'a'.i.
said, is Charles P. Willis, editor sociated Press.) The purpose of
of the Arizona Mining Journal. the American arms
fdelegation to
(Jlj The Axorlated Fnu.)
The Inspiration Copper company accept no modification of Secre
W'asliingrton. Nov. 29 (by the As
The
United
AT
November
sociated Press).
tary Hughes' proposed
21,
reopened
position of
FALL;
ratio" of naval strength as
Japan on despatching and main
Verdo and Verdo Extension, all bis
Far East.
thek fundamental basis of any limit
hi
tainlng troopB In China, to which
ot
will operate itation
Root
with
Arizona,
In
the
companies
conformity
China has presented
agreement was authoritaobjections,
resolutions declaring for the ter- on a 33 3 per cent basis, com- tively reiterated today. Tne statewas roughly outlined tonight as
DEAD
follows:
ritorial integrity of China, the Pa- mencing January 1, It is an- - ment was backed by disclosure ot
the facts as to oxiatlng naval
,
cific and Far Eastern committee nounced,
f
Troops were originally sent to
1 Kalu
v
i
ji
resolutions
looking to
adopted
. T.
Chau, leased territory in
Mr. Willis says that 1913 can be ,sllnt:"fLh V
courts
in
abandonment of foreign
Shantung, because Japan had
as a normal year, the pro- than tho sixty per cent status to
taken
Theater Under Construction
was
of
it
war
first
tered
and
the
China,
5
which tho
'
plan would enThe resolutions drafted by thfj duction of that year being about
necessity to reduce the German
fi-- I
In New York Collapses;
I
headed by Senatov 1,200,000 pounds, costing about 11 title her. It showed also that the
fortress at Tsing Tau. This was acsellv
I
cents
to
and
a
American
had been over
Vi
pound
produce
Indelegates
More Than a Score
Lodge, provide for an internacomplished. It was found that
v'4w.SKi"-Bri- l
was using the railroad
tlonal commission of Jurists, which ing for 17 cents on an averaso. the whole field and that their fig
Germany
Euures were correct.
1
day.
between Tsing Tau and Tsin Anfu
is to report within a year whether When tho war broke out In
jured It Is Believed.
5
The situation still is very criticurtailed
Meanwhile, prince Tokugawa, ot
to send munitions to Tsing Tau. To
the Chinese laws and court prac- - rope most companies
V
f
declared that the statement
cal owing to the double deadlock
ho
but
had
said,
tf
PrrM.l
production,
The AocHtd
Japan,
secure her position Japan occupied
they
tho
of
warrant
abandonment
tices
Bj
lii
J
Ulster refusing to enter an
New York, Nov. 29. Col- tho railway.
created under treac- to Increase their output tremen- yesterday of Vice Admiral Kato,
courts
foreign
sin:i
parliament, and the
The
les granting extra territorial rlghM dously during the war, when they of the Japanese advisory staff, conforce will be withlapse today of the steel girded
Frank A. Vandcrlip, photographed drawn, military
fein refusing to yield on the quesmade considerable money. Teacj tending for a 70 per cent status for
been
as
in
said,
has
China.
repeatedly
one
roof and
brick wall of a
came in November, 1918, when Japan, was baaed on "personal
tion of allegiance to the crown.
on his recent return.
when
China
direct
with
Wire
negotiations
Systems.
Foreign
theater tinder construction In
The motit recent photu of Crown
It was not, he said,
The negotiations, however, have
copper cost 17 cents a pound o,i opinion.
for the restoration ot the former
The Chinese
then
delegates
not been broken off and may be
sponsored by tha delegation of
Prince Hiroliito.
Brooklyn killed at least slj
Frank ' A. Vanderlip, American German rights in Shantung are
of their "ton an average. When the armistice which
another
pressod
Vice
Admiral Kato is not a
on
new
a
basis.
continued
workmen ntul Injured eighteen
banker, has relumed from a trip concluded and will be withdrawn
points" that declaring for with-- , waB signed tho companies contin
Earaon do Valera is touring his
he ex- member.
The Tecent designation of Crown drawal of all foreign troops from ued heavy production,
"adeto
sooner
an
China
It
is
if
so
a
organizes
with,
Europe
others,
reported,
seriously
ninny
they
.' Actual View Not Revealed.
(Constituencies.
L Prlncei.IIirohito
of Japan as reg Chinese soil, and also for aban- plained, at the request of the gov
plan 'for the settlement of the quate police force."
may die. Four others are be- The prince
would not reveal,
ernment, so as not to disturb labor
of foreign
debt, to America. lie
Cpncfkrninar tcnps in Manchuria, ent has substantiated rumors cur. donment
telegraph.
lierett bnriefl in 'tiio riilns.
4 international
the aotuul lew of the
however,
also brings a message of cheer. stationed aa guards along the south rent for months that Emperor radio and police wire systems. Dr. conditions.
Japanese delegates as to what per
In two months a surplus of
Following a preliminary In- "Compared with Europe." he savq. Manchuria railway, Japan contends Yoshlhito Is mentally and physic- Sze presented information regard
Japan would insist upon In
pounds accumulated and centage
restitution Sylvester Rosen- "America is so well off that this they were sent there under a ally unable to attend to the duti';3 ing the number of troops and exfleet
strength. He said the four
thai and Samuel Mosknultz.
country has every reason to be treaty with China, signed after the falling upon tho shoulders of the tent of foreign wire systems, til conditions were aggravated by the delegates
were determining this for
owners of and eontracrtora for
ruler of the island empire.
war, China agree
thankful at this season of the
which the Japanese predominate. dumping of government stocks on themselves, independently
of any
the building, were arrested and J year."
General adherence, it was said, the market.
ing Japan should succeed to all
"Then the mines began to cur- additional instructions from Tokio.
Held without imiII on clmrsres
was given to tho principle of rerights and privileges as to station
indiWillie
these
of innnslaughtcr In the first
tirement of foreign troops and tail," insaid Mr. Willis, "until fin- cated still moredevelopments
ing of troops previously held by
strongly that
this
shut
also
ally
April
year
holds
all
Russia.
degree.
they
conwire
that
in
from
The
China
systems
A!irmTiT
Japan
rrPM.)
tliy
YANKS TO PLAN
Since then the owners have decision of this fundamental quesNew York, Nov. 29 (by the Assotroops in the Ilao Tung peninsula,
formity with the principles of th down.
Manila, Nov. 29. The
had a number of conferences and tion was drawing near, the arms
ciated Press). Collapse today of
Root resolutions.
town of Ibajay, in the
troops in the Llao Tung peninsula,
Qualifications
conference marked time. A furAND
the steel girded roof and a brick
from Itussia, are there under
were presentod, however, by Jap- concluded that the price of cop- ther meeting of the naval experts
Province of Caplz, was Inunwill
have
wall of a theater under constructo
be
stabilized
per
ami
anese spokesmen whb dealt
treaty Justification.
dated by a tidal wave Sunday
wltn
of the United States and Japan,
tion In Brooklyn
killed at least
CAMPAIGN
tho necessity of policing railroad subject to market fluctuations. scheduled for today, was postponed
Japanese troops along the Chiand many houses with their
seven workmen and injured more
nese Kastern
and telegraph lines. Discussion Germany has been buying heavily for twenty-fou- r
railway between
hours at the re
occujiants swept' out to sea,
than a score. Firemen and police,
TO
of the troop and wire questions since the armistice, taking nlmo.it quest of the Japanese.
Chang Chun, terminal of the south
according to dispatches from
as
as
much
she
did
war.
before
the
the
ruins'
among
Manchuria
working
and
ore
to
Harbin,
railway,
tlio postmaster of Ibajay.
continue tomorrow, with
At Japanese headquarters It was
tonight,
England had a setback when she said further
may find more bodies, according to
are explained as being there beto constabulary
prospects that a solution will bo had
time to examine fig; Dispatches
AT
one
coal
owner.
her
strike. Before Japan ures submitted by the Americans
cause from a military standpoint.
worked out by tho delegates.
headquarters here said the
had
financial
Inside
the
was
she
difficulties,
when
the
was needed.
building
town of Macato in the same
Tariff and Other Revenue.
FATE OF
crash came were between fifty and
Another Chinese question, that buying at on alarming rate."
In any case the naval experts of
province was also submerged
workmen.
he
scafsixty
on'
Japan's
had
slump,
said,
of
Working
the three powers chiefly concerned
tariff
The
a
AfiKiyMafed
and
wave
was
tidal
more
other
Trrsl.)
and
revenue,
(By
than folding swung from the roof gird- by
do
to
much
with the drop in cop- are to meet tomorrow in further
New York, Nov. 29. Plans for taken up later by a
a hundred natives drowned.
era and braced against the- side
deliberations.
headed by Senator Under- per last August to 11 8 cents, the
the 1922 campaign of tho New
Some parts of Ibajay are
Is Completed; Prose
Jury
lowest
In 19 vears.
walls
no
had
Sine
to
chance
figure
escape,
they
The British
York
wood.
American
experts have ac
After discussion the sub- then it has
under IB feet of water. Comleague baseball
I
r,
eye witnesses who escaped said.
steadily
of the original
advanced,
the
club
committee
considered
tobe
at
confer
will
accuracy
munication in many parts of
cepted
Will
until
cution
Its
adjourned
Outline
The
nwnpro
aM tha Kitllir,
standing now at 134 cents American
Tne
ences here the next few dayr. morrow.
fleet estimate.
OF
IS
the province is disrupted ond
or
thereabout.
Case
constructed
them
being
throueh
and Begin Presen
by
Presence of Manager Miller Hug- In the discussion it was said
Japanese have been able to produce
it Is believed complete reports
October's
subcontractors.
sales
were
as
to
well
as
no
the
They
140,000,000
China's
challenge
needs for increased rev
figures competent
will reveal a much heavier
gins at this time completes the
tation of Testimony.
suocontractors were summoned be
enue were recognized generally pounds, according; to Mr. Willis.
executive - circles.
successfully the American showing.
loss Vf life, tho postmaster re(Jiy The Aaiiirimrd I'its.)
The surplus is now placed at
fore District Attorney Lewis for
were
a
that
There
hints
but
plenary
ef
an
whether
Increase
that
stated
in
Manager
Hugglns
the
ported. Many houses alonr
Los Angeles, Calif., Nov. 29.
The owners declared
questioning.
forts would be made to strengthen per cent tariff was necessary ws 800,000,000 pounds, but he ex- session of the conference might be
the coast were destroyed, A
The
the
had
not
work
for
the
that
could
This
next
plained
the
Jury
been
C.
of
called
week.
trial
actual
Arthur
frequently
the team, particularly in the pitch said to be a question requiring
ap
surplus
typhoon swept the stricken
Bureh for the alleged murder of J.
be confirmed.
proved by inspectors.
It is known, howreally was subnormal.
considerable study.
region for two days last week,
ing
department.
Search of the ruins was poeeible Belton
"There are 250,000,000 pounds ever, that when that meeting Is
The United
Club officials said they had hot
was completed
States probably
Kennedy
doing, considerable damage.
(By The Associated Press.)
of a 400,000,000 foreign called it will mean that the deleonly by gradual removal of the tons here today in .
Indianapolis, Ind., Nov. 29. So- the slightest intimation of the would not be officially represented, remaining
N.
Judge
Sidney
ot
twisted
steel
terracotta
fin.
pool
and
Macato and Ibajay are
Reeve's court and adjournment lution of the needs of farmers in probable action of Baseball Com- they said, but the presence of an Willis created some time ago," Mr. gates are preparing to reach a desaid. "Many copper
cision.
Ishing. Gradually seven bodies were was taken until tomorrow
tho corn belt for financial assist- missioner Judge Landls in the adviser of the reserve board would
towns of 10,000 population,
when ance
are withholding their selling
brought out, many crushed beyond District
stocks
Expect Japs To Accept.
rests with local bankers and "Babe" Ruth case and were eag permit presentation of the Ameri- firms
each lying on the northern
Lee
Thomas
Attorney
from
Thore is no present expectation
tha market expecting higher
recognition.
coast of the Island of Panay.
with the erly awaiting the commissioner i can viewpoint.
Woolwine will outline his case and farmers
The
so
the
wall
of
north
fundamental question of
that
that
the
the
actual available
Officials indicated it was more prices
building begin the presentation of testimony. state committees of the govern- action. They deny rumors that
Macato is situated on tha bank
crashed
y
down over a
ratio or any other
Four and a half days were occu- ment's war finance corporation, the famous home run hitter had than probable that R. T. Hoyden, surplus now is about 400,000,000 the
of a small river three miles
out at
leas than normal.
major point will be workedOfficials
Dunaing wnere two men and a
tho drawing of the Jury, Eugene C. Meyer, Jr.. managing been promised a fabulous salary observer before the representa- pounds
from the beach.
woman were eating. All were in pied in which
session.
Mr.
Willis said new uses of cop- the plenary
tions commission, would be askel
director of the corporation, de- next season.
during
time
sixty-sitalesJured and had to be extricated.
expect
men
Chief interest among the offi to servo as unofficial representa- per are developing, citing the cop- closest to the negotiations
examined.
The Jury clared today In addressing a meetGORMAN BESTS BAIRD;
xea werner, loreman of a gang finallywere
meetings between the
selected Is composed of ten ing of Indiana farmers and bank cials .centers about tho Yankees' tive of the reserve board at the per shingling experiment at AJj, that informal
sixteen meiai latners, was work- women and two men. A thirteenth ers.
Ariz., which is expected to make delegates will bring about the ultinew park which it .is hoped to exchange discussions.
IS AWARDED DECISION ot
ing on one of the (scaffolds swung or alternate Juror, a woman.
copper roofs practicable, and the mate agreement by personal touch.
Unlimited government funds may complete
next
new
late
The
fall.
was
Discussions.
Exchange.
to me ceiling.
be made available for the credit of stands will seat between 50,000 and
copper radiators made at Ana It will then be translated into consworn
to
The
hear'the
evidence
offitake
and
exchange
discussion,
(Bjr The A'firlnrf
"The
Preaa.)
ference action.
whole structure
In ine piace or any one of the regu- the farmers, he said, while Gov 60,000 persons.
cials declared, would be confined conda.
New York. Nov. 29. Joe Gor- without warning." he said. fell
It is no secret that the American
The sales this year were only
ernor
"I es
ot Indiana, chairto devising means of avoiding disman, Portland. Ore., featherweight caped because I was near the wall lar Jurors who may become In man ofMccray,
100,000,000 pounds less than nor- group expects Japan to accept the
the
corporation's
advisory
turbance
of
capacitated.
ratios
exchange
was awarded the derision over Karl and the roof swayed in the oppo- by the mal, he said, had thero been no
ratio. It is also clear that
committee on the needs of the corn U. S. IS INVITED TO
Defense of Insanity.
Baird. Seattle, Wash., In the first (site direction. I fell at least thirty
the United States will not accept
(Continued on Page Two.)
war.
TAKE PART IN MEET
According to attorneys, tho tnlt. belt farmers estimated a minimum
of several bouts in Madison Square feet
any cnlnrgement of the status ofof $200,000,000 would be required
Garden tonight. Ualrd was disfered Japan. That was clear to the
A
OF ALLIED BANKERS
to three weeks. Paul W. Schcneck, jt0 finance farmers in holding their
boy
apprentice
most casual observers after ths
qualified by the r.eferee in the fifth working on the roof was carried chief counsel
corn on the farms for an
surplus
for
Burch.
indi
of
what wa to have been a down and escaped with a broken cated in
American delegates, except Senator
round
The AnsnrlRted Press.)
the examination of iurors orderly marketing of this years
(Ft
Dout.
Underwood, who could not be presJaw.
a defense of insanity would be Dre- - Dumper crop.
Washington, Nov. ill). The fedJoe Benjamin, San Francisco, re' ' The building, which was to have sented
ent, again talked over the naval
The advisory committee directed eral reserve board probably will
in
to
addition
a
Burch
denial
situation today in Secretary Hughes'
ceivea tne judge's
decision over had a seating capacity of 1,800, was Killed
Governor McCray to call a meeting designate an unofficial adviser to
end
testl
that
the
Kennedy,
office.
Pete Hartley, New York, In their designed to cost 1750,000, one ot mony of alienists would be relied of governors at Chicago Friday to participate in conference of allied
d
Public Opinion.
bout. They are
the owners said.
arrange for other state wide Bath bankers to discuss means of preupon to a considerable extent.
The American
group has no
of bankers and farmers.
fluctuations on
orings
venting
exchange
Willie Jackson, New York light
doubt that American publlo opinMr. Meyer declared there was the payment of Oerman indemnity
ratio.
ion fully supports the
no delay in providing the governweight, was given the Judge's deciinstallments,
high treasury offision over Jimmie Hanlon, Denver,
It was made clear that if the quesment funds to banks for the farm cials said today. The conference is
d
of
in a fast
bout. The crowd
tion
national
security
brought
loans after a bank had qualified expected to be called in London or
hooted the verdict in a
state Paris.
up by Vice Admiral Kato were
through the corporation's
as to collateral and
considered, a ratio of even 10 to 5
An invitation to participate was
committees,
i ?nr nprrp v nn rna nftirroH va
in
Gun-sh- ot
character. Advances of $1,500,000 tendered this government by the
capital ship strength as to Japan
to 12,000,000 daily are being made banks of issue of England, France,
throughout.
(Continued on Page Two.,
he said.
and other allied countries.
by the
Un(By Th

Associated Press.)

INVADED

ooofs

London, Nov. 29 (by the Associated Press). An anxious day In
the negotiations designed for the
pacification of Ireland ended tonight with the hope that a complete collapse of the parleys might
Btill bo averted.
Sir James Craig, premier of Ulster, declared before the North
parliament in Belfast that Ulster
had refused to accept an
parliament, demanded as-solution by the slnn feln delegation. But he announced Ulster
willingness to discuss other proif
posals for an Irish settlement
they were submitted by next Tues-

(By The Associated Dress.)

Nov. 29 (by the
Washington,
Associated
Press). China wo.i
further concessions today in the
conference of tho nine powers, on
quostions affecting the Pacific and
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Succeeds William Mathie, Who Was Killed in
the Wreck of an Inspection Car a Week
Ago; Two Other Vacancies Resulting From
the Same Occident Are Filled.

Denver, Colo., Nov. 29. New
Unsettled .' Wednesday,
Mexico:
slightly warmer extreme south central portion; Thursday probably
toir.
Somewhat
Arizona:
unsettled
Wednesday, possibly with, occasional light rain or snow; Thursday
(BY THE A8SOC1ATKIV PRESS.)
generally fair, no important change
Preseolt, Aris., Nov, 29. Ad Bornardlno, Calif., to be division
v
in temperature.
pointment of division officials of superintendent-vicWilliam
the 'Albuquerque division of the Mathie.
LOCAL KEPORT.
& Santa Fe railW. D. Arntz, chief clerk at FresAtchison,
Topeka
r
Conditions for the twenty-fouway to succeed those who were no, trainmaster at Prescott.
p. m. yesterday, killed in the wreck of an inspection
hours ended at
Roy E. Chambers, roadmaster on
recorded by the university:
car near Wickenburg, Ariz., a week the lines north
of Prescott, assistB8
,,
temperature
toHighest
was announced here
ant division engineer,
vice an offi' SO ago touay.
Lowest
All
of
cial
the
day.
appointed
Injured In the wreck.
28 officials were in newly
Range
The
Prescott
offices
division
today
of
"assistant
41 when the announcement was made
Mean
engineer, formerly held by J. A.
4ft and it was
Humidity at 6 a.
said they would spend Jaeger of Prescott, and assistant
82 several
Humidity at 6 p. m....
days getting acquainted division superintendent,
formerly
, i Tcipuauon
iNono i with the road between here
and held by H. C. Storey of Prescott,
,
.
wiim veiuuiiy
both
of
Aainoenix.
whom
were
in the
killed
rLHAi'iiuju of wind
..
Southwest
The new nffMni.
wreck, have been discontinued, it
Character of day.
..Cloudy "J,D. McCaUy. trainmaster at Ban was announced.
.

'
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m.........
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corporation,

CONTEST OF HANNA'S
WILL SEEMS LIKELY
White Plains, N. T.. Nov. 29. A
contest of the will of Daniel Rhodes
Hanna, former Cleveland publisher, and son of the late Senator
Marcus A. Hanna, today appeared
certain, when attorneys for Miss
June' Avis Evans filed a notice of
appearance at a hearing on the
Droving of the will. Miss Evans'
name, nearly blotted out, appeared
on the will in a manncc to indicate
that Mr. Hanna. four times di
vorced, Intended at one time, at
least, to make her Mri. Hanna the
'
fifth.
-

Italy

CALL OFF STRIKE OF
TAMPA CIGAR WORKERS
(By The Associated Tress.)
Tampa,
Fla., Nov. 29.

The

strike of union workers employed
by local cigar factories, which had
affected approximately 12,000 men
In all branches of the Industry for
ten dafc, was called off today by
the equalization board.
Refusal of about 3,000 workers
to remain on strike and refusal
of the manufacturers to meet any
demands of tho men were assignet
by the board as reasons for calling off the strike. All members
of the board resigned.

TRANSPORT ARRIVES.
TO GET .700 NFW CARS.
Port Au Prince, Haiti, Nov. 29
Salt Lake Citv. Nov. 29. De
The
n
(by the Associated Press.)
livery of 700
gondola dump
American army transport Argonne cars to meet inoroaslne ond new
arrived today bringing the special business of the Denver and Rio
senate committee investigating the Grando Western railroad will b3
occupation of Haiti and the Dominput in use, beginning January 1,
ican republic, by. American troops. Joseph H. Young, president
of the
several witnesses were examined railroad company, announced
70-to-

today.

Coroner' Jury at Gallup Renders Verdict
That They Came to Their Death "By
Wounds By Person 6r Persons
known;" Detectives Arrive on the Scene.

(SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE TO MORNIXG JOURNa)
Gallup, N. M., Nov. 29. An In
A local fire br:ck company, for
quest was held .today at 2 o'clock which the dead woman had worked
over the bodies of J. W. Blackwell, as bookkeeper
for
tnrce
Jr., end wife, who were found mur- years has been placed nearly
In the
dered on the front porch of their of the receiver since the hands
house last Saturday morning. The occurred, some discrepanciestragedy
in acinquest was held under the direc- counts have been reported unoffition of the assistant district attor- cially. W. T. Christian, who has
ney in the office of Justice of the been manager of the brick plant for
Peace John Schauer.
Testimony the past seven
has been held
introduced showed that the wounds at the county years,
jail, since Monday
Inflicted had evidently been made morning and has
been
by a steel jacketed bullet. The in regard to soma of thequestioned
business
bullet fired Into Mr. Blackwell matters
of the company.
probably severed the main artery
Another man who claimed to be
of the left side and he died In less a resident of Durham, North Carothan five minutes. Mrs. Blackwell lina, was taken
questioned
was shot through the right breast. after he is allegeduptoand
have attemptmo bullet taking a downward ed to obtain money under false
course and probably pierced the tenses at a local bank. He hadpre-in
lower part of the heart, causing his possession
ellnnlnirs
several
instant death.
from papers covering the murder.
The verdict of the iurv was that
detectives arrived in Gallup tothe two people had come to their day and began working
on the
death by gunshot wounds inflicted matter. It is believed that the
by person or persons unknown to mystery will be solved In a very
the Jury.
short time.

'
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TO ENTER CAMPAIGN

AF1D

S. DELEGATES
DETERMINED TO STAND
ON NAVY PROPOSAL

U.

STILL TIME FOR HEW CANDIDATES
WIN

RESIGNATION OF

ACCUSE WITNESS
OF PERJURY

(Continued from Page One.)
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LUMBER
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423 NORTH I IKST STREET.

So Easy to Drop Cigarette,
Cigar, or Chewing Habit

express
not adequately
Biggest and Best Vote Offer End One Week From T- would
American or British needs.
Most
the
Count
During
the
that
reason
Subscriptions
HEAD ACCEPTED Nn.Tn.Bae has helped thousands
CASE
It was for that
onightThe Big
Subscription Turned American plan discarded any at-in
the Present Period One
to break the costly,
ratios
fleet
calculate
to
tempt
napit. Whenever vou
, In Now Will Give Any Candidate 560,000 Votes
ing tobacco
There
needs.
national
of
terms
hau. n !nnf?lnff for a imnlr. np n
Think It Over and Then Decide to Send In Your ras no way from that standpoint.
of Federa- chew, Just place a harmless
EviPresident
Vice
Rebuttal
Prosecution
to givi
It was sjrld authoritatively,
Nomination Blank Right Away.
Ilae tablet in your mouth instead.
of more thnn
tion Quits as the Result All
dence Occupies the EnJapan a proportion
desire stops. Shortly the habit
B0 por cent of the strength of any
's
Leng-lennnmnlptnlv hrnknn. unA vmi are
on every subscription
of Row Over Mile.
the Trial on
tire
in,
For the "live wire" who appre- BIG Votes
Day
other
power.
lean.
off mentally, physically, fi
better
on
you get
turned In later
So, it was advised, the scheme
Visit to U. S.
ciates a genuine opportunity when WAKE ur; LET'S GO.
Its so easy, go simple
nancially.
.Charge.
Manslaughter
tonBhlps
in
Is
of
capital
and If It
to them, there
net s hnr nf
calculating
it Is presented room
Press.)
In the Albunage the present existing strength
all crav
The
Six-Ye-

RUCKLE

ar

Letterheads
Folders
Blotters

nerve-shatt-

No-T-

No.To-Bn-

Journal's bU
campaign for
No candidate
new nominations.
of
in the entire list has enough fact
In
about.
a lead to boast
only a few subscriptions separalo
the leaders from those away down
in the list as published today.
The opportunity Is here IT IS
HERB KIGHT NOW but those
who are active In the campaign at
this time are few in proportion .0i
the generous plan under whic
these costly prizes are to be given
away, without a single cent of co.
to the good people of Albuquarque
and surrounding territory.
New, live, candidates who are
wide awuke, can enter the campaign NOW, and with just a little
energy and "pop" can push their
way to the top of the list In the
vote standings, and work their way
to the topmost round of the ladder
of success.
JHggest Vote Offer Now,
The present big vote offer will
end one week from tonight, (De- t
cember 7 is the date) and aft'-thatime LESS votes will be giver,
on each and every subscription
S8.200

turned

JAP DELEGATES

g

NAVAL

DISGUSS

RATIOS COURSE
Statement of Kato

Given

Out Monday Night Was

"Personal Opinion"

His

Says Head of Delegation.
(By Tbo Aiflt
Prs.)the AsNov. 29

(by
Washington,
sociated Press). Statements made
of
the JapKato
Admiral
Vice
by
anese delegation staff of naval
technical advisers last night aa to
the attitude of Japan on the question of naval ratio were expressions
of "personal opinion," Frlnce
head of the Japanese delegation, said tonight. The attitude
of the Japanese delegation, he said,
was not now ready for announcement.
Prince Tokugawa said that the
Japanese delegation was discussing
within Itself the question of the
wisest course to take as to naval
ratios. He would not say whether
a decision to press for a 70 per cent
fleet ratio, urged by Vice Admiral
Kato, had been reached. He stated,
however, that Vice Admiral Kato's
statement had not resulted from
any conference within the Japanese delegation.
Prince Tokugawa made It plain
that the statement of Vice Admiral
Kato, in which he said a 70 per
cent fleet ratio was the minmum of
had
safety for Japaneseor security,
considered so
not been Indorsed
far as the prince knew, by Admiral
Baron Kato, who is a Japanese delHe was anxious .that there
egate.
- .
t fl which
.nnfmlAn
ana nose officer had made this
statement, since Admiral Baron
Kato Is a delegate and Vice Admiral Kato only a technical adviser.
Prince Tokugawa also said that
.i
would
rinlnpntinn
m
v
mo t , c
i, o riariainn on fleet ratios or
other matters without consulting
officials In Tokio. He inaicaieo
that the Japanese delegation felt toIt
was clothed with full authority
act for the government In this con- thmiirh tha govern
ment nilght hold other views when
closea.
the conference
tiWn -- o h.ro " ho said. "tO COn
slder the best things to do lor our
country. We do not need to con
sult them (in tokwj.

In.

Right now, during the present
rERIOD" VOTE
BIQ "FIRST
subscripOFFER, two three-yetions count 320,000 votes; a
counts 560,000
subscription
votes; think it over and get busy.
Because of the present liberal
vote schedule, only a few subscriptions like the above would put any
new entry up among the leaders
in a very short time.
Time Is Flying,
Tou cannot afford to delay a
minute don't think Jt over any
longer tear out the nomination
blank and send it in at once. YOU
GET INTO THE
MUST ACT
RACE NOW TODAT. And canGET
didates already entered
BUSY. There are but seven days
left of the biggest and best vota
NOW
offer of the campaign.
Right at this time, you get tho
ar

six-ye-

1 1

V
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NEW ROAD CONNECTING
ARTESIA AND HOPE IS
N EARING COMPLETION
JoornnU
Artesla. N. M.. Nov. 29. The
federal aid highway, which is to
constructed from Artesla
Hnne. N. M.. will soon be ready
for traffic, according to a state-- '
ment by one of the contractor.
The dump has Deen compieiu an
the way to Hope and the gravel
gangs have graveled the roadbed
for a distance of about U miles.
The remaining 10 miles will be
graveled as soon as the men can
haul the material from the pits.
on
this project was
Work
stopped a few weeks back, due to
the financial airairs oi some oi
the interested persona However,
this matter has been adjusted and
work was resumed several days
ago. The task will be completed
by Messrs. Beale and Morris, whT
are experienced road bulldera The
negro laborers, about 15 In number are being replaced by white
men.
When the remaining distance
has been graveled and the roadbed rolled, this will be among the
host highways In the state. The
farmers and stockmen of Hope
will be greatly benefited, by the
project. This will also cause more
traffic between El Paso, Texas and
the Pecos valley to go througn
Artesla.
(Sprclnl CorrMPondMic.

Strang
Sros.
Furniture
Rugs
Linoleum
New Rugs have arrived. New patterns
in solid colors. Our
stock is now in better shape than ever
in all sizes and
prices. Christmas
goods are being displayed from now on.

Buy Furniture

For Christmas
t

STRONG BLOCK,
Copper and Second.

'

to Tb

sub-cor-

CONFERENCE ON
WORLD'S PLIGHT
BE CALLED

MAY

LATER

(Continued from Page One.)
payments on the German indemnity in January and later, and
would not include any proposals
for international exchange stabili
sation, settlement of the foreign
debt questions or other world economic problems.
Decision of the reparations com
mission to ask a committee of
bankers from, the allied nations
to study the problem of the effect
LEONARD OUTPOINTS
of indemnity payments on exD
WARD IN
officials exchange quotations,
plained, was reached because of
EXHIBITION FIGHT the
vlolont fluctuations which had
resulted after the transfer of gold
(By The Associated Prrtn.)
from Germany to the allies. Tht
New York, Nov.
ii. Benny ffect on American exchange, it
Leonard, lightweight boxing cham- was said, had been noted by tho
George administration.
pion, tonight outpointed
Ward, Elizabeth, N. J., In a
While the possibility of any im
In
Madison
exhibition bout
mediate discussion of international
mato
a
Square Garden, according
economic questions
tending
jority of sports writers. The con- world readjustment was discount
test was the feature of a show for ed both in official circles and
charity.
among the arms delegates, it was
Leonard loafed through the first Indicated
some such infour rounds, but speeded things up ternationalstrongly
conference may be held
in the fifth and sixth. He clipped later.
Ward on the chin with a hard
War Debts and Exchange.
right In the fifth and staggered
Spokesmen for the British and
The champion Italian
the Jersey boy.
armament delegations tothen apologized and allowed his day declared their governments
opponent to recuperate before re- had no desire to go beyond the
suming the aggressive.
agenda of the conference, but in
dicated a favorable attitude toMOST EVERYBODY
PROPS wards a later
exchange of views
IKTO TIIE OOTXEGR I Jiff FOR on war debts and
HOME-MADPIES AND 8.1IVI)- - The attitude of exchange.
the American
IWICHKK.
EATS.
(tWEKTS, government was said
to be thm
D
N C I X G . COLLEGE
IX N, some
effort must be made to solve
PHONE 241.
the tangle of world difficulties but
not during the present conferenco,

(By The Associated Preu.)

Nov,
rebuttal evidence occuplel
the entire day in the trial today
of Roscoe C. (Fatty) Arbuckle o:i
a manslaughter charge in connection with the death of Miss Virginia Rappe. The prosecution announced at adlournment today
that it would continue this character of evidence, despite its earlthat it would
ier announcement
conclude finally today.
Milton T. U'Ren, assistant district attorney, said that the commission of three medical experts
who had been selected to examine
the bladder of Miss Rappe woul l
not report before Thursday. This
commission will determine, if possible, if the organ was in a healthy condition before the fatal rupture, which the prosecution alleges
Arbuckle caused by the application of external force during a
party in the rooms of the Hotel
6t. Francis.
Adjourn an Hour Early.
Final adjournment came an
hour earlier than UBual because of
the lack of witnesses. U'Ren announced that certain "foreign" or
out of town witnesses' would be on
hand tomorrow and that the prosecution's case would be closed
after they had concluded their
.'
testimonies.
The prosecution's efforts to rebut the evidence offered by the
defense continued throughout the
day. The major portion of th;rebuttal evidence was introduce!
to contradict evidence that Miss
Rappe had suffered for several
years from the bladder affection.
Hardebeck.
Mrs.
Josephine
housekeeper for Miss Rappe, was
called twice during the day. It
was her third experience as a witness during the trial.
Miss
Always Well.
Mrs. Catherine Fox of Chicago,
testified that her acquaintancy
with Miss Rappe extended over
several years' time and that Miss
Rappe was always well.
An attempt was made by tho
prosecution to swear out a perjury
warrant against Mrs. Minnla
Neighbors, a defense witness, wh.testified she saw Miss Rappe nt
a resort in Los Angeles and trio!
to relieve her during a period of
illness there.
The warrant Incident followed testimony by Mrs.
Mary Paulln, the hostess of tht
resort, that Miss Rappe had never
been registered, or had never been
seen by her at the place. Tho
warrant was refused by the presiding Judge of the supreme court
and the Judges of the criminal departments withheld action on U
"until both sides could be heard."
Mrs. Neighbors Arrested.
Early tonight, however, Mrs.
Neighbors was placed under arrest
on the felony charge of perjury for
which, under California laws, no
warrant is required. The arrest
between
following a conference
District Attorney Brady and Captain of Detectives Duncan Matthews.
She was released on $2,000 bond
to appear in police court probably
tomorrow.
District Attorney Brady said she
would not appear again in tho Arbuckle case, "so far as he was concerned." He said ha did not know
whether she would be called back
by the defense or not.
Health Appeared nond.
Other witnesses testified also
that they had known Miss Rappe
for varying lengths of time and
that her health always appeared
to be good.
Dr. Victor La Tour, Los Ango- les physician, testified that ho
treated Miss Rappe for a nervou
disorder but saw no evidence of
the bladder disorder' which result- fed in her death.
His wife also
testified that she believed Miss
healthy.
Rappe
The crowds wnich crushed about
the court room door yesterday t
hear Arbuckle's testimony, were
absent today. The court room was
filled throughout the day, how
ever, and there were many in the
corridors.
Beside her evidence regarding
Miss Rappe's health, Mrs. Hardebeck was asked concerning a visit
made to her by Frank McConnell,
San Franolsco
police detective
sergeant. McConnell earlier in the
day denied on the witness stand
a statement made by Mrs. Irene
Morgan, defense witness, that h
had sought to Induce Mrs. Morgan
,
not to testify.
The defense was successful In
having the conversation between
Mrs. Hardebeck
and MoConneil
kept from the records "until the
oourt can decide on Its admissi
bility."
Ban Francisco,

;

Ra-pp-

six-rou-

t-
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STOVE COAL

FOCH IS A GUEST OF
HONOR ATA BANQUET
(By Tbe

$12.50
AZTEC FUEL GO.

Aocltd

SIZE OF CANAL LOCKS
IN
CONSIDERED
PROPOSALS OF HUGHES

NOT

(Bj The Ainotlated

Prn.)
29

Nov.
(by the
Washington,
Associated Press).
Investigation
discloses that the stse of the locks
of the Panama canal played no
part in Secretary Hughes' proposil
to tho arms conference that the
size of capital ships be limited to
a maximum of 35,000 tons. As a
matter of fact, a battleship of
80,000 tons, armed and armored
to an extent never as yet projected,
could pass through the locks. The
navy department Is prepared to
build up to 60,000 tons and 12
of the 15 ships the United State?
has offered to scrap are of 43,000
tons or more.
In the naval appropriation bill
of 1916, "congress directed that the
navy department prepare figure
as to the maximum size possible
for a battleship in view of slse
limitation of the canal locks and
of the dockage and harbor depth
The department rerestrictions.
ported a ship of the following
characteristics were practicable:
80,000
tons;
Displacement,
length, 975 feet; beam, 108 feet;
full load draft, 84 feet; main batguns in five
tery. 16 eighteen-inc- h
triple hturrets; secondary battery,
4
21
twenty-on- e
guns;
inch torpedo tubes; main armor,
1( inches; speed, .25 knots; cruising radius, 12,000 miles at cruising speed.

Ttrm.)
Spokane, Wash., Nov. 29. Con
cluding a busy day in northern
Idaho and eastern Washington,
Marshal Foch was a guest of honor
here tonight at a banquet.
His day's program took him
from St. Marys, Idaho, where he
broke ground for a new American
Legion building, to Spokane, where
in a parade
he participated
through several blocks of crowded down town streets, made a short
address at the state armory, nvjt
a delegation of local Knights of
Columbus and members of the local French' colony, and received an
honorary degree of doctor of laws
OUR IUNCHES ARE HOME
Marshal
at Qonsaca university.
Fooh was to leave late tonight for COOKED AND THE BEST. EATS,
Seattle where his special train was SWEETS, DANCING. COLLEGE
due to arrive tomorrow morning. INN, PHONE 841.
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The safety of your home demands an. Eveready Flashlight

HP

night'

bright-burnin-
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service for your Cveready Flashlight. Bi.
and mfrove all flashlights,

-

freready Batteries
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Laredo, Tex., Nov. 29. William
F. Buckley, president of the American Association of Mexico, crossed
the border today, having been
from Mexico City. Mr. Buckley, who traveled to the border on
a safe conduct" obtained through
American Charge
Summerlin, at
Mexico City, said he had been ex
on
the Mexican
of
pelled
complaint
minister of foreign affalra, who advised him. through Mr. Summerlin,
to "leave the country for his own
safety."
He said he quit the country only
after a second demand had been
made.
He declared he had committed
no act against the Mexican govern
ment Justifying expulsion and as
serted that "only a few Americans
In Mexico are permitted to express
their sentiments." He said he
would issue a statement shortly to
press as to "true
the American
conditions in Mexico."
Mr. Buckley left Laredo for New
York.

knot hn
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Only centime Bvettaiy Baiteria will
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FROM MEXICO CITY
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FLASHLIGHTS

NATIONAL CARBON CO., Inc. 599 EIGHTH STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA"
SO EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK.

Some Suggestions From
Whitney's Toy Department

ARTESIA SPORTSMEN
BAG BLACK TAIL DEER

Structo Toys

(Special Correspondence to The Journal.)
Artesla, N. M Nov. 29. Many

local sportsmen are returning to
Artesla after a hunting season in
the mountaihs, with a large number of large blacktall deer, as a
result of their efforts. Up to tho
present date, about 12 or 15 nne
bucks have been brought in by
local sportsmen, with many yet to
d
of the
return. About
men of Artesla and the surroundhave gone in
ing oommunitlos
quest of the big game, due to the
excellent weather conditions and
the supply of game. The hunter
are having wonderful success in
the Sacramento, Guadalupe and
White mountains.
Among the successful sportsmen
are W. P. Pascoe. who secured a
buck, and Preston Dunn,
who was able to bring down a bit;
buck.
Other successful
Artesla men are Athel Martin,
Glenn O'Bannon, Rube Dunn, Lee
Savole and George Needham.
Sportsmen, who have been in
quest of bear in tho Guadalupe
mountains report very little success, although the wild turkeys
seem to be plentiful. All tbe hunters are expected to be home by tho
last of the week.

.fiflP
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one-thir-

Caterpillar
Tractor. . .
Auto

$5,00
$4.50

.

Racer...-.-,

Running Karts

nt

$2.75

Hand Gars
(Steel Frame)

$1.50, $2.50, $3.00 $5.50, $8.00, $9.50

PARKER. COLO.. BANK
ROBBED BY ARMED MEN
(Ity The Awnrtutefl I'rew.)

Wood Coaster Wagons

Velocipedes

Denver, Nov. 29. Three armed
men held up the Parker State

at Parker, Colo., about 20
miles southeast of hore at 4 p. m.
today, and escaped with betweer.
$2,600 and 88,000 in cash, according to a report to Denver police.
The robbers are said to have
Jumped into a waiting automobile
and sped away in the direction of
Colo.

Early accounts of the robbery
said that the bandits locked the
girl teller in the vault, threw the
money Into a flour sack, and fled
in, the machine. Posses have started on the trail of the robbers from
Littleton and Castle Rock, the re-
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Try Our Special
Turkey and Chicken Dinner

60c
MANHATTAN
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doesn't release you from
the Associate ing for tobacco In any form, your
ed Press). The French Lawn druggist will refund your money
208 West Gold
without question.
Tennis federation today accepted
of Captain De
tho resignation
Joannls as a member and as vice
president. The resignation of the
Watch for the Red Star
for
captain, who was manager
Suzanne Lenglen, French Demonstration at Raabe &
Mile.
woman tennis champion on her Mauger's.
trip to America, was tendered
Sunday In protest asamst ine iteof the
ration's condemnation
n
United States Lawn Tennis
Wind Shield Glass-Lumb"for unjustified commenJ. C. BAI.UK I. .E MJURKK CO.
taries upon the sporting spirit of
it Booth tfnt Street. l"hone 402
Mile. Longlen."
Accompanying the federation's
acceptance was a resolution stating that the French organization
had "no quarrel with the United
New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
States Lawn 'tennis association,
ana W elders.
Boilermaker
unmeasured
to
the
but objected
1100 B. Second Bt.
Tel. 1U47-terms of the highest official of
American tennis branding Mile
Lenglen ns a 'quitter.' "
"With all due respect to the
United States Lawn Tennis association," said President Wallet of
tho French federation, "we could
SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
not pass unnoticed the letter writ
REFRACTION
ten by its higneet orricer cnarg
Ing Mile. Lenglen with 'feignlns
107 S, Fourth.
Phone 1057-Illness.'
or
trom
certificates
'In the face
three doctors we felt Mile. Leng
len was physically unfit to play.
We blamed her manager for remaining In America when he was
convinced that Mile. Lenglen'
condition was unfit for her to
make her best efforts, and we
blamed the American association
for expressing the Judgment that
she was playing comedy.
"We blamed Mile. Longlen for
but the
lack of sportsmanship,
American tennis officials' terms
were considered too severe."
Mile. Lenglen, with her mother
and father, left Paris yesterday.
'
A report on file at the federation
The Everejufy Flashlight helps make your home
headquarters, prepared by a lawsafe for your family. For home indoor use, we
yer on her behalf, says she denle-having danced any evening folrecommend ourDiffiisedLight type with itsspread
lowing any match in which she
field of light, reaching to every part of the room.
defaulted. The reports says, however, she did dance on other eveBeside your bed for a quick light in the
nings because she thought it was
good training.'
in case or fire it is worth many times its price.
Concerning her alleged refusal
to play a match with President
Buy one today f any Eveready Dealer, and try it out
Harding, she authorized M. Glllou,
Jr then you are not eager to keep it, return
overnight.
a vice president of tho French
it and the dealer wiu reruna your money.
federation, to say "she was so ill
that day she could not have liftel
There is an Eveready Flashlight for every purpose i
a racquet."
The chief controversial
point
tubular, pocket, and lantern types at prices ranging down j
between the American and French
to 70 cents, including the new Pocket Light at $175 ;
to
over
be
organizations appears
and the new Focusing Flashlight with the
range
the letter said to have been written by the chief official of the
at 3 .75 especially designed for outdoor use, for auto-- ,
American organization, which the
mobiles, and where a long range of light is needed.
French officials say was couched
in too emphatic terms.
Anso-la(e(By
Paris, Nov. 20 (by

six-inc-

1

-

of each of the three major navies
and cutting off further building by
Then
agreement was worked out.
to induce an agreement, a percentexage for Japan exceeding her thn
by
isting strength was offered,
United States, and that was 60 per
cent.
The Basic Principle.
The basic principle of the plan
to
is
"stop where you are," it was
asserted on authority of the American group.
Japanese claims for
a 70 per cent ratio were characterized as "very extravagant," in
view of the oxistlng strength of her
fleet. In reality, it was said, thut'
figure would, represent an increaa-.of 17 per cent in the present Japanese naval power while the
strength of Great Britain and the
United States remained stationary.
Competitors Must Slop.
If a race is to be stopped, all
competitors must stop together, toit
One cannot expect
was said.
run another ten yards. Yet It is
n
a fact that the Japanese
mlttea have urged that Japan b9
permitted under an agreement
reached by a conference called to
limit naval armament, to con
struct tonnage which would adl
17 per cent to her navy before
stopping building.
Vice Admiral Kato's contention
for 70 per cent has been presented
at the meetings of the naval experts. Whether It was presented
by authority of the Japanese delegation is doubtful, but it was
by American officials that
Admiral Baron Kato, a member of
the delegation, had announced to
the press early in the conference
the Japanese purpose to seek a
"slightly higher general tonnage"
than the Hughes plan contemplated.
To support the American view it
was revealed that if the strength
and Japanese
of the American
fleets were calculated in terms of
ships now in commission, plus
keels of capital ships laid down
the ratio would be 100 to 4,i
against Japan. If the rule were
applied to ad.d to commission capital craft and keels laid down,
ships on which money had been
expended for materials, the ratio
would be 100 to 65. If the comparison were made on the basis of
completion of ships building in addition to ships afloat, the ratio
would be 100 to 49.
Suggestion Hcjertfd.
Another suggestion from Japanese sources that the comparison
should be made on the basis of
ships in commission alone, was Instantly rejected by the American
delegates. That would mean that
the United States would not only
scrap all ships on which more than
I33S.00O.O00 has been spent, but
would not be allowed to count that
expenditure in estimating her naval strength.
Stilt another suggested method
of comparison was that all
less than 20 years
old of either navy be included.
That calculation would have mada
the ratio 100 to 50 against Japan.
As a modification, it was suggested that
mors
than 20 years old be included an-- i
this would work out at 100 to 59.
So, from any point of view
Japanese experts have been able
to approach the question, the
American 60 per cent ratio offer
allows a greater proportionate
strength than she now has.
ratio.
Any attack On the
it was added, with the full weight
of the American
delegation as
sponsor for the statement. Is to
be regarded only as an attack on
the fundamental principle of the
whole naval plan.

With Special Holiday Designs Must
be ordered SOON. See our Samples- an excellent lino. Orders for Encan be
Cards
graved Greeting
placed for only a few more days.

Checks

1st

still plenty of
Morning
querque

GLASS, PAINT,
CEMENT. PLASTER.
LUMBER COMPANY

ALBUQUERQUE

TENNIS

30, 1921.
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November

SO,

WANT TO BUY TENT
TO PROTECT POWER
FR0M RAIN
PLANT

II

PROHIBITION

Mill

EUROPE

Benton, 111.. Nov. 20. Declaring every rain plunges the
town into darkness by putting
the electric light plant out of
commission, citizens of Benton
have circulated a petition tc
purchase a tent to cover the
power plant so lights can be
kept burning when It rains.
The petition in reality is a
facetious protest agalmit the
service furnlRhed by .the light
company and may be filed
commerce
with the Illinois
commission with a formal complaint.
The petition reads:
. "We,
tho undersigned business men of Benton, agree to
give the amount necessary toward purchasing canvas or tent
to place over the power planl
of the Central Illinois Public
ut
Service company's plant
Benton in order that tho city
may be lighted during rainy
weather."
The petition was signed by

SAYS

HEADWAY.

Nations Are Organizing Into
Groups to Investigate the
Nature and Effects of Alcoholic Drinks.
(By The AMorlatrd I'rrat.)

Chicago, Nov. 29 More progress
is being made along prohibition
llnea in Europe and other parts of
the world than is generally realized, Dr. Charles Scanlon of Pittsburgh, secretary of the Presbyterian board of temperance and
moral welfare, reported here tonight to a world prohibition meeting.
Tonight's conference was called
by the prohibition party for con"
sideration of the work of the world
J
federation, of which
prohibition
Dr. Scanlon is International treasurer and president of Its American NEW LOCAL UNIONS
branch. He has
recently returned
ARE DISCUSSED AT
from Europe. '
"Not only are the nations watch- INFORMAL MEETING
of
ing themselves into study groups
Plans for the organization of
one Kind or anomer 10 lnvesusme
laundry workthe nature and effects of alcoholic cooks, waiters and
locals here were discussed at
ers'
beverages from many points of a
meeting last night of the Central
view as never before." Dr. Scanlon
No
Ijibor Union at I. O O. F. hall. ansaid.
commerce. definite action was taken and
'SlMonno
tnitnatrv.
In
the
held
be
will
other
meeting
law, religion, business, philan- near future.
Several talks were
thropy and sociology are all makduring the meeting, after
given
data
ing investigations, gathering
anA rnninnrinff ImlfrmentS to reach which a buffet luncheon was serva conclusive decision as speedily as ed and dancing enjoyed.
possible.
"if a mnifftn man cannot suc
cessfully compete with a sober man
of equal talent, there is a suspicion
HER
that a drunken nation cannot compete with a sober nation." demon"Wo must not fail to
strate," Dr. Scanlon added, "that
the sufficient and only solution of
the liquor problem where prohibi- Move Child's Bowels with
tion has been enacted is to place
"California Fig Syrup"
men in authority who have the
courage and tho inclination and
are
to
what
do
they
the ability
paid and sworn to do. Given men
of this kind and a thoroughly
public
sound law and a healthy
sentiment, prohibition and every
other law will be a success.
fiction and
"Misrepresentation,
deliberate falsehood must not be
mislead our
or
deceive
allowed to
rr;cnfta wao are being
Kuropean
guided largely by our experience."

'

T

'

PULLMAN

ANTIQUES
SELL FOR PITTANCE
AUCTION
AT- PUBLIC

ESTABLISHMENT OF
JAPAN'S POSITION
AIM

(Bj The AsHiiclaleil Pre.
Washington, Nov. 29. (By the
Associated Press). Withdrawal of
the Japanese guards at Hankow,
Peking and Tientsin and other
points simultaneously with other
foreign troops In China is one
consider lit
subject Japan should to
Kotaro
according
present,
Mochizukl, opposition leader in
as
here
is
the Japanese diet who
an observer for his party.
Mochizukl, who
Representative
will leave here December 10, en
route for Japan where ha will
attend the sessions of paiiiment.
in a statement
today declared
that if the new Japaneso cabinet
lacks the power to impress Itself
upon the conference or tho American government does not take
cognizance of Japan's logitlmnto
claims he would continue his
appeal to succeeding Japanese and
American
administrations until
Japan's position in the world is
fully and securely established.
Taking up tho
treaty of 1915 known as the
"Twenty One Demands," he char
acterized as unfair tho unfavorable
criticism directed against Japan
for her failure to notify the pow
ers of the existence of the fifth
group of clauses in the demands
on China.
These clauses wore
attacked as constituting a clear
violation of China's sovereignty
They were not pushed by Japan
which said that they dealt with
questions and
long outstanding
were not "new" exaction.
China-Japane-

IS SHOT BY GUARD IN
ATTEMPT TO ESCAPE
Nogales. Ariz., Nov. 29. Rafael
Ortega, suspected of having
been one of two men who robbed
a messenger of the payroll of the
Cananea Consolidated Copper company near Konquillo, Sonora, on
November IS, was captured by
Colonel Manuel Agulrre at Buena
Vista mine camp, a quarter of
a mile from the scene- of the
robbery, according to word received today by F. J. Dyer. American consul in Nogales, Sonora.
While being taken to Cananea,
Sonora, Ortega attempted to escape and was shot by his guard,
according to the report received
by the consul.
The messenger had about 11,000
pesos in his possession when he
was held up by two masked
Mexicans, who took about fl.GOO
pesos in Mexican gold coin from
him. When Ortega was rantured
he had 2,600 pesos in gold coin
and the messenger's pistol, according to the report received by
Mr. Dyer.
G.

(Br The AswrUted TrcM.)
29.
Indianapolis, Ind., Nov.
Within the next few weeks suit will
United
ho filed In Kansas by the
Mine Workers of America to make
n test of the constitutionality
of the
court law, ac
Kansas industrial
cording to plans outlined' today at
the executive board meeting of the
United Mine Workers of Americn
nt the headquarters here by J. T.
Clarkson, former state senator of
Iowa.
The suit. It was stated, will attack the constitutionality of the
law creating the Industrial court in
to carry
Kansas and the purpose
the case to the supreme court of
the United States if necessary.

Even a cross, feverish, bilious, or
constipated child loves the "fruity"
taste of "California Fig Syrup." A
teaspoonful never falls to cleanse
the liver and bowels. In a few
hours you can see for yourself how
thoroughly It work all the sour
bile, and undigested food out of the
bowels and you have a well, playful
child again.
Millions of mothers keep "California Fig Syrup" handy.
They
know a teaspoonful today saves a
Ask
tomorrow.
sick child
your
for genuine "California PITTSBURGH
druggist
Fl 0QD
Fig Syrup" which has directions
HAS REACHED CREST
for babies and children of all ages
printed on bottle. Mother! You
must say "California" or you may
fBy Tlie AmocIciimI TrrM.)
The crest
Pittsburgh, Nov. 29. November
get an imitation fig syrup.
of the third recorded
flood in Pittsburgh's history was
reached today when tho weathe.-bureareported tho gauge at Point
Bridge, where the Allegheny nnd
Monongahela rivers form the Ohio,
showed a stage of 25.4 feet.
Little property damage result'rt
from the flood along the doW:i
town river fronts, but residents on
the lower north side of the nort:i
bank of the Allegheny wore forced
to leave their homes. However,
and Get One of Our
many were returning tonight.

FREE

Ladies! Come. In
Nice Aluminum. Thimbles FREE
If it's anything in the line of toilet articles, we
have it.
Bring us your prescriptions. Reliable service.
Reasonable prices.
Come in and use our free phones.

Weodworth's Prescription
Pharmacy
Free and Prompt
197 and 198

Delivery-Phone-

s

222 W. Central

SALE!

PROFIT

The only war to help in tho nation's unemployment problem is to stimulate buying all over the country.
That will give Jobs to many now out of work.
To do our bit, we are offering the newest styles In New
York dresses at prices that barely cover our cost of handling.
We offer the following:
'
DRESSES All wool French Serges, Wool Trlcotine, Can- ton Crepe, Silk and Charmeuses. striking new models and fine
tailoring at amazing values.
'
"I
Lot No. 1 Serges and Trlcotlnes. Values
:
On
sale
at
118.75 to $29.60.

1.JlIO

Values

Lot No. 2 Serges and Trlcotlnes.
$35.00 to 65.00. On sale at

C1

Q Kft
DX7
JV

A nice assortment of bilk, Taf'6ta, and Charmeuse
f7 JTA
(JValues at $35.00 . to 169.60.

v

Lot No. J
Dresses.
On sale at
SUITS

till

tUA I

Velours, Trlcotlnes

and Serges. Values up to

$11.75

$45.00

$19.50

,

LADIES' COATS Values $15.00 to $36.50.
On sals
,
at . . . . .

$5.75, $11.75 ad $19.50

MEN'S OVERCOATS
a0

Values $27.76,

and $48.76.

$29.75

$19.50, $20.95and $24.50

LADIES' SILK HOSE
Values on sale at

$1.25

and

$1.98

59C

and

98c

Cash only. No
Bed Tape to thess offers. TEItMS
Returns, No Approvals. Clip this ad or mention this ad to
get privilege of prices.No

.

The Lucero Garment Shop
Corner Second and Stiver.

'

'

!

NEW ZEALANDER AT
ARMS CONFERENCE

COL. WHITTLESEY

Theaters Today

iuuty me
production,
great
aiso
"The Dost Komance.
the Burton Holmes "Travel
.Events"
ogue" and "Current
i

ENDED OWN LIFE

Report
Captain Confirms
That Hero of the Lost
Battalion Committed Suicide En Route to Havana.

1

York. Nov. 29. Secret
of bin
brooding over the memories which
experiences in the war, from greathe emerged one of America's
est Individual heroes, was ascribed
of
today by friends and relatives
Lieut. Col. Charles W. Whittlesey
life
his
as tho cause of his taking
HaSunday while on the way to
vana.
Leaving several letters, presumcomably explaining his act, the ' dismander of the "lost battalion
the steamship
appeared from
hours out from
Toloa, twenty-fou- r
New York. His Intimate friends
was
making an
had no Idea he
ocean voyage.
Members of his family and business associates were incredulous at
ci
t
thon rocnlied incidents as
Indications that hla spirit was
shaken by recurrent miiiui.i.
his brothers In arms wno nau mcu
before his eyes in France.nli1. more
,nL
in Wash
trying than tho rest, was wm
ington a fortnigiu ago services for
took part in the f uncrul
reAmerica's unknown soldier. Ho daturned from the capital more
tho hnuntinc
j
visions clearer than ever, bearing
him down. There be had met hundreds of former friends and had
marked anew the gaps in me ran
of the men he lovea. "
ntnnned was the ex- Lit- .... in.
Tl,,..u
1 . firm nf White and
Whittle
Case, with which Colonel
iur uuu.
sey had been associated could
bear,
a year. "It had all it
remarkable mind though it was.
in
man
a
was
there hnil
Ir. don't think
.
1,00
"- - the trvSne
me coumiy
has
experiences Colonel Whittlesey
tne pusi
had
.., in wua
u
mo
limv. ,i.h(i wns always
ne
acesstble to those who thought he
maa .;.,
1"
cnilld hclD them.
tne
friendless
the Jobless, the
them
of
all
war
widows of the
l'or
were on his mind constantly,scarcetwo years there has
"been an hour when the, grief and
ly
horror or me war
and specifically before him
lc l'.ida
When he left his off
afternoon it was with some cheery
f
remark regarding the Amj-Nfootball came which ho h.i--house on
see. At his boarding
street, he told
h

ufra

-,!

iu

.

Forty-fourt-

n

oo
Y.
.7"
to rest." when he left
a traveling
with
CHLUi uuy ittw
baColonel Whittlesey's uncle, C. W.
-1 ,,,
Kew
York, agreeu
.
nnl associates
with nis
' .,
f
that he came back from A
with memorial
services weighing
heavily on his mind.
'
Colonel vvniiuB.--nrnmtnence
over
.
into wui'"-"'-u " .ti retort
f
the
to
through his
man off cer wno eait surrounded
surrender after he was
.
in the Argonne
...,
cays mm
For --lour
h.Tttnllon. 308m
a .v. tri-- .t
COmmanu, iu
d vision.
infantry, Seventy-sevent- h
. .
had lain unaer
or fresh
MAN SAID TO HAVE
aid, without food
been
had
men
n
eighty-seveAll but
HELD LINCOLN'S HAT
?'..7..un"
tho Pre- o
AT GETTYSBURG, DEAD
rierman soldier
stumbled into the American strong

i.y.. myself

...

ht

w

i..

.

(By The AsMcintrd TreM.)
Nov. 29. BenSan Francisco,
jamin B. Tuttle, 83, Civil war vet-

min

...... .
po'"'"in the
"
"Surrenaer,t old
of humanity' 'and he
- tne uermmi nt..American
how from
-I fHe of the
,
wounded could be heard
"You go 10 neu, w
SeASfewP hours later American reHno
serves attacked all along the
back
pushe d Ivors
the Ccrmans were
sun
little band of
-

eran, and the man said to hav.j
held tho hat of Abraham Lincoln
whon tho president made his Gettysburg address, died at his home
here today.
" Mr.
Tuttle served with tho Connecticut troops In tho Civil war
as adjutant general. He was past
commander of the Grand Army and the
of the Republic encampment of
to tho United
California and Nevada.
ft'tes he was voted the congres
'""-- ;
sional medal of nonor,
EDITOR AND WRITER
coveted American decoration lor.
DIES IN LOS ANGELES heroism.

T'1'....

(By Th AuMMnl Prwi.)
Nov. 29. Word
Denver, Colo.,

-

Goldenalbuquerque,
(Rule
"an

old store

spirit

'

W)CKS
TOR At'IX)R IN 1'ICTl'RR
"TIIK LOST KOMAXti:'

.tu".,'-- :

:?rt

""sc.

Conrad Nagel, after allowing
hair to grow untouched for

h'-

sl'i

because it so hnppene
that the roles ho portrayed hai.--re- ,
quired a head of long
breathed a sigh of relief when h
was cast for the part of Allen
Krsklne, a young physician in William de Mine's new Paramount
production, "Tho Lost Romance,at
which is being repeated today
tha "T!" theater, and found th.i
at last he could remove the super
fluity of long wavy locks ana
once more.
"An actor must make sacrifices
for art," smiled Mr. Nagel. "All
summer long, wheh It was hot,
labored under a heavy thatch, nnd
Immediately the weather turned
cold, off came tho hair."
Mr. Nagle has the role of great
dramatic force in "The Lost RoLois Wilson la
mance."
woman, Jack Holt has a strong
role and Fontaine La Rue is delightfully cast.
1

months,

1

E. 0. Mousley.

DGGTOK

BEING TRIED

DINES WITH TIIK IIKST
WIFK ON THE KVK OF
MARKIAGK TO TUK SIX OND

MURDER CHARGE
(H.T

ThP A"iirlulfi!

TrMS.)

Great Fond, Kans.. Nov. 29 (by
the Associated Press.) Testimony
under
instructions
that, ucting
from Dr. W. A. Nixon, he drove the
doctor's car to a lonely point four
milea west of town the night of
July 6, and picked up Dr. Nixon
beniilo the motor car of Arthur C.
tanta, attorney, was given hero late
today by Hoy Hayes nt the trial of
Dr. Nixon on a charge of murdering
Bnnta.
The witness said that on the way
linck to town the doctor remarked,
"Well, Hanta won't owe anybody
elm.' When tiiey arrived at the
physicians home, Hayes assarted
Nixon cnid:
"Don't say anything about this to
any one."
ilayes, who Is also charged with
murder in connection with tho
nho.iting, is said to have bepn a
business associate of Dr. .Nixon.
The state contends Iianta was
killed over a sum of money he is
alleged to have owed Dr. Nixon.

NOW AT TIIK FASTIMH

VWinvnr
Pnln Nov. 29. Police
are searching the city tonight in
an effort to find a, man known as
Joseph Curtain, believed to have
been fatally wounded tonigni in wie
apartment of Miss Grace Bowman,
MIes Bowman, according to me
she Khot (Curtain be
cause he had "caused her annoy
cine
ance for more than a year.
is being held by tho police. Her
be- is
room mate. P.uih Tunniclltf,
in held as a witness.
uowmun
to Miss
Accordiii-stmy, Curtain k1i called on her and
was
alone,
u4in
made' slighting remarks concerning
Miss inniutiui
Miss Tunnicliir.
later entered, and Curtain then
of them, Miss
both
harrangued
Bowman said until she seized her
revolver and shot him.
'vi!c r,,..mit, cniii ('iirtain then
asked that a doctor be cajled and
left the room.
i,t

"A" BOWLERS

MEET

AJJT'

ALLEYS

Lovitt bowlers defeated the Boll-tram last nistht at the "x
alleys by two games out of three.
Morelli, of the ljoviu team, reu
score.
:i9 as the highfollow:
The scores

m

IjOVltt.

Strange
Lovitt
Evcrs
Morelli

Totals

ISollmnn.

Renimdt
Clifford
Hollman

165
194
162

"2

799

764

"1

1S5
PMet, Plmplei, CarbunelpB,
etc.,
,
121
quickly relieved by
171
137
196 or Tour money buck. 60o at DruKgliO or
bv mull postpaid.
810 TIIK BOIT.K.N'E CO., Albuquerque. N. M.

J

lj7

158
137

141
759

...797

Totals

C

193
169
134
143
125

l'H5

Cartwrlght
Flint

Chief honors In "The Parrl- Pictures
cade," released by R-now
and
bein;
corporation,
screened at the Pastime thcatc
as the feature attraction, go to
William Christy Cabanne and Dr.
who
Daniel Carsor. Goodman,
wrote the story.
Founded upon the premise thii
genuine love and human understanding do more to lighten tho
burdens of tho world than falst"
pride and prejudice, "The Barricade" Is a powerful preachment
against the evils of bigotry and th
untoward influences of sham.
One of the means by which Mr
Cabanne and Dr. Goodman es'ah
llsh their point is the deep affection that obtains between Ja"o'
Solomon, a kindly old Hebrew, and
Michael Brcnnan, an elderly Irishman, who are business partners
when the story begins. Solomon
at Brennan's death, takes the letter's son Robert, and rears him as
his own.
Rut then the barricade arisen
and complications
begin. Vpon
them Is the pint builded and In
Mr.
tho hands of
Cabanne It becomes entertainment of the most
delightful character.
Although it contains a powerful
lesson "The Barricade" Is not a
sermon, but a highly Interesting
tale in which the whole vast public will find a treat.

133
152
170
219
125

i"0

Ji

Franklin

It's a strange state of affairs InJ'9 bachdeed when an
elor dinner on the eve of his mar
is Interwife
second
to
his
riaga
rupted by a most friendly ra
from the first wife who is still
sufficiently in lovo with,' him to
regret that she has her divorce,
and Is Btrongly averse to allowing
any other woman to have him.
But this Is precisely tho situation
In
Bells," Constance
"Wedding
Talmadge's latest Associated First
National release which is being repeated today at the Lyric theater.
There are scores of other
humorous situations in
this production which was adaptField's stag
ed from
Salisbury
play of the same title. Directed
by Chet Wlthey and with a east
comprising Harrison Ford, Emily
Ida Darling, James
Chichester,
Harrison. William Roselle, Polly
Vann, Dallas Wolford and Frank
Honda, this picture has been de
clared by critics to be one of Connie's very best.
"TTf F nAItmCAOF." HITS
SHAM
OF FHK.irmF:

UNINVITED GUEST IS
SHOT AND WOUNDED

CLASS

All Remnants

MACKINAWS
and

'
Dress according to the weather
The cold
and keep healthy.
mornings and evenings require
warmer clothing both inside and
out.

and flannel(
shirts are real weather resisters;
You'll find them to be a friend
We carry "Patrick's"
in need.
celebrated line.

Our mackinaws

Heavy underwear, wool hose,
sweaters, everything to keep the
cold weather outside can be found
in our large and varied stock.

.Washburn Co.
Albuquerque's Exclusive
Clothiers

BOILS
BOILENE

WILL

CLUB
ENDORSES FRANCES
E. WILLARD SCHOOL

FORTNIGHTLY

ir.MkKs

Vio

AYPfMitlve

rrl-,.-

CLADS

SANTA
BE

AT

UNITED

THE

1c to SI STORE

com- -

PROHIBITION
was received here tonight of the
FATE IS DEBATED AT
death in Los vAngeles yesterday of
CHICAGO CONFERENCE
Carlyle Channlng Davis, newspaper editor and writer.
Mr. Davis at one time was editor
Bt Th Aiwoclnlcd PreM.)of
the
t,
of the Leadvllle
Chicago, Nov. 29. Fate
of the Leadvlllo Chronicle and later
or pauy
managing editor of the Rocky today at a conference
Mountain News and Denver Times. leaders. Tomorrow the national
He was the author of a number of prohibition committee win
school text books.
UD.
KIDNAPED IWYS RETrRNFD. sentiment. in the party's rank nd
St. Louis, Mo., Nov.
29. Two file that Its work was done, that
in
Italian boys, Vincent Castclll, 5 and Its machinery had disintegrated
Domlnlck Di Franco, 7 who were several states, and that somenooffur-its
kidnaped, were returned tonight to staunchest contributors saw support.
ANDFUNERALS
their respective families by local ther need of lending their
.in a raised DEATHS
police. Police are holding a numvigorous iiijijooii.iui. ""of the
abandonment
toward
with
any
ber of persona in connection
s
"PorpfL. need 68.
t ci
i rjxvrt T)Afnitn
the two kidnaplngs, pending an in- party. ,
died last night at his residence
survived
vestigation.
after a short illness. Ho Is ono
ana
boh,
by three daughters
BLOODHOUNDS, GUARDS
WOMAN KILLED BY BOMB.
T.a.ria Mrs Carlos Gar- Herald-Democra-

with a new

Wednesday, Nov. 30

mitlee of the Fortnightly club at
oH,,o- lnst nicht endorsed
v.i- the campaign to be waged here to
E.
" lllar.J
secure the Frances
srhool for Albuquerque. A benefit
concert was discussed by the board,
but action was deferred until tne
next... meeting of theUaciuu.
nnnstltlltlOn
t
revision committee was discussed
and
nro..... will . ibeM continued
TniiRtcnl
"
next mt;cuiiis.
of
gram last night was In charge
Mrs. John D. uiaric.
i.
D!n.i .lonnrinient of the uni
versity took part in the program
under tne supervision
John Lukens.

PARTY'S

Siorajs,

n mcx.

NO FLOWING

A

New

n.,

r

I.vrle Theater The popular mmstar, Constance Talmaoge, Is again
at the Lyric as the leading star in
Wedding Bells;" also repeaunn
uaycty comcuj.
the two-re"Standing Pat.
l'listiimi llicatcr Repeating
ihA last time "Tho barri
cade," by William Christy Cabanne;
"Fox
also repeating the interesting
-News'1 pictures ana me juuii anu
Jeff cartoons.

BROODING CAUSE OF
SOLDIER'S RASH ACT

fier-nig-

in utmg
iWilliam Doiu Aliilo

to-f,- ,r

(Bt Til. AnwirinifS Trem.)
New York, Nov. 29 (By the Asof
sociated Press). Confirmation
the report that Lieut. Col, Charles
W. WhittleRey had committed suicide last Saturday night on his way
to Havana was received today by
tho Associated Press in a wireless
message from Captain Grant of the
steamship Toloa.
comCaptain Grant said that the
mander of the famous lost battalion
from the ship
had disappeared
after leaving him various instructions and that he had seemed in a
normal mental condition and good
spirits on quitting the smoking
room to retire.

lT''J

'

repe-u-ln-

ABOARD SITE AMER

East
inenna

I
I

OF M0CH1ZUK1

VALIDITY OF KANSAS
LAW TO BE TESTFO RY
UNITED MINE WORKERS

(By The Awwrlated Trm.)
Chicago, Nov. 23. Kare vases
and other antiques were sold for
mere pittances today at the auction of tho J600.000 furnishings of
the homo of the late George M.
Pullman, once theanost richly and
magnificently furrti(heel residence
in the country. He was tho founder of the Pullman company.
The furnishings are being soil
to close out the estate. The site
of the home will be used for a
factory.
Two revolving Sevres vases, valued at $2,600 each, were auctioned
for $175 apiece. The highest bid
for a statue by Le Moreaux, bought
in France for
by Mr. Pullman
$1,000 was $95.
Minnie Crlmmlngs, for 40 years
personal maid to Mrs. Pullman,
was barred from the part of tho
house where the auction was beTho auctioneers
said
ing held.
her grief at seeing the old treasures virtually given away interfered with the sales.
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Invited to Come and
Bring Your Letters

All Children

-

!TED

1o

to SI

STORES CO.
321

WEST CENTRAL

',,

Belfast, Nov. 29. One woman
was killed and two injured tonight
In a bomb explosion.
The bom)
was thrown from a railroad embankment into the street.

Would Rather Fight
Than Work
'
"I suffered for years' with stomach trouble and could not eat and
Just hated for anyone to say work
to me. I would rather fight. Since
taking a course of Mayr's Wonder
ful' Remedy I actually want to
work, and talk about eat, I am the
lost one to leave the table now." It
Is a simple, harmless preparation
that removes the catarrhal mucus
from the intestinal tract and allays
which causes
the Inflammation
practically all stomach, liver and
Intestinal ailments, including ap
pendicitis. One dose will convince
or money refunded. For sale by
Briggs' Pharmacy and druggist.
everywhere.

CAPTURE3f RIS0NERS

n t

cla and Mrs. Jose Mata. The son
The body
Is away at Denver. Colo.
was taken to Crollott funeral parBy The Anelatea IWm.)
Globe, Ariz., Nov. 29. Sheriff lors, pending funeral
deputies and prison guards, following the trail behind bloodhounds,
today captured three prisoners
OLD AGE, HIS MARK!
who had escaped from the state
Oliver Wendell Holmes, in the
Florence Sunday.
penitentiary atwere
at charming discourses of "The ProThe men
captured
reCasador Springs, forty miles from fessor at the Breakfast Table,of old
fers to an unmistakable sign
here, according to information
received here tonight by John ago. It Is the three parallel lines
prison superintendent. between the brows. We can detect
Rynning,
The men are J. H. Roberts, and the first traces of disease by signs
Ben Roberts, brothers, and Leroy Just as plain.
When a. woman suffers from
Smith. The Roberts brothers were
norvous
depression.
sentenced from Graham county on backache.
pains, and those ailgrand larceny .charges and Smith dragging down to
women, it is plain
from Cochise county for robbery. ments peculiar
They were trusties at the prison that she needs a woman's medicine.
What other medicine could she
farm.
more wisely resort to than Lydla K.
PInkham's
Vegetable Compound,
Watch for the Red Star which
for half a century has proved
Demonstration at Raabe & the natural
restorative for these
troubles?.
Mauger's.

A

MOP

UP Oil

MOPS

We have a large stock of Universal Oil Mops
which we wish to close out before inventory. We
offer these at the following bargains:
60c
$1.00 Grade,
75c
$1.25 Grade, at
These mops have good handles and are packed irt
i
tin boxes.
On Sale For Ten Day
None delivered, except actual messenger charge

at.......

HERE'S PROOF
docs np'
Home bread making
pay. Without the unsurpassed facilities used In making our superior bread no matter how expert
you may be, you cannot get the
bread excellence we
unvarying
get In every loaf. From the angle
of either quality or economy it
will pay you to give it a trial.

Pioneer Bakery
207 South

First Street

added.

WHITNEY

.'

PHONE

76

HARDWARE

CO.

I
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RELIGION OPIUM

PRESIDENT DESIGNATES DEC.
AS EDUCATIONAL WEEK
0
4-1-

FOR THE PEOPLE

'

needs and the aims of the public
(By The Associated rrsa.i
Washington, Nov. 29. President schools. It is particularly reconv
mended
efforts be addressed to
Harding today issued a proclama- practicalthat
of communl
tion setting aside December i to ty Interest expressions
To
in public education.
10 at education week.
that end organization for civil
The proclamation follows:
education Is
"Whereas, Public
the basis of citizenship and, ! or
to
the welfare
primary importance
of the nation and,
"Whereas, More than 5,000,000
boys and girls in America are not
availing themselves of our free
school advantages and are lacking
In that youthfql schooling so essential to the making of an intelligent citizenship and,
"Whereas, The experience of the
war reveals vast elements of population that are illiterate, physically
unfit; or unfamiliar with American
ideals and traditions; and our future strength and security are much
dependent on their education and
commitment to American ideals;
"Therefore, I, Warren O. Harding, president of the United States,
do urge governors to set apart December 4 to 10 Inclusively, 1031,
as American education week during
which,
"Citizens are urped to give spec?
lal and thoughtful attention to the

advancement and social betterment
are earnestly requested, when It ca
to provide
be made practicable,
programs which will Inform th
people concerning the vital needs
in this direction, instruct them re
carding shortcomings and deflci
encles in present facilities, and
bring to their attention, specifl
constructive methods, by which, in
the respeoii.! communities these
deficiencies iuay be supplied,
"The subject of public education
always has been very close to the
American heart, and to the fact
that It has been made a chief
responsibility of local governmental
units, we lareelv owe the wide dir
fusion of educational facilities. It
is believed that a widespread and
earnest effort at observace of ed
ucatlon week would do much to
emphasize this feeling of immediate

it is
Therefore,
responsibility.
sucKpsted that the pulpit, press,
schools and public gatherings be
enlisted in behalf of this special
effort."

CLEVENGERCASE
SECRETARY OF
IS REVERSED BY
SUPREME COUR
AGRICULTURE IN
ISPBCIAL DISPATCH

MEXICO RESIGNS
Villareal Quits. Which Is
Said to Be the Fore
runner of Several Changes
in Obregon's Cabinet.
(II j- Tbe Ammi'lnted
-

Press.)

Mexico City, Nov. 29. The resignation of Secretary of Agricul-of
ture Villareal is the forerunner
several changes in the Mexican
cabinet, according to several newspapers today which add, however,
agrarian
that the government's
policy will remain unchanged. Genbelieved
that
is
It generally
eral Amado Agulrre, secretary of
communications and public works,
will succeed Senor Villareal and
that General Enrique Estrada, minister of war, will take over the post
of minister of communications,
with his present under secretary.
General Berrano, moving to the
head of the war department.
The delicate health of Secretary
of the Interior Calles may cause
him also to renounce his portfolio. Secretary Villareal's retirement, according to local newspapers, indicates that the government
will be less drastic in its enforcement of the agrarian laws than
is exheretofore, inasmuch as it nationthe
pected the personnel of will
resign.
al agrarian commission
acSecretary Villareal has been
which,
rdlcalism,
extreme
cused of
he showea in ni
' it was alleged
drastio enforcement of the agrarian laws, resulting in decreased
ffect-in- g
agriculture and edversely
land values.
The national agrarian party, of
which Senor Villareal is tne neaa,
has sent a commission to confer
with President Obregon.
.

'

COIN COLLECTOR HAS
Al ARAMA CENTENNIAL
HALF DOLLAR PIECE

TO MORNINS

JOURNAL

Santa Fe, Nov. 29. The suthe
preme court today reversed
conviction of Jerome Cleven-ge- r,
district
the
Las Vegas, in
court of San Miguel county on
the charge of assault upon Mrs.
Daisy A. Madole and remandedr
the case for retrial. Cleven-gowas sentenced by the lower
court to serve from five to
seven years in the penitentiary.
The supreme court also held
that Frank A. Hubbell, Albumust take $1,000
querque,
worth of stock of the Val
Verde Hotel company, Socorhe
admitted
Hubbell
ro.
signed a subscription for ten
on
only
shares, but, he said, subscribcondition that other
ers be gotten for part of the
shares. He did not agree to
take more than $250 worth of
the ten shares at $100 per
share, he said, but the district
court of Socorro county, which
originally tried the case, held
he must take all ten. The supreme court upheld the

TO

Hanihara Under
stood t oHave Made This
Announcement at Meet

Minister

ing of Committee.
(Br Th Associated Press.)
Washington, Nov. 20 (by the As
sociated Press.)
japan is looKing
forward to withdrawing her garri
son from Hankow, central China,
Vice Foreign Minister Hanihara, ft
Japanese plenipotentiary, is under
stood to have announced at me
Far East commeeting today of the to
have added
mittee. He is sold
Japan was prepared to withdraw
her troops from the Shantung railroad between Tslngtau and Tsln-anfeven before the conclusion of
rje- negotiations
any Shantung
tween China and JaDan. provided
China would prove herself capable
of maintaining a Chinese police
force along the line and assuming
responsibility for the safe running
of the road, and the protection of
life and property.
Mr. Hanihara la declared to have
said further that Japan would not
for the present withdraw troops
stationed along the south Man
churls, railway as guards. He ex
plained that they were there under
rights of treaty.
u,

N

d

No More Gas in

Stomach and Bowels
If yon wlah to be prmanntljr t1Iv4
of as In th stomach sad bonis, talis
Baalmann's
ere prepared
Baalmann's
distinctly for stomach sas and for all tha
bad effects comlnf from gas presaura.
That empty aqd gnawing testing at
th pit ot your siomacn aiaappsars;
that siixiuus sod nervuus feviliis with
heart palpitation will vanish, and ?"
will again ba abla to tak
a deep
breath, often prevented by gas pressing against your heart ana lungs.
Your limbs, arms and fingers won't
fesl cold, and go to alsep baoauss Baal,
msnn's
prevent gas Interfering with th circulation; drowsiness,
dinner will be reafter
leepr feeling
placed by a desire for some form of entertainment.
Tour dlstandsd stomaeh
will rsduca because gaa will not form
after using Bsalmsna's
U't th lnj...s in th reliuw 1'ck- from Woodworth'a Prescription Pharmacy or any rsllabl druggist. Prlo en
dollar. J. Baalmann, chemist, Ban Francisco. (Adv.)
"

V
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CLUB

0

LOOK

m S.P.S

BE WITHDRAWN

It is a nice shining new half
dollar with a good sound silver
ring to it, and its possessor paid
ah
a dollar for it, but the banks
looked askance at the piece when
Cox
A.
F.
it was presented.
wouldn't give It up for a couple
of dollars, though, so the bankers
needn't worry.
The coin is a centennial plecj
from the state of Alajust Issued
bama, Mr. Cox's old home, andAl-It
1b the first one to be seen in
On one side it bears
buquerque.
ot
an eagle and the words "State
Alabama, 'Here We Rest,' " and
the dates 1S19 and 1919, and on
the other, profile heads of Gov.
Bibb, the first administrator of the
state, and of the present crovornor,
Kilby.
e
Upon reading In the
papers that a limited number oJ
the coins was being distributed at VILLA IS GIVING UP
a Birmingham bank, Mr. Cox USE OF MOTOR-DRIVEwrote to the bank for several ot
the precious pieces. His son, C.
TRACTORS AND TRUCKS
A. Cox, whose hobby is coin collecting, has a number of rare
(By The Associated Press.)
pieces of money.
El Paao. Texas. Nov. 29. Fran
Cisco (Pancho) Villa, former ban
dit leader ,of Mexico, who Is farm
R0TARIANS AND CLUB
ranch at
ing on a 200,000-acr- e
in Durango,
OF BUSINESS WOMEN
Mexico,
Canutlllo,
which was given to him by tne
PLAN JOINT MEETING Mexican government when he gave
ud warfare, has returned to me
The Invitation of the Rotary club burro cart, oxen drawn vehicles
hand plow.
of Albuquorque to the Business and and tha
Villa, the only Mexican rancher
Professional Women's club to hold
metn
American
a Joint meeting of the men's and who ever adopted
women's club early In January was ods on a large scale, Is giving up
tractors and
accepted by the women's club at the use of automobile are
not suited
its last meeting. The Joint dinner trucks and says they
Mexican
temperament. This
will be held on the first meeting to the
C.
McDonald,
to
John
is
in
week
according
January.
The final December meeting of an automobile salesman who makes
part of
the business women which is sched- frequent trips to Villa's
uled for December 27, has been Mexico. The former chieftain altractors and
postponed on account of the prox- ready has adiscarded
of hand plows
bought carload
imity to the holidays, beand the fol- has
held with in Torreon, Mr. McDonald said. following meeting will
"I have a large number of
the Rotarlans. Arrangements for
told Mr,
the time and place of meeting have lowers on my place," Villa
McDonald, according to the salesnot yet been made.
man, "and I must keep them at
provide work for
Jack Lellvelt. leading Western work.oneTractors
man where I formerly had
league batter, has signed as man- only
employed. That leaves many
ager of the Tulsa Western league ten
idle men and Idleness breeds
club.
back-hom-

of
tha Associated
respondent
Press). "Religion is opium for the
Is
the
people,"
slogan which the
soviet government
caused to bo
placed on a permanent stone tablet
In the wall of the Moscow city hall
facing the Iberian chapel.
This little chapel stands at the
entrance to the Red square and
contains the ikon which la more
sacred to Russian churches than
any other In the entire domain of
the former czar. Consequontly It
is greatly frequented by 111 pernors
and supplicants who have suffered
all sorts of misfortune and reverses.
The stream of worshipers at the
holy shrine continue in spite of the
slurring sign which bolshevlst offi
cials have erected. And the disregard of the faithful for the official
sneer recorded on the tablet is
clearly indicative of the failure of
the communist regime to lessen the
regard for religion throughout Russia.
Communists are expelled from
the party In large numbers for having their children baptized, or for
being married in a church or showAt least
ing religious .tendencies.
these are reasons given officially
In many cities where the cleansing
of the party is taking place.
In response to Inquiries as to
whothor abandonment of religion
had made it unnecessary for the
American relief administration to
send kosher food to Russia, a
member of the
prominent
party who is attached to the
foreign office said food which orth
odox Jews can eat should be sent
from America by all means as the
political changes had not caused
them to abandon their religion to
any considerable extent.
Lutheran and Roman Catholic
churches, as well as the Russian
orthodox churches are open and
apparently well attended In Kron-stad- t,
Petrograd, Moscow and
smaller cities. Shops which sell
only religious literature and objects
are open in Petrograd and Moscow
and are thronged with sellers and
buyers of ikons.

OPS

(By Th

associated Press.)

Must Be

re-arrang- ed

These Prices Will
Do It
Potato Starch,
siza
,
Swift's Wool Soap,
,
,
large
Britt's Powdered
Ammonia
l--

:

What brought these buyers? Strange as it may
seem, there had been up to
Monday, people who had
1

not yet attended the Fire
Sale. They didn't believe
that we had anything they
would be interested in. Sunday they saw a few samples
of the great values we were
offering as they passed our
windows
when the store
opened Monday they were
on hand.
.

This shows that the merTHE GIFT SHOP
We have set aside a portion chandise in the sale is sellof our second floor for the ing itself. Displayed in the
display and sale of gift mer- windows and marked so
chandise such as:
that all might see exactly
Handkerchief
Fine Fur
what the various pieces
The Better Leather Good
Silk Hosiery
were selling for, it attracted
Oif t Gloves
Stationery
as many people as visited
Gift Kimonas and Robe
And Dozen of Other
the store on any day since
Things of Like Quality
All of this gift merchandise Is in perfect
the opening. Real merchancondition. Most of It was unpacked or in
transit during the fire. No one under the dise
always sells itself. All
sun could ever tell It was purchased at a
fire sale. Yet it is all priced at Real Fire
the advertising can do is to
Sale Prices offering the seeker of gifts
an opportunity to get two or three fine
gifts for the regular price of one.
tell people that it is on
THE GIFT SHOP

i7i

::.v...30c

Old Master

Coffee,

v.

60c
90c

.

Maxwell House Coffee,

Red

No. 10

can
Puyallup

Raspberries,

Blackberries,

$1.00

CaV!

Ol
...OlC

pt. tin
vuro All
"iwi'is nidra
tin
Old Monk Olive Oil,
--

C(

S.

70c

..oUCI
Or
tDliaaU

lb

Puyallup

TVTnnli- -

57c

l--

f
tDl.UU

tin

Old Monk Olive Oil,

glas
Old Monk Olive Oil,
z.

--

Bias

Oi.

OQ
:..WuC
ACn
:..4IUC

Old Monk Olive Oil,

r7,0
....T...OC

glass

16-o- z.

Armour's Verlbest Veal"
Loaf
Armour's Verlbest
Lunch Tongue, large.
Armour's Verlbest
OPTa
Lunch Tongue, small.. jOC
Armour's Verlbest
Boned Chicken .
Dr. Price's Baking
PA
Powder, 2
pounds.. OUC
Dr. Price's Baking
Powder, S poundswXaUU
Calumet Baking Pow
der, 8 ox
Ryzon Baking Powder,
45o size

....IDC
Jn.
.JtlC

ROSENWALD'S

...t .50c

ff

S. L. C..

serves,

Strawberry Pr
15-o-

S. L. C.

serves,

z

16-o-

z

..4UC
iA
TtUC
4UC

Pauls' Jams, all

1A

.rrr.UC

C(n
OUC
Q(n
Hlb..dlC
-

Schillings Japan or
b.

--

WORTH

CT

60c
30c
40c
35c

..
Oolong Tea,
Schilling's Japan or
Oolong Tea,
lb....
Puyallup Raspberries,
No. 2 can
,.
Puyallup Loganberries,
No. 2 can . ., v
Curtice Yellow Peaches,
No. 2',J can
Curtice Bartlett Pears,
No. 2ft. can
Solitaire Tomatoes,
hand packed
Heinz Spaghetti, large
size
B. & T. Maine Blue- be rHes, No. 2

MOSEY
Cut out this slip, enclose with Bo
ana mail It to Foley & Co.. 28SS
Sheffield vs., Chicago. Ill, writing
your name and address clearly.
rou win receive m return a trial
package containing Foley' Honey

A

Pre- - A

Blackberry

flavors
Schilling's English
Breakfast Tea,
Schilling's English
Breakfast Tea,
Schilling's English
Breakfast Tea,

15c
30c

Pre- -

Raspberry

serves,
8. L. C.

e, Nov. 29. Hot fiDrinca
state highway No. 1 when
two projects announced today by
.engineer uiuett are finnignway
ished. One connects the town with
the highway to the north and the
other to the south and permanently
me me route.

xar compound for

. .

Old Master Coffee,

aanta

PT

40 C
4JfA

4DC

...... 20c

coughs,

colds and croup; Foley Kidney
fins for pains in side and back:
rheumatism, backache, kidney and
Dialer ailment; and Foley Ca
thartio Tablet, a wholesome and
thoroughly cleansing cathartic for
constipation, biliousness, headaches
and sluggish bowels. Sold every.
wnere.

10c

...

will be on

ana

,.,.8c

12c
.7c
........ 10c

HOT SPRINGS OJi HIGHWAY,

IT IS

10c

Crystals .
Team
Borax
v
Mrs. Stewart's Laundry
Blue
Jiffy Laundry Blue,
10c size
Household
Ammonia
Alamo
.
Lye :. . . . .
Old Master

Old Monk Olive Oil,

Watch the papers every day for the Fire Sale announcements. Study our Windows
where you can see the merchandise itself, plainly marked. Come into the store where
everything is also marked in big red figures. Remember that only a tiny fraction of
the things in our store today were damaged by fire, water or smoke. The rest is as perfect as the day it left the factories. And all of it is marked at Real Fire Sale sacrifices. It
must all go regardless of cost or replacement value.

10c

Rainwater

Second Floor Front.

What made the automobile practicable?

A. & M.

30c
OK

tjt)9l

Pure Fruit

FI

A...10C

can .
Jam,
G Washington In- AA
slant Coffee large.
.
In- O. Washington
etant coffee, medium. I UC
O. Washington Instant QK
Coffee, small
Wesson OH,
pints . . .
Wesson Oil,
Quarts . .
Libby's Evaporated Milk, P
DC
Baby size
Van Camp's Evaporated
Ef
DC
Milk, Baby size
ret Evaporated Milk,
..DC
Baby size .
-

DJ-aV-

There can be no question that gasoline preceded the automo-- v
bile and made its present universal use possible.
Internal combustion engines have been made to run with other
kinds of fuel alcohol, benzol, coal and natural gas, kerosene,
etc. But gasoline, because of its greater effectiveness and
economy compared with all other known motor fuels, has been
responsible in a large measure for the tremendous growth of
. i?
the entire automotive industry.

LKT THE COLLEOJQ INJT CA- WE KNOW HOW. EATS. SWEETS.
TER FOK YOUR NEXT PARTY.
MJtxUfciUH;
usmJiKU.
IKS.
'HONE Ul.

Watch for the Red Star
at Raabe &

Demonstration
Mauger .

LEGAL NOTICE
Department at th

at
yince
1ZI.

Bants,

Interior,

re,

.

Notice Is herebr clvsn that Julian rt.r.
ola, of Barton, N. If , whs, on December
13, )1S, mod
Homaatsad antrv. No
025328, for BE!e NWii. W44 Wtt BVV
NEK. and GI4 BWU. Section 13. Tnwn.
N.. Bans 6 E.. N. M. P. Meridian,
hip
as riled notlca of Intention
to male.
three-yea-

r

proof, to establish

'il

elalm to

EXECUTRIX'S NOTICE.
In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
County, New Mexico.
In the Matter of the Estate of
David Weiller, Deceased.
Notice la hereby given that the
undersigned was. on tha 17th day
of November, 1911, duly appointed
Executrix of the estate of David
Weiller, deceased, by th Probate
Court of Bernalillo
County, and
having qualified as such Executrix.
all persons having claims against
tne estate of said decedent are
hereby notified and required to
present the same to the undersigned in the manner and within the
time prescribed by law,

Principal Executrix,
HARRY B. WEIIJjER and
WALTER A. DJSQUK.

Dated November 18th, 1921,

25c
50c

r

For over a decade The Continental Oil Company has been serving a great
territory consisting of the six intermountain states. Its task has been a

November

big one and has called for much strenuous effort and the development of
a large organization.
Volume production, particularly in the petroleum industry, and efficient dis- tnpution maice possiDie a lower selling pnee ior cacu cuiimiouiiy liusuc
than would be practicable for a legion of small producers. And this applies
not only to petroleum products but to every necessity of modern life, from
matches to steel rails.
The various storage stations of The Continental Oil Company, its many
service stations, the
fleets of delivery trucks and wagons, its
uniformly high quality pf its'products all these are evidences of the efficient
wav In which this company is handling the big job that it has undertaken.
Standardize on Continental products and buy them with Conoco Coupons.

Hfn

tJu

"

U. I. Land

N. M

i

,

,

S.i
.

j

Albuquerque
Butte
Denver

(A

'

A
Colorado Corporation)
Salt Lake City
Great Falls
Boise
Pueblo,'
.1,1.1

' ' '

Cheyenne

,...v.,36c
70c
or

:rt,

Oolong Tea,
Ionian's Mustard,

--

r

lb...lDC

"

.

neman's

OET.

.ZOC

Mustard,

t?i
OUC

Mustard,

S1.00
f?
....OM

'.-l- b

Coleman's
.

Schepp's

Coacoanut,'
.

lb

THE CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY (

::.:r.:r.M9c

nuung s Japan

te

,

. .

Sr.

mWmm

o

Lisbon. Nov. 29 (by the Associated Press). The greater
portion of the Portuguese air
fleet was destroyed yesterday
during a heavy wind storm
which broke over the military
aviation camp a short distance
outside Lisbon. Among planes
destroyed was one constructed
to attempt a flight from Lisbon to Portuguese Guinea, in
equatorial west Africa. Several aoldlers were Injured.
Two airplane
sheds were
blown many miles away.

GROCERIES '

Adverti semen

tns land a hove deacrlbsd. b.fora tha IT.
"The same is true of tne auto S. Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M.,
One man can ao on tha IStb day of December. 1121,
mobile truck.
Claimant namsa as witnesses:
Willas much work as ten men with ox
iam McQulnness, of TIJerae, N. M.; Jesus
carts and burro teams."
Maria
:
Demeat-rM.
K.
of
Oarcla,
Barton,
These he gave as his reasons for
McGulnness, of TIJerae. N. M.; 8olm
going back to the old methods, ac- Chaves, of Mortarty. N. M.
to
Mr, McDonald.
A. M. SEROERB, Register.
cording

PORTUGESE AIR
FLEET DAMAGED
BY HARD WIND

Our Entire Stock of

The Kiwanians will hold their
regular lunch at the new Santa Fs
shops at noon today Instead of
at the Y. M. C. A. as usual. Afte
luncheon they will listen to talks
by the shop men and go on an
inspection tour of the plant. The
object of the visit is to acquaint
the club members with the Me
Santa Fe shops equipment recently
Installed here. The invitation to
the club was extended by D. E
of the
Barton, superintendent
shops.
Club members will meet at tha
shops at 12:15 o'clock as usual
Those who do not have their own
cars will meet at the T. M. C. A,
building at 12 o'clock where auto
mobiles will be provided for them.
Luncheon will' be served In buffet
style from a large table.

CUT THIS OITT

1921V

SO,

TODAY

Sunday we first placed Fire Sale Merchandise in our windows at
the store in such way as to display to
the same time we
The
better advantage the enormous stock we still have on hand.
result was an immediate rush of buyers which kept us so busy since
then that there was no time for anyone to prepare lists of merchandise for advertising.

(By The Associated Frrsi.)
Moscow. Nov. 29 (by a Staff Cor-

KIWIS

HANKOW ARE TO

Ah

Expelled From
the Party for Having
Children Baptized, or Being Married in Church.

Communists

com-munt- ot

JAP TROOPS AT

we re Too Busy to. Prepare

SLOGAN

E

November

Schopp's Cocoanut,
.

H-l-

A

23c
..8c

.,

b

Van Camp's Pork &
Beans

Kuner's Pork

&

Beans
Puyallup Strawberries,
No. 3 can
v.-.v-

,

tf.
1UC
J
f

4DC

ROSENWALD'S
GR0CE-T0T- E

FOR QUICK RESULTS TRY A WANT AD TELL IT THROUGH THE CLASSIFIED

Closes Thursday for

Restocking

?
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BEAUTY CHATS
By Edna Kent Forbes.

V-

RIPPLING RHYMES

-

By WALT MASON,

MSITERS.

excess weight Is being consumed.
B. M. M.: With brown eyes and
a clear olive skin the hair oouM
be the shade of henna; however. If
nature has given you the rich

lation how fast you will take on
weight, but three months should
make a great difference.
Some
people show an Improvement la
less than a week.

1 1 ' I 811

HE HEW GENERATION
By

MARGARET PRETENDS
EVENING,
CHAPTER

26.

really out of place In this gown
that I have told Hannah we will
pretend it Is evening, so that I may
feel properly dressed."
"I have felt as If I were In
fairyland ever since I came. This
heightens the impression," For.
rester said as they entered tho
room.
softly,
"My
business clothes arc frightfully Incongruous,"
"No, it Is I who am lncongru
ou," Margaret answered; then
nervously to Hannah: "I am not at
home, Hannah, should anyone
call." She turned to Forrester:
"I felt that was necessary," she
apologized, "unless I wished to
the remainder of my life in
pass
an- - insane
asylum." Again she
blushed hotly.
"I feel honored."
On?o more Margaret changed
the subject. There was so much
of real admiration, so much of an
Intimate
regard In Forrester's
words and manner that she felt a
bit frightened.
In Bpite of herself
she thought of what Hortense had
to
said
Joan:
"Widows older than your moth-

'

I

'i

-

rose-light-

i

ii

By ELOISE.
wave which hit
The
frocks last season is now being
varied with a few brilliant color
Ideas. In some instances brilliant
sleeves or side panels are introBrilliant
duced on black frocks.
trim others.
sashes and facings
Then there are some few which
show no blacks at all, but are fashioned of vivid blues, greens, purples or reds and trimmed with contrasting shades. Is
The model here
wearing an at
coat dress
tractive and ultra-smaof heavy crepe.
It is a brilliant
shade of blue trimmed with gray.
The bands on tho wide sleeves and
high collar which look like rlDDon
bands of
or silk are In reality
American broadtail, the season's
new pelt. The long row of buttons
from neck to hem ore covered with
I the same fur.
The long side pieces
which made the uneven hem are
Note the bound
gray georgette.
buttonholes whim are moreiy a
have nothing
will
and
trimming
whatever to do with the buttons.
all-bla-

rt

er marry again."

Margaret was not at all In love
with Craig Forrester, although she
admired him Immensely.
Why
shouldn't she? He had been the
first man she had admitted to any
sort of intimacy: the onlv mnn
from whom she had received any
attention that could be called personal. He was good looking, clever, knew the world that he admired her was flattering.
"A penny for your thoughts,"
Forrester, who had been watching
her for a moment, asked.

-

Mlsi Mary Graham Bonner.
2 AUTO ACCIDENTS AT
Within the past six years Mlsa
E. LAS VEGAS SUNDAY
Mary Graham Bonner of New York
city baa written more than 4,000 (Riwclnl CorrMtwmlMire to The JonrnnU
stories for children, all the stories
2 'J.
East Los Vegas, N. M., Nov. ochavine been published.
Two automobile accidents
curred on the road north of town
afternoon, both within u
"They aren't worth half that," Sunday
Misses
she smiled, blushing furiously. few miles of the city. Thewere
In
and Julia Trogstad
Suppose he had read her mind? aPetra
and
B.
J. C.
W.
with
car
Kirk
How perfectly terrible It would be,
going north, when thcV
and how he would despise her. Kneibel,
g
She recalled that she had told car collided with another carBot'i
direction.
Joan: "Mr. Forrester hasn't asked wereIn the opposite
going at a good epecd. Thu
me to marry him."
Kirk car had just passed tho
now
himself
Forrester
put
Craig
arroya near
out to entertain her. He had been bridge over a deep
when It collided
the
delighted with her naive pretense with stockyards
the south going car In which

FREEDOM

DYED
A

ID

E BABY

PRETTY COAT

Each
of "Diamond
package
Dyes" contains directions so simple
woman
can
any
dye or tint her old.
worn, faded things new. Even If
she has never dyed before, she can
put a new, rich color Into shabby
skirts, dresses, waists, coats, stockings, sweaters, coverings, draperies,
hangings,
everything.
Buy Diamond Dyes no other kind then
perfect homo dyeing is guaranteed.
Just tell your druggist whether the
material you wish to dye is wool
or silk, or whether it is linen, cotton, or mixed goods. Diamond
Dyes never streak, spot, fade, or
run.

gow" would
2l.e!ening.B0.tIiaAhe,r
seem so
place. He saw,
too, that she was still embarrassed
and so a bit uncomfortablo.
But
soon Bho forgot she was in evening
clothes.
Could this be the man
sitting opposite her whom Mrs.
Thompson had said nevor talked
of his travels? Why, his story was
a perfect Arabian Nights entertainment. That he was exerting
nimseif simply for her entertain'
ment she would not have believed
Had she known that few, even of
his intimate friends, ever had
heard htm talk as he was now
talking to her she would have been
even more flattered than she was.
Luncheon finished Craig For
rester took his departure after
asKlng It he might call aeain when
in town, and also If he could hope
ior a. repiy it ne dropped her a
line.
-i snan oe aeugnted' to see
you," Bhe told him simply, "and
trust I shall be more appropriately
clothed. And I shall be glad to
hear from you."
"But I want you to wear that
aressl" he ventured.
Margaret changed the subject
quickly, then bade him good-bye.

were

a

m7r T named Baca ami

PERSONAL NOTES
OF THE STATE

FOR A

KIDNAPED

GIRL

Butter
Buttermilk
Cottage Cheese
Cream,
.Whipping Cream
and Ice Cream
321 North Second

visiting

Albuquerque
Dairy Ass'n.
Phone 351

.,

1

French army officer and a sporU-mawho served during- - the war
with the French army as lalson
officer with the British air force
in France. Before her marriage
to M. Balsan, she had purchased
a fine estate at Eso, near Monta

n,

Dr. King's

Carlo.

New Discovery

HUSBAND AND WIFE WRITE
Mr. and Mrs. James Carson, Columbus, N. M.. sign a letter saying
We have both concluded wo shall
never be without Foley Cathartic
Tablets and we believe them to be
essential to good health." They
keep the stomach sweet, liver active and bowels regular. They banish constipation, indigestion, biliousness, sick headache, bloatlns-- .
sour stomach, gas on stomach bad
cream, coated tongue. Not habit
forming. Hold everywhere,

For Colds

Ellett

and family.

Conrad Nagel
tniKM tom The ParajnountPictura
THE LOST ROMANCE
.AVUUaro.deMllle Production
AT "B" rriEATlli

Thanksgiving

was held

service

THE BEST IN THE SOUTHWEST
START A COURSE NOW In onr DAY OH
Tou Will Be Satisfied.

- THAT'S

Soothed

The area of Newfoundland
Is
just about equal to that of the
state of Virginia.

L. A. MAT, Manager.

BRITISH

HOUSE
SALE

DUCAL

0FFEREDF0R
(Hs

The

D

PrM.

imwclntii

E.

A
Y

Skin Troubles

220 WEST CENTRAL

:3
Don't forget Today will be the biggest
day of all 93c days at The Fashion
Shop. We have selected bigger and better bargains than ever before for this
sale, below are only a few of the many
items to be had.

9mp Ointment, Talcum, SV mrnrhr. Bample
IfM OI viMHt fttsvoaiawns, "F
sww, sum.

Men's Madras and Percale Shirts,
sizes and latest patterns, values
up to $3.50. Each
WEDNESDAY

for

Purpose
best
is the

bank

in town for your purpose
State
National Bank, you will naturally do
business there.
This bank Is growing; upon the good
will of its old depositors. New accounts are being opened here every
day for people who were persuaded to
come in by old customers.
That i3 the kind of business that makes
a healthy, prosperous bank. Are you
one of them?
A checking account can be started
here with $50, or a savings account,
paying 4 interest, with a dollar,
You get the same consideration here
with a small deposit as with a large one.
This bank is growing on thousands of
small accounts.

all

State National Bank

I

19

WEDNESDAY

93c

WEDNESDAY

.

IS 93c

QQn
...HOC

IS

WEDNESDAY

Boys' Khaki Knee Pants,
all sizes. Each
WEDNESDAY

93c

-

IS t3o DAY

Boys' Grey Coat Sweaters, large collar,

flOy

heavy weight.
Each.

VOK,

IS 93o DAY

Ribbons, in all colors, extra wide, suitable for hair bows and fancy
QQsC
work. Three Yards

tO

WEDNESDAY

;The State Trust & Saving's Bank:

Combined Resources

Million Dollars

One-Ha- lf

IS

DAY

So

Girl's Middy Blouses, in white with
red and bliOiollars.

....93c

Each

18

WEDNESDAY

Good for 100 Credits

in

The Albuquerque Journal

DAY

9So

Silk Camisoles, in all colors,
regular $1.50 to ?1.98
QQ
values. Each...
UOC
WEDNESDAY

Credits
v.--

.

.'.:. ma;tri:irrBsr:r.:e:-?;e'Ka:c.-

IS 9Jo DAY

Address,
Dlst No..
This coupon, neatly clipped out, name and addrene of ths
candidate tilled In, and mailed or delivered to the Campaign
l!a'"ti!ent of The Morning; Journal, win count aa 100 FREB
CREDITS.
It does not cost anything to cast these Coupons
tor your favorite candidate, and
you are not
In any
sense In voting them. Get all yoq can and restricted
send them In
they all count.

This coupon must be polled before

t p. m.,

Saturday,

Ladies' Silk Hose, regular
11.50 seller. One Pair. . .

Dec. 9.

DAY

Kitchen

AO

OC

IS

So

DAY

93 c

IS

3o DAY

Boys' School Hose, good'heavy
ribbed. Three Pair for..
IS

... . .

IS

AQn
VuC

03o DAY

Table Oil Cloth, in all
colors. Three Yards.

.

f0
VoC

She DAY

Ladies' and Children's Trimmed Hats,
all the season's latest shapes, values
up to $4.98, to
QQ
close out.

WEDNESDAY

IS

93c

Each..T....

WEDNESDAY

AO-col- ors.
,--

.

IS 9tO DAY

.......

OC

IS 93o HAY

Men's Hose, in grey, black, brown
and white.
Eight Pair.

..93c

DAY

9SO

Outing Flannels, In dark
Eight Yards . . ... . .

'

So

Boys' Jersey Sweaters, in grey, blue,
green, red and black.
Each
v..

WEDNESDAY

HEREBY CAST 100 FREB CREDITS FOR

IS

Three for..-

WEDNESDAY

100

93c I

Ladies'

SALESMANSHIP CLUB

100
Credits

!3o DAY

IS

Ladies'
Checked Gingham
Apron, regular 50c value.

WEDNESDAY

CREDITS COUPON

vOC
..r.n QQ

Leather Moccasins, felt
Each Foot

WEDNESDAY

WEDNESDAY

DAY

lined.

WEDNESDAY

WEDNESDAY

Jo

DAY

Mo

'tt
,r..-

Boys' Khaki Shirts,
all sizes. Each

IS

DAY

Men's and Boys' Caps, assorted colors,
all sizes. Values up
to ?2.48. Each
WEDNESDAY

....,..,,....93c

93o DAY

Ladies' Shoes and Pumps, in broken lots,
values up to $5.88. We
Will Fit Each Foot, for

Affiliated With

Mr. or Mrs

Y

Boys', Misses' and Childrens' Shoes,
size 8i2 to 2.
Each Shoe. .. .

WEDNESDAY

Miss.

Principal.

D

With Cuticura

i

It your friend tells you the

I

L. HOSKI.VG,

The Fashion Shoo

QQn
Ol

FREE

ALL'.

NIGIIT-- SCHOOL

In

Farming was tha occupation of
over half the population of France
before the war.

Four and

Pills

.

the Baptist church and tha sermon was preached by the Rev.
Vada Davis, pastor of the Methodist church.

IF.

.1

Your

WON'T GRIPS

DPHOMJPTI

Forced terprise.
The Rev. W. H. Weatherby and
family were guests of Mrs. J. O.
Michael to dinner on Monday,
Key. W. H. Weatherby will
preach morning and evening next
Sunday in the Odd Fellows' hall.

Nov. 18. Sunderland
London,
House, one of the most luxurious
of ducal houses and the property
of Mme. Louis Jacques Balsan,
formerly thej duchess of Marlborough and Consuolo Vanderbilt, of
New York, is in the market. During the war, Sunderland House
was commandeered by ths offloe
of work and all the famous art
treasures were removed.
Until
quite recently It was the London
home of the League of Nations.
This huge, square, French hous.i
In Curaon street, which was bull',
by the late W. K. Vanderbilt as

Bank

Feel Badlyr Bowels SlugAisM
Haven't any '"pep" in work or play.
You re constipated I The
stimulating
action of Dr. King's Pills brings back
old time energy. AU
druggists, 2Sc.

lolsllsonuii

the

home in an automobile when she
refused to marry him.
Arriving
here last night the couple secured
On her
In
rooms
hotel.
a
separate
promise to marry Farber, the glvl
evaded further molestation at hi3
hands and was allowed to bs alone,
according to her story to the sheriff.
Miss Dalss dropped a note from
the front window of her hotel
early this morning, warning that
her life was In danger. The proprietor of the hotel, who was fixing his automobile, read the mes
sage and immediately called Sher
iff Erne Morse of Fort Morgan.
On his way here the sheriff met
Farbor In his automobile 8 miles
south of Wiggins, and took him
Into custody. At first Farber denied his Identity but confess?
after being questioned, tho sheriff
said. Miss Dalss Is being brought
here by a deputy sheriff ponding
further Investigation.

The

and Courtis

Adolph Baer entertained at
Thanksgiving dinner Mr, and; Mr

people enjoyed
Note Dropped From a Hotel hospitality of Rev, and Mrs. DavW
on Monday evening.
Interesting
Window Found By the games and delightful refreshments
made
a
Hosparty.
merry
Proprietor of the
The school teachers have reThey
telry, WhoNotifies Sheriff turned from Albuquercjue.
report a Rood time, being well
the
Duke
The
AMorlnted
PrM.)
pleased with
(By
City's en-

EXPLOSION IN MILL IS
FATAL TO ONE MAN; 2
OTHERS ARE INJURED

'

The duchess of Marlborough obtained a divorce from the duke
1920.
In July last, she was
married
to Lieutenant Colonel
Louis Jacques Balsan, a retired

VAUGHN.

'

Milk,

VNT let Jt get start. Dr. Kng'e
New Discovery will get right
down to work, relieving the tight feeling
In the chest, quieting the racking
cough, gently stimulating the bowels,
thus euminating the cold poison.
Alwaye reliable.
Just good median
made to ease colds and coughs.
For fifty veart a standard remedy.
Ail the family can take it with helpful
results.
Eases the children's croup.
No harmful drugs. Convincing, heal'
ing taste that the kiddies like. AfaJI
druggists, 60c,

of Doage City, Kans.,
his sitter, Mrs.

Tha young

y,

"Come quickly, Hannah, and
One man Is dead and two ar.i
help me out of this dress! I must Injured aa a result of a boiler ex- put it away before Joan comes. plosion at Cleveland Roller Mllm,
and she will be here In half an several miles north of Mora. Th4
nour,"
milx aoni see wny you get so dead man is David Allen, a
ler. The Injured are Marccllno
scairt of Miss Joan, Bhe ought to Martinez
Culand a man lamed
oe proua or ner ma lookln' so bert.
The cause of th explosion
young and pretty."
is not known.
Is located
"Oh, but she thinks It so fool- In a remote The mill
spot, which Is not
ish, Hannah! Do hurry!"
often visited. People in the neigh"There!
It's all undid. And borhood
heard the explosion and
there goes that bell."
hurried to
spot. A.Uon body
Margaret nervously folded the was under the
two or three feet of
dress and laid it in the box. Then
adobe and brlCK. It took
as she was removing her shoes and rocks,
40 minutes to din his
out of
stockings, Hannah returned, a long the debris. The mr.: bodv
s owned by
in
arms.
box
her
1
Dan Cassidy of Cleveland. Allen
"Posies, I reckon," she said as has been
In charge ol the operashe laid it on the dresser.
tion
of the mill for .1 number of
"Open It, Hannah." The shoes years and was known
as a most
and stockings followed the dress careful and
competent man.
into the box, then with a sigh,
Margaret drew on plain blacn
stockings and reached for the DEER PLENTIFUL IN
plainest afternoon dress she had.
She would do pennance for wearLAS VEGAS DISTRICT
ing the rose and gray.
"Oh!" she gasped as the opened
Correspondence to Tho JoornnU
box disclosed American Beauties (Sjwda!
East Las Vegas, N. M., Nov. 29.
with yard long stems.
Deer seem to be plentiful In
"Here's a note." Hannah said.
around the region of abo.it
Just as Joan came rushing Into the and
20 and 80 miles from here. This
room atter her usual impetuous is
evidenced
by the fact that four
fashion.
of the "highly prized" were added
to the rather
list in the last
T1TERE ts A TiiimnnF'Vnii few days. Dr.long
J. M. Cook, presi
BETWEEN 1IOMK . mOKEn dent of the Baptist college at the
CHICKKEN8 AND I1AKED HAM Montezuma here, Fred Kreger, the
W A SANDWICH.
EATH, night police officer. J. A. Wheaton
SWEETS, DANCING. COLLEGE and Frank Conners, wero l:ie lucky
PHONE
841.
ones.
INN,

Heavy Cold? Chest
AU Clogged Up?

Mrs.

L. G.

an- -

(Special Correflpondence to The fnurnnl.)
East Las Vegas, N. M., Nov. ii.

Adair

Joe

other named Corbett. Both machines turned partially around and
the Kirk car plunged through tho
bridge railings and dove partially
into ths arroya. It was hanging on
the edge by the rear wheels when
it came to a stop. The occupants
of both cars escaped without
The front wheels and axles
were pretty well smashed as were
also the fenders of the Kirk car.
H. B. Miller was driving to Lai
Vegas from Shoemaker when, after passing Watrous,
a tourist
named Becker, tried to pass him,
turning to the right. This is contrary to the state road laws. The
Becker car tore off a fender from
the Miller car, and the driver
never stopped to learn the dam-

age, It was claimed. Miller trailed
the man to town and after a llttln
talk to Judge Stewart the Becker
man agreed to pay the damages,

unwise, and full of fatal flaws.
They say, "To all the laws we'll
yield, aa blithely as ws may; It
they are punk they'll be repealed,
and If they're good they'll stay;
and he who'd flout them Is a
chump, ha bores us with - his
yawps; and we shall Journey to tha
pump to get our forty drops."

is

feo-in-

HER OLD SKIR T

drink such booze,
And who can keep his
self respect, and train with low
down crooks? The Volstead law
is not a dream, It largely loom,
like fate; and we must seek the
crystal stroam when we would Irrigate. Good citizens are earnest
guys who bow to all the laws,
though they may think some ere

WIT WINS

OLIICK

Wiggins, Colo., Nov. 29.

PUBLISHES 4,000
CHILDREN STORIES

"I've been terribly silly," Margaret remarked as she led tha wav
to the dining room.
"I felt so

The Volstead law Is on the
books; It's there for keeps, I think;
and wise men seek the babblln?
brooks when they would have a
drink. For wise men know we
cannot choose the laws that we'll
obey; the ordinance forbidding
booze has come, and come to stay;
an epoch dry as dust has dawned,
a JulceleBs age is born, and we
must Journey to the pond to get
our morning horn. Oh, yes, In
alley or In slum we yet may stain
our breath, and buy a flask of bottled rum that's labeled Sudden
Death; but who's so thirsty he'd

at the point of a revolver, It Is
alleged, to elope with a man 27
years her senior, prudence and a
quick wit won freedom for Miss
Martha Dalss, tl years old. following her alleged kidnapping n
Denver yesterday by O. M. Farber,
Farber today la a prisoner In the
countv Jail at Fort Morgan.
Farber Is alleged to have bodily
carried away the girl from her

JANE PHELPS
IT IS

elect to

REFRESHMENTS.

a gift for his daughter Consuelo,
contains a great marble hall and
a double gilt staircase. The rooms
all run Into each other and the
whole of one side of the house
is taken up by ths ballroom whlcn
had a wonderful painted celling
and great crystal chandeliers with
the ducal crown and Churchill
arms much in evidence.

In

Wednesday.

Mrs. Harold Galer will entertain
chestnut shade which usually goes Wednesday
Bridge club.
with this combination, you will
Ladies' Aid society of the Lead
H. A. R.: There is no other way not Improve your appearance by Avenue Methodist
church will meet
to restore the hair to grey but to making any change.
at home of Mrs. R. K. Stamps, ut
R. W. B.: There Is no reason 1122 West Central avenue, at 3 p.
wait for new growth and the natyou should not regain your m.
ural process of the bleaching out why
hair, even though you are almost
of the dye.
70 years of age. Your health mus:
T. W. G.: Tou are about thirty have improved by reason of these CREPE COAT FROCK
pounds below the average weight operations and the growth of hair
IS BANDED IN FUR
for your height and age. But you depends upon general health, plus
adhave many years still In which to cultivation.
Send a stamped
grow so there Is no reason why you dressed envelope for a formula for
should be concerned.
a tonlo and meantime massage the
C. B. ; G. F. : The formula-fo- r
the scalp each day until it glows from
eyebrow tonlo will be mailed to the Increased circulation.
Jr it
you if you send a stamped adMary Q. C: Massage the ankles
dressed envelope.
with cocoa butter which will fatten
Fair One: If pbwder does not them. The preparation you menadhere to the skin on your nos?, tion is a patent article and I do
try using1 a cream first, which is not know what it contains.
not a vanishing cream.
Jane L.: You will have to wait
If you
care to make such a cream I will until nature restores your hair to
be glad to mall you the formula.
Its natural color. You had better
Beatrice: Massage the calves of have some of It cut off, than to
your legs until you reduce them try any more experiments to even
to the size you desire. Use a mo- the shades. Dampening the hair
tion much the same as kneading. before rolling on the curlers will
Sarah H.i If the skin Is loose and not affect it beyond making a
the muscles flabby, it shows that tighter curl as It dries.
the system Is run down. If this
Sammie: Olive oil does not act
condition
followed
reduction as a laxative except with som!
conthrough some rapid process,
people, who would be sensitive to
sult the doctor about it. Reducing It. Taken with the meals It is asthe weight slowly through a choioo similated with the food, giving that
In foods will not leave one flabby, much more nourishment.
It debut will tone up the system as the pends upon your power of assimiANSWERED

Pisra Five'

U

IS 93o DAY

Men's Canvas Gauntlet Gloves,
leather palm. Four Pair

93c

WEDNESDAY IS 93o DAY.

"DO YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING EARLY"
NO CHARGES

NO PHONE ORDERS
NO EXCHANGES

NO C. O. D.

'

N

COUNTY
OF

y.

NEED

NEW

KING
STARTS ON TOUR

CAFETERIA

18.2

U

ALBUQUERQUE DOCTORS
SETS NEW SPEED
RECORD IN PLANE LEAVE TODAY FOR THE

BOARD

MEDICAL

UTERES!

WILL NOT PAY

LEADS CAFES IN

ON

mm score

COP

Commissioners Will Try to Bracy's and Harvey Restaurants Tie for Second
Collect $1,500 Due Last
Bond
Place; Some Scores Low
on
June
$50,000
on
Account of Certificates
Held
Issue
By County.

Commissioners Vote Down
Traffic Law Enforcement
Motion Offered By A. G.
Simms;. Sheriff Will Act.

1001

BONDS

County Treasurer Ed Swope anil
iho hoard of county commissioned
of th
will nttend the meeting
Pandoval vounty board at Bernato
reach
endeavor
and
lillo Friday
an agreement with the board regarding the payment by Pandovai
county of Interest due on the $50.
000 bond Issue taken by this county
In 1916. It was agreed at the tlm
that Bernalillo county took th
tax levy would
bonds that a
bo made In Sandoval county to
care for the interest, which Is at
the rate of 6 per cent. The Jun.
1921, payment has not yet been
made and the December payment
Is about due. The June payment
amounts to about J 1,500.
Bids from contractors covering
the graveling of five miles of th
llio Grande boulevard were opened
by the county commissioners yesterday and all of them rejected as
being too high for the work. The
bids ranged from $3 to $3.50 t
yard. Upon the statement of the
county road superintendent that
the work can bo done by
at an approximate cost of
$1 a yard, it was decided that th-- i
county would complete the job.
It was decided at the meeting
to interview tho city commissionf
ers to request that
of tha
repair work on Mountain road i
done by the city. The road allotment has a fund of $60 for this
work and if the rlty meets this
amount, it is thought that the road
can be put in good temporary condition. Part of the road is In tho
city ond part In tho county.
one-hal-

HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ANNOUNCES SCORES
OF SODA FOUNTAINS

prlgg's Pharmacy
Butt's Drug Store

90
JO

Fountain

94

Highland Pharmacy....,
Lammori Bros

91
91

Metropolitan Grocery Co
New Mexico Soda Fountain...
Pershing Cafe
Peek Inn
.'
Boyal Pharmacy
White Klephnnt
Fnvoy Pool Room
All'Uriuerfiuo Cafe
White House
Chad wick's

1J
90
84

ENGINEER

8 9
Bfl

83
78
78
79
87

OF CITY

SEWER SYSTEM DEAD
Samuel M. Gray, who was consulting engineer when the Albuquerque Bewer system was Installed
In 1910. died at his home at Provi-dencR. I., a few days ago. As
a consulting engineer, Mr. Gray
was one of the foremost in the nation and has been connected with
many of the largest water works,
ewer systems and hydraulic plants
In America.
o,

TUBERCULOSIS
Dr. Qla
tiaa poiltlvs
priuf h I. abl. to cur
tuberculutfa by tnhalatt'in
Id anr ellmata.
Fur further Informatloa
dilrfaa THE T F. OLABR
INHALANT CO.. MASON
BUILDING, LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA.

J.

itr

i

4
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Holding that the enforcement of
the traffic laws on the North
Fourth street pike was not a neces- slty, County Commissioners Max
Gulterrez and Severo Sanchez voted
down a motion made by Chairman
Albert Simms to provide for a sal- ary to be paid to the county motor
con who is enforcing the traffic
laws on the pike and other important county roads.
Commissioner Max Gulterrez delL
clared that, in spite of the law,
the people ought not to be arrested
for traffic violations and be fore 3d
flint
to pay a fine.
1 The motion made by Mr. Simms
follows:
"Due to the fact that there are
state laws, governing traffio on the
county roads, especially designed to
protect life and property, and to
thn fact that there are several
nrhnni houses on the North Fourth
utreet nike and that children of
thn schools are tempted to play In
the road and that some of those
children or innocent autoists or
drivers may be killed through the
of the tramc law
on the pike, I move that the sher
to spend
authorized
be
lff's office
95
Y. W. C, A. cafeteria
of$50 a month for a motorcycle
76
Iceland cafe
ficer to enforce the law and protect
87
adLiberty cafe
in
life and property, and that
83
Mecca cafe
dition, he be allowed a certain por62
Nick's cafe
of the fees collected from hi
tion
79
New Republic
arrests."
80
Quick Service
Immediately upon the motion be77
Savoy
voted down, Sheriff Tony Ortiz
ing
90
Sturges
stated that he would con'tnue to
83
Doris tea room
enforce the law on the pik3 and
77
Pine Tree
pav
that, if necessary, he would own
81
5 & 10c (A)
the motor cop out of huarrests
84
5 & 10c
(B)
pocket in case tho costs of
87
Ever Eat
did not bring the officer a fair re91
Liberty No. 2
Jake
Schaefer
Jr.
muneration. The county motor top
80
People's cafe
has been on duty only a few days
Jake Schaefer Jr.. who recent! v and has made about thirty arrests.
dethroned
Willie
Hoppe as world's Residents along tne pixe ana
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM
18.2 balkline billiard champion, has rlrlvers who use the road stUi that
tor
OF ST. JOHN'S CHURCH
started on an extensive tour with already there is a great chan-jnwny
French star, as hu the better in me way
TO BE GIVEN TONIGHT Roprer Conti,
cement
on
the
drive
rjfiu.
partner. Conti played in the international tourney, just endad, in
The Becond of a series of educa which Schaefer
wrested the title KOREANS ARE BEING
tlonal programs given by the Wom
an s Auxiliary of St. John s church from Hoppe.
REDUCED TO SERFDOM
will be presented tonight in the
BY JAPAN, IS CLAIM
guild hall of tho church at 7:45
o'clock. The following program will
(llf The Associated FreM.)
be given:
Washington. Nov. 29 (by the AsThe First Americans," short
sociated Press.) Twenty millions
talk on the government's dealings
of Koreans are being reduced lo
with the Indians and what the
E FOR
church has done for them. Mrs. E.
"political and economic serfdom
by Japan, Dr. Philip Jalsohn, vice
A. Bradford.
chairman of the Korean commisSong, "From the Land of the Sky
arms conference, as
sion tn th
Blue Waters" Mrs. E. B. Moore.
serted today in an address.
An account of Bishop
Hare's
monOF G.
E "Korea stands today a livingtreachwork among the Indians of South
ument to human perfidy,
Dakota, Mlm Martha Valliant.
monu"a
he
said,
ery and greed,"
Beading, Indian poems, selected
contracts and
ment to violated
Miss Ethel Hlckey.
treaties."
broken
of
Be
Citv
Redistrictinq
Song, "The Moon Drops Low"
Mrs. E. B. Moore.
lieved to Lay Ground for
Dramatic episodes In the life of
DRAFT OF DECISION
the Rev. Hherman Coolidge, an InQuicker
Results:
IN RUTH'S CASE IS
dian clergyman. In tableaux and
Chamber Members.
pantomime.
COMPLETED BY JUDGE
"The Niobrara Deanery" Mrs.
S. T. Vann.
has been rcdlctrict- Alhunuerque
' The Ran Juan Mission Hospital, ed for chamber of commerce mem
(By The Aiisoduted Trout.)
Lan-di- s,
New
Mexico" Mrs.
Chicago, Nov. 2S. Judge
Clyde S. bership campaign
purposes into
b.asoball
today
commissioner,
,
Stauder.
butlr.esscs
and
trades.
professions,
Those who will take part in the Work on tho block system will not completed the draft of his decision
tableaux and pantomime are: In- be continued. Tint half of the city in the case of Babe Kuth, New
dian boy. Clyde Stauder, Jr.; moth has been covered by tho campaign- York Yankee outfielder who played
games in violation of
er, Mrs. E, B. Moore; Rev. Sher ers and it is thought that by tho exhibition
man Coolidge. young Indian from new district plan, it will bo easier major league baseball rules, but
announcement of what
withheld
the government
school; Captain to reach the prospects.
upon. The
Headquarters workers continued action he had decided
Coolidge, Ed Q. Prndford: Indians,
go over
Miss Elizabeth Klstler, Miss Doro- tho redisricting plans until early Judge said he wanted to announctoday in order that the tho decision ngaln before out
thy McAllister, Mrs. A. C. Stares, mornta?
soon,
be
given
Mrs. L. K. Campbell, Lester Hay, final elfort to reach the member- ing it. It will
Nash Oilman and L. R. Campbell. ship quota mlcht not be delayed he said.
through incomplete plans. All of
Pianist, Mrs. George E. Everltt.
The congregation and friends of the old workers and every other SALVATION ARMY MEN
the church are Invited to attend the person Interested in the complete
LEAVE POR DOUGLAS
program. There will be no admis- rejuvenation of the chamber of
commerce nro asked to report at
sion charge or collection.
chamber parlors at 9 o'clock this
K.
Grant and
Commandant
Those Lieutenant L. Griffin, officers in
morning ready for work.
who
can
not
start
at
that time, charge of the Salvation army work
Watch for the Red Star
telephone the chamber and
past five months, left
Demonstration at Raabe & should
utate the time which they can give here for the
yesterday for Douglas, Ariz., and
to the enterprise.
Mauger's.
succeeded by Captain Guess
be
will
Incomplete reports of the workers last night showed that at least of Roswell.
These two men have done very
826 Albuquerqueans are now memwork during their stay here,
bers of the ohamber. Subscriptions good
178
meals were served as charity
came from many sources.
One
53
destitute families were
and
merchant called the committee and
stated that seven of his clerks were aided.
ready to sign up for memberships.
Other business
houses have re- KIDNAPED BOY FOUND
ported all of their employes as ap
BY ST X0UIS POLICE
e
of the mem
plicants. Twenty-onbers of the Professional Woman's
club have already taken out mem(By The Auoclaled Frem.)
St. Louis, Mo.. Nov. 29. Vincent
berships and it is expected that of
o
one-hathe sixty-twCastelll, 6, kidnaped November 17,
members, fully
has been found, police announced
will bo enrolled by tcmlght.
About one-haof the workers late today. No details were forthmet yesterday noon at the Sturges coming. The Castelli boy was abdining room and exchanged plans ducted three days after Dominlck
and experiences.
Many new ideas Di Franco, 7, was kidnaped. Police
were developed during the
expressed belief that the same band
was responsible for both
Tho Y. W. C. A. cafeteria scored
highest in the monthly sanitary inspection of cafeterias and restaurants by the county health office.
The score was 95. The Harvey and
Bracy's cafeteria tied for second
placo with scores of 94. Several of
tho scores are low this month, due
to health certificates not being
filed for new employes.
All employes In restaurants, who
have cause to touch food or eating
utensils, are required by the health
to file certificates
department
showing that they are not affected
A
with any contagious disease.
number of new workers have been
employed in Rome of the restaurants during the past few days and
they havo not taken physical examinations. This fact cut many of
the scores to very low levels for the
month.
The scores follow:
94
Bracey's cafeteria
85
Carl's cafe
74
City cafe
86
Charlie's .
87
De Luxe cafe
94
Harvey's
80
Pershing cafe

i'
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WOODMEN INSTALL THE
BELEN COUNCIL MONDAY

kp

4

TO

loOO
GIFTS FOR

EVERYBODY
Get Your Choice NOW
Later You Get What Is Left.

Ml

lll
lc to
321

IE I"

$1.00 Stores Co.

West Central Avenue.

RANCHER FALLS FROM
SUFFERS
SCAFFOLDING;

SEVERAL

BAD

INJURIES

J. C. Smith, who lives on North
Fourth street pike about five miles
out of town, Buffered several painful Injuries yesterday at noon when'
a scaffolding upon which two other
were working,
men and himself
crashed to the ground.
The Bcaflolding was erected upon

a barn, and at tne time oi tne ac
cident the three men Were preparing to descend to the ground for
the noon recess, the framework
gave way. The two other men
were not Injured at all. Smith sustained a fractured nose, a cut over
the left eye and a contusion of the
left leg.
The Injured man was taken to
the Presbyterian sanatorium, where
Dr. Reldy attended him.

Journal want ads get results

Over

VapoRuq

17 Million Jan Uud Ytathj

id

f
gratefully received

r

-

IS DIRECTED TO PAY
$15,000 TO WIDOW OF
THE MAN HE SHOT
(Ttj The Anniielnted

Prest.)

Tombstone, Ariz., Nov. 29.
Halex Chenowlth,
convicted
:i
1919 of slaying Claude McDowell
and pardoned after serving a year
in the slate penitentiary, was today
directed by a Jurv to pay $15,000
damages to Mrs. Edna McDowell,
widow of the slnln man. Mrs. Mc
Dowell had filed suit for GO,000
Chenpwith, during his trial in (
1919, claimed to have shot Mc
Dowell In self defence, following
an altercation on tho McDowell
ranch, several milea from this city.
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FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
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THE WOMEN

OF ALBUOUEROUE

;
i

There is a mistaken impression that the Albuquerque Chamber of
Commerce is an organization of men only. This is incorrect. The Chamber of Commerce is an organization open to all citizens of Albuquerque and
in which all citizens are earnestly sought as members.
i

In every way the women of this city are citizens, with all the rights and
privileges of citizens. Their interest in the Chamber of Commerce and in.

the work it undertakes for Albuquerque is as vital as the interest of any
'
man can be.

Why Grow Old
Before Your Time?

Women members are wanted in the Chamber of Commerce. They are
wanted because of their particular interest in better schools, a cleaner and
more attractive city; in the work of making Albuquerque a better place to
live in; which is one of the principle objectives before the organization.

P. Walker,

NOTHING
OVER

Spasmodic Croup Is ff qnntrrelievedbyoneappUcatlonof-

Bert Acosta.

10 YEARS

(Br The Amwlstrd Press.)
Tomfctone, Ariz., Nov. 29. W.
former deputy county
treasurer, who pleaded guilty several weeks ago to embezzlement
of approximately $35,000 in county
funds, was today sentenced to
from four to ton years In th-- i
state penitentiary. A few minutes
before sentence was pronounce!,
Walker and his wife signed a deed
transferring their home in Tomband other
stone, an automobile
y
property to the county to help
the expenses of the state In
the trial of Walker.
Walker pleaded guilty after the
trial had been In progress about
two weeks.

ROUP

Bert Acosta, piloting a Curtis
navy racer, recently established a
new official American speed lecord
of 184.8 miles an hour. the. flight
occurred above Mineola field. The
electrical timing device checked
the maximum speed attained as
197.8 miles an hour. The previous
American record was established
last fall by Capt. C. C. Moseley of
the army air service. He flew at
the rate of 186 miles an hour.

lf

PENITENTIARY ON
EMBEZZLING CHARGE

1921".

Range conditions are generally
good over the Manzano national
forest, according to a report ot
K. C. Kartchner, forest supervisor,
who recently returned from an Inspection trip of tho forest,
"It is a late, dry fall," said Mr.
Kartchner. ."The range In the
Manzano mountains is In goooi
condition but If a storm does not
come soon the stockmen will suffer Water becomes scarce and tho
feed becomes brittle In continue!
drought.

Watch for the Red Star
Demonstration at Raabe &
Mauger's.

eloauent o good coffee

lf

IN

30,

CONDITION OF RANGE
REPORTED FAVORABLE

Y

5JM

GETS

of the order Monday night. Thenj
were five automobiles of Albuquerque Woodmen who went to Belen
for tho Installation.
F. C. H. Livingston headed the
first class of 28 candidates which
was Initiated, and he was then
elected eouncil commander for the
A. L. Martin was
new council.
elected vice lieutenant; F. L. Raff,
Le Brun, clerk,
Wm.
E.
banker;
Ci.
Witzel, escort; C. F. Torres,
watchman; M. J. Castillo, sentry;
Dr. W. D. Radcllffe, physician, and
Ignaclo Garcia, F. W, Campbeii
and Manuel Aragon, auditors.
State deputies of the Woodmen
were present to supervise the ceremonies. Another large class will
be initiated Friday night, by the
new council.

The state deputies and a uni- ' EW MFXICO'S FINEST CAX-Dform Initiation team from AlbuSTORE.
EATS, SWEETS,
querque of the Woodmen of the DANCING. COLLEGE
INN,
World Installed the Belen council PHONE 241.

mm

NEW DISTRIG TS

r

v

CONVENTION

of physician?
The delegation
who are to leave today for Phoe-- ;
nix, where the convention of th?
Southwestern Medical and Surgl- -'
cal association will be hold Decem- ber I, 2, and 3, consists of Dr.
L. B. Peters, Dr. Cilette Cornish,
Dr. M. K. Wylder, Dr. A. G. Shor-- j
tie and Dr. J. R. Van Atta, who
is secretary of the association.
Dr. TV. T. Coughlln, professor of
surgery at St. Louis university, a
classmate of Dr. Wylder, arrived
here yesterday, to visit him, and
will leave today with the other
local doctors for the convention.

It.

-

e

With the leading sanitary score
of 94, the Harvey fountain and
Fee's noda fountain tied for honors
in the monthly sanitary inspection
completed yesterday by Dr. J. t.
Dochcrty, county health officer.
Tho scores follow:
94
Fee's Soda Fountain
Alvarado Grocery Fountain... 84
Alamo Bar Fountain
83
Bollcvue Bar
80
Harvey
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The membership dues are $12 a year, payable annually,
quarterly or monthly in advance: If you wish to join the Chamber of
Commerce do not hesitate to send in your membership; or telephone 43
and a solicitor will be sent to receive your application.
semi-annuall- y,

It isn't years alone that make
one old. Many folks are younger at
70 than others are at 60. A lame,
bent back; stiff, achy joints, rheumatic pains, bad eyesight, and
bladder Irregularities are often due
to kidney weakness and not ad
vancing years. Don't let weak kid
neys age you. use Donn s Kidney
Pills. Doan'g have made life more
comfortable for thousands of elderly folks. Ask your neighbor! Here's
an Albuquerque cane:
Mrs. P. D. Evans, 810 B. Coal
Ave., says: "I had an attack of kidney trouble.
My back ached for
days and when I stooped over or
I became
straightened up quickly,
dizzy. I was advised to try Doan's
box
one
cured me
Kidney Pills and
of the aching back and I never had
those dizzy spells again. I have
often endorsed Doan's to others."

DOAN'S

W

60 at all Drug Stores
IbsterrntturnCaMigXiMiiiHdANX

The fact that your husband is "a member is no reason why you also
should not be a member.
f

Give your active support to the Chamber of Commerce, by joining it
and taking an active part in its work.

Lend your great influence, your ideas and your active work toward
making Albuquerque a better city to live in.

No One Can Stop Us, But Ourselves
THE MORNING JOURNAL
Donated this advertisement for Albuquerque.
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The Albuquerque Morning Journal will jiay rewards aggregating $8,200 to men
and women of Albuquerque and surrounding territory in which the Morning Jour
nal circulates. YOU CAN SHARE. All that you need to do is gather votes in the
great "EVERYBODY WINS" Salesmanship Club Gift Campaign just inaugurated.
The rewards range from a 1922 model Studebaker Sedan, and a 1922 Studebaker
Touring Car, down to three Chevrolet Touring Cars, and numerous cash awards.
They will be given away Thursday, December 22nd, to those men and women, who
by their energy and effort display the best qualities of SALESMANSHIP in assisting to increase the already large circulation of The Morning Journal.

STANDINGS
DISTRICT

..v..

Mrs. Margaret F. Bairnes.
.
,,..-...- ,
Chas. Hill Barber, Jr
.
.
..
m.j
Miss Dorothy Bowman
Miss Irene Burke. . .
uu.j.uui. . .tw,.
Benny Cordova
:, . , ,UI
it4 .M. . .t.w
Lynn H. Fox
m,,
Miss Helen Gurule. . . . . . ,
Mrs. R. E. Hathcox.
Mrs. Markett Jones
Miss Margaret Kleinworth, .,
,
H. M. Kingston.
Miss Shirley Lewis. . . .tn.,.
,.
i,
G. Albert Linder...,. ... . .
. ..
..;
John Livingston, .(..n.. . ,
Mrs. R. M. Marx..,.;..,
Mrs. Tony Ortiz
tifM, .. ...
Miss Ada Philbrick . ifi
4. t.xn..rcun
Mrs. G. D. Ramsey
., .
.1J.;.:,
Miss Louise Roark. ....... ...... .. iL...,.
,.
Mrs. Margaret Schaltegger
. . .!.;..
,t
PXB. . .

The prizes will be given to those who poll the highest vote totals. Votes come
with subscription payments to The Journal, and in Free Vote Coupons which are
printed in every issue of The Journal.

.....

......

i.;.....i.i,
...
.....,.'
.....,

,!.;....;,,.,.

..........,.."........,,,..
.....

By starting now and doing your best before Wednesday, December 7th, you
will get the BIG VOTES on all the subscriptions that you secure. This is positively
the biggest and best offer to be made during the entire campaign,

1

I;'

NUMBER ONE

.M.

........

..t.,,t.

..

,

,--

,,..... ,

,-

Miss

Twlaiis

DISTRICT

'3

1f,

Way

:

,

"5

fx.-

0?000

C

.

.

Tt

.....

..
..

it

,lt .

.
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-

wz.

...

ij.tJ

,
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Miss Fannie Frost
Miss Lupita Garcia

SUBSCRIPTION

COUPON

t

r
wi

,

.

.........

.....

Fred Rogers.,

L.

V

Name of
-

w. .

,

I

52,900

...j.. .. . . .

..... .L.,. ..fiu......
... .
.L.

253,200
i24100
5,000
5,000

...,..,.

..

Mr. George Lentz . .

1

4

5,000
189,300
5,000
56,300
180,900
6,200
Wi. . . . . .
.
212,000
. owi.
5,000
5,000
5,000

,......... .j.

Harry White
Jose T. Gurule
H.L. Hart

remittance.

Name, .T.j:,c.,:ir.,lCT,:i:.rruK;.TJrrjinwi:i,:Tii.-

J. Stone

233,100
242,500

205,300
183,000
202,900
. 175,100

. .

O. E. Lovan , ..
..i..,.
(.t..wi
Rev. C. D. Poston
,
Miss Margaret Radcliffe. .
u.ul.,
H. L. Rose
.
.
Miss Lutgorda Sanchez ....... t.,... . . f . .
Clarence Stoldt

Accompanied by the nomination blank, and your first'
aubscripiton. this coupon will start you in tha race for the
magnificent Morning Journal prizes, with a grand total of
more than 87,000 credits.
This coupon may be used only
once and is valid only when accompanied by a subscription

5,100

...

Charles E. Hayes
Gordon Herkenhoff . ... .. .llx.Jt ,
,
Colbert Hicks
,
LU1
luu
Mrs. Florence Kronig. . . .
.L.1V,
..j;.r.i.,.

1

9,000
6,900

THREE

NUMBER

J. Eller

182,100
232,700

251,800

r

u-

329,800
9,300
351,400
304,400

5,000
52,000
5,000
5,000
267,000

,.,
. .;.

T. H. Bowland
Baby Ellen .

7,200
8,000
5,000

275,500
30,000
30,000
.
5,000

,;. . ',.
..

tl

W. Howe

53,400

5,000
11,600
13,000
......
5,000
298,000
.;
5,000

by.

Albuquerqua Journal Salesmanship Club
Good For 20,000 Extra Credits

Candidate's

Mrs.

37,000
249,300

;

.

..............

Hidalgo

e

275,800

342,300

.'

DISTRICT

--

i

-

to'. 3

vo

Virg--

236,900
5,000
32,700
5,000
275,300

TWO.

H. S. Mason
Mrs. C. Martinez
Miss Sophie Martin
Mrs. J. F.
v.
J. M. Sandoval
Mrs. Florenca Saul
Mrs. Fern Swatzel!

1i Si
f

Miss

. .t
i.--

;.

J. F. Jamison
R. M. Khnbro..

When returned to the Salesmanship Club'
Manager together with a subscription for six
years, they count

FIRST

fM

..--

,

......

NUMBER

Mrs. Lawrence Abreu
Alfredo Daca
Neil P. Bolt
Miss Elcy?e Eumgarner
Rsne Divelbess
W. A. McGahan
F. C. Groman

r a

.

... .ltx,..

...

James Ross, Jr

4

.t. v..irmu xfiuv

Margaret Spargo

Miss Niles Strumquist, ...... ,
Miss Mildred Tatum. .. .
.....
Mrs. H. J. Tompkins. ,iK
Miss Edna L. Williams..'.......,
Edna Margaret Davis.......,.,
Sidney Marcus......

246,600
307,800

...
:

49,500
42,900
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

,rw

14

Amount Enclosed, I
f-r,-rThis coupon will count 20,000 free credits when returned
to the Salesmanship Club Manager, together with the first
ubscription you obtain. It must be aacompanied by the cash,
and the subscription must be for a period of one year or
longer. The 20,000 free credits are in addition to the number
given on the subscription, as per regular schedule.

Use This Blank

V
Now-Tod-

Where Will You Be Tomorrow?

ay

Nomination Blank in the Albuquerque Morning Journal "Salesmanship Club"
Campaign.
I HEREBY NOMINATE AND CAST 5,000 CREDITS FOR
Miss (Mr. or Mrs.) ... ...
. . . . . . ...... ... . ... ... ... . .:. .
.:.T.:.:. . . . . . .

......
... ....................

....................

Address . . . . .
.;.flWM
As a candidate in the Morning Journal Everybody Wins "Salesmanship Club"
f
campaign.
NOTE Only one nomination blank accepted for each member nominated.
,

If you do
you wiil

Eiot

h

put forth.

paid IU CASH

for the efforts

Think it over and send in your

name today as a candidate.

'I'II.W.lll""11"!

f

win an auto in the Campaign

Mil

miH i t.n Ii mim

iJ k imnnA.i
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twD
edge of EngllBh. It might be expected that
and
peoples living as closoly together as the French
English would find it ccnvenbnt, if not imperative,
NEWSPAPER
AN INDEPENDENT
to have a knowledge of the other's language. The
Published By
JOURNAL PUBLISHING COMHAN
remains, however, that most people are content
fact
U. A. MACPH fcJK.SON.
CARL C. MAG EE.
one language, unless it is forced on them to
with
MrretarT
'
President.
another.
learn
Business MannKei
D. A. MACPHEHSON
Those of us who Btarted to learn English even as
. . . ,
CARL C. MAGEB
UBfoPKlKHlMTATI VICS
babies appreciate how difficult Is the language. We
C. J. ANDERSON.... Marquette Bid., Chicago. Ill never got through learning to spell and pronounce.
RALPH R. MULLIGAN.. 48 B. 42fl St.. New York How much more difficult then must It be for one
... t - " M i. .
n
.maMfir
. . v . . . mi t. hrt nnHfOfflCS
CJIIICIVU OB ..r.rl.nlilaa
who looks at It from the outside and acquires
lanof Albuquerque, N. M.. under act of Congress or
another
through
knowledge of it by entering
March 17. 187.
guage.
Tcuua nir hurkj'RIPtioN
Dally, by carrier or by mall one month, I5e:
yearly, in advance.
THE GASOLINE PROBLEM.
"The Morning Journal has a higher circulation
In
New
to any other paper
rating than la accorded
Oil men who have been studying the relationDirectory.
Newspaper
Melco." The American
InThe only paper In New Mexico Issued every day ship between their business and the automobile
subIn the year.
the
of
discussion
a
dustry, in preparation for
nv T14B1 ISUIII'liTKI) PRESS.
Petroto ject at the annual meeting of the American
The Associated Press la exclusively entitled to
that
assert
December,
in
at
credited
news
Chicago
of
all
Institute
leum
the use. for
InStates
United
also
and
the
in
in
this
credited
paper
automobiles
otherwise
not
or
it
the number of
whin
last
decade,
the local news published herein.
the
creased 1216 per cent during
November 30, 1921 crude oil production increased only 101 per cent:
WEDNESDAY
115 bar-foand whereas In 1911 there were produced
car, in
motor
registered
every
for
of peroleum
THE SOLDIERS' BONCS BILL.
for each
1920 there were produced only 47 barrels
Evidences accummulate that the administration Cttr'lf
this thing continues the problem of supply- a
intends to make a soldiers' bonus, or compensation,
to become
act a part of Its program at the approaching regular ing motor cars with fuel promises
in some quarters that
session of the congress which meets next week. This serious one. It is estimated In
the United States.
automobiles
Is In accordance with the suggestion of the presi- there are 9,600,000
Increase In
much
greater
of
likelihood
is
recommitted.
was
If there
dent at the time the bill
of
the
owners
question
automobile
of
Three things probably Influenced the president the number
the
from
cars
pass
may
their
In asking for delay in considering this matter. Tho supplying gasoline for
and become an acute
Journal's opinion la more or less of a guess, as wc realm of the academic
problem.
lay no claim to Inside information.
at present ths cheapFortunately gasoline, though
First, so imperative was the need of emergency
is not' the only fuel which
tariff legislation and tax revision that time sheuM est and most convenient,
combustion engine. Alcohol ami
not be consumed in debating, at the time, a mat will run an internal
though not very satis- can be used,
alsoin
a
any
for
effective
kerosene
year
ter which would not be
difficulty in vaporlz.
of
the
.
because
yet
factorily
event.
of sugar
derived a. a
.Alcohol
disturbed
not
further
them.
be
should
business
Secondly,
'
used a. motor
bein
1.
was
manufacture
load
when
the
already
at a time
researchers that the time Is
until the people could see that there was some It is believed by some
alcohol will be manufacwhen
cheap
withou:
come
not distant
source from which the money could
vegetable matter as weeds. That
Increasing the burden. It was thought, in all prob- tured from suchautomobile
fuel problem.
was
the
situation
solve
of
the
may
the
psychology
ability, that
be
would
delayed;
such that the return of prosperity
Thirdly, liquidation was taking place rapidly.
War fortunes were being lost. The apparent profit
of those who stayed at home were bemg wiped out.
It would become more apparent,
In the shako-dow- n
E OST A CY.
monthly, as to Just how much the real economic
went to war actually, wa,
who
those
of
handicap
tree
"Shake the trunk and set the
It would then be possible to tell Just wbat Legislawith ecstacy;
Shivering
the
restore
to
equl.Iibrluni.
tion might be necessary
Gather In thy basket all
that fail
It is apparent that the administration had no
Or the silver-leaveThen, remote, but greatly moved,
Intention of denying Justice to those who fought
debe
reproved.
By their beauty
for our preservation, although a few
wheel
clared that to be the case. It was unbelievable tha'.
"Gulls, like sheets of paper,
obthe government would recognize its other war
In the distance; dost thou feel
Its
to
debt
That the wind whole pages ripped
ligations but deny and repudiate its
Out of beauty's manuscript?tree
soldiers.
-- T hen,, thy basket by the
of
recommittal
of
the
time
at
the
Tho Journal,
Ilolileth halt thy ecstacy'
imand
expert
New York Evening Post.
tho bill, suggested a sympathetic,
and be ready tu
the
to
board
subject
study
partial
io
report to congress as to what we ought to do ot
the economic equilibrium
order to
Had that been done expert Informathe
SI RE CURE FOR FAME.
tion could now be in hand by which to determine
his
man in Milwaukee was on hand for had
the demands of Justice.
wagon
a
brewery
after
im.fe
We can not repay the debt of gratitude we. owe. Sive ed it to a drug .store, Such things keep Mil- , Hrrii nn fltl.
.
That can not be measured in terms of dollars and vvaukee
ismoas.
off.
better
much
how
j
cents. But we can determine
A LONG TIME TO WAIT.
on the average, these boys would have been had
tc tho .
differPatience is a great virtue especiallythat
them
can
and
pay
at
home,
i mu..,
they stayed
ul-in
neavny
invested
cents.-ColuDispatch.
ence. We should, by all means, pay It.
quoted around. 4A
men should not bo
The leaders of the
mucr
how"
decide
BUT IT WOULD HELP SOME.
permitted, however, to arbitrarily
"
Action of the senate in piiosum
that amount is. Citizens can not be allowed to
to make some so sic
beer bill has
for themselves what Justice demands for them.
remedy.-Pittsbu- rgU
a
.
beer
even
.wlU.nqt.be
decided by Impartial tn-- Gazette-TimeThese questions must be
.
J ...l.lU Loon
bunals, which represent everyone m
KXPFXTINi; NEW MEXICANS.
the scales of Justice even.
A New- York hotel .has installed a "thinking
We have courts to decide between man and. man
trado.
Always catering to tho
as to what is Just. Each litigant generally feeia room."
Post.
Washington
the
at
look
that he Is right. The Judge and Jury
matter more impartially.
The mines can not be allowed to decide how
much, or how little, taxes they shall pay. They
would pay none, in all probability, under such an
REDUCING THE CENSUS WAIST LINE.
not
arrangement. The cattle and sheep men must
be permitted to decide the relief necessary in order
(From the Minneapolis Tribune.)no end or
The world's population is causing
for them to survive. Given that power they would
over to cosmic anxworry to certain minds givenrecently
take too much. Such Is human nature.
convened In
Malthusianists
The
ieties.
to
Capital must not be permitted, unrestrained,
York and solemnfy arrived at the conclusion
New
Labor that the world 1s
say how much toll It shall take from labor.
sugWhat remedy, if any. this school of thinkers
can not be permitted to dictate its own demands.
The Turks, during tho late Eunot
clear.
is
reus:
gested
an
public
impartial
In all of these things
seeftied to be in entire agreeto see ropean altercation,
They deprovide the machinery and the public opinion
ment wHh the Malthuslan point of view. to
reduce
designed
to it that Justice is done.
veloped a. teebniuue. of their own
and with a minimum
So with reference to the bonus bill. There Is no excess population effectively
of effort. One Of their methods was to load their
Justification in the organizations of the
ietims in boats, take them out to sea and sink the
bill
merely
demanding the passage of a certain
boats.
Most of us, if pressed, could name persons whom
they desire it. They must prove their case,
as martyrs to the Malthuslan
of course. The administration should lend a sym- we might recommend
theer-the man, for Instance, who makes a spebe done.
should
Cordial
Justice
ear.
pathetic
cialty ot calling on busy people during office hours
The Journal hopes for the early passage of a and details with great preclseness his mate's most
needu
recent attack of appendicitis; or the man who, under
square compensation bill which will meet the
his chilthe same circumstances, dwells long over
and the approval of the rank and file of the soldier dren's
marks and deportment in school; or the womduror
taken
destroyed
for
We
property
pay
boys.
an who makes one trfp a year and devotes the rest
huof- her time telling her friends about the notabloa
ing the war. We can do no less, certainly, for
arte met and what they said to her; or the mater,
man beings taken and destroyed in that conflict.
otherwise harmless, who, when not talking of her
gifted daughter, is persuading daughter to sing for
CRUELTY AND WASTE.
compapy.
. 1. i"
Ll u .
llUS'lk
how it should
makes
but shrink .from particularizing
theory,
It is a strange fact that economy always
.
. . . .
v,,t)4
Dn,l.nHna n.nk.Mw
twmu
wuauij thempramicw. . juiuii-iaiia stronger appeal than humanity. For a long time DO- pii 'into- the
Job and, Instead of electing
superintend
against
been
have
societies
protesting
nominate
thereto:
the humane
selves to be the martyrs, would
animals. precisely the persons who, if permitted to live, wouH
cruelty in the handling of
sentivote right and be of real use to the world.
to
exaggerated
Their efforts were attributed
Malthusians and Turks, even together, are not
wisdom ha
Lately their wsrldly
mentality.
reduce the world's population scienfrom the competentandto beneficently.
to
the
attack
them
problem
They doubtless have the
prompted
tifically
muscles, but
angle of economic waste and they are in fair way energy, the enthusiasm and the raw
scarcely the refined and- delicate selective Intelli- g
to gain a hearing,
which so Important work demands. Agrea-inIt is a curious commentary upon the business genceon the personnel
of the "excess" would be too
cattle growers that they controversial.
methods of tho range-stat- e
should need these sentimentalists to call their atApparently we shall have to Jog along, letting
become as superfluous as it will. "Retention to a loss of several million heads of anima'3 our surplus
ducing" either the waist line or the population U
annually. But the humane society people have thi something one Is always tempted to put oft till the
goods from quite unsentimental sources. They take morrow.
the official reports of the agricultural department
to provo that nearly two and a half million cattle
"REG'LAR FELLERS"
and more than one and a half million sheep died
from disease and exposure in 1919. The annual
loss is said to be about constant. And "exposure,"
the animal welfare people say, means starvation.
i HrSFTA
The waste Is estimated at 2,000,000,000 pounds of
CUM OJCR-Tcmeat every year.
.STofcE.
THtt
One can hardly understand tow such method
g
industry. Surely the country
5UT I'LL HWJB. A
pay the
as a whole must stand the loss In advanced meat
.With
That untold suffering among the animals
prices.
must attend such a death rate should make its appeal even to the crudest sensibilities.
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POLITENESS AS IT APPEARS TO THE

BRITISH

NEW YORK MONEY.

DELEGATION

GOOD

I

'

J

BYE

)

.

II Tha Aunrld Prrla.l
New YorK. rov., 29. Today's
siock trading was unusuuiiy active
and broad, as evidenced by sales of
850,000 shares and a turnover or
about $26,500,000 par value in
bonds. The latter exceeded any
total in several momns.
Bonds were the center of attrac-Hn- n
eanprlallv ffnvprnment Ikhiipm
No less then seven Liberty series
mounted to nignesi records lor a
year or two.
Railway shares again dominated,
and olto, coppers and motor specialties and tobacco kept more or
less even pace. Backwardness was
shown by steels and equipments
and heaviness of miscellaneous issues contributed to the market's

'

,

.
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EDITORIAL OF THE DAY

meat-produci-

cattle-growin-

tUi

ketch

THE ENGLISH TONGUE.
French, as well as English, is an official language at the conference at Washington, yet, werj
It not that Frenchmen who do not understand English were present. It is stated that the proceedings
might be conducted entirely In English. All thu
members of the other delegations have sufficlenl
acquaintance with English not to need an interpreter. The latter phase of the situation is remarkable
when the diverse native tongues of the peoples they
represent is considered. It is surprising, too, that
men have risen to the positions held by those wlu
represent France should not have acquired a knowl- -

V
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Bedtime Stories

For Little Ones
By Howard

B. Garls

Copyright, Mill, by McClure
Newspaper Syndicate.
UNCLE WIGGH.Y AND JILLIE'S
JUMBLES.
Once upon a time, as Uncle
was hopping through the
woods, wondering what sort ot an
adventure he would have, he heard
a Jolly llttlu voice singing away.
"Tra-la-lsang the
Jolly little voice.
one
must be very
"My! Some
ly

Tra-la-la- !"

a!

the
happy this morning!" thought
"And H
bunny rabbit gentleman,
isn't the Pipsisewah, the Skeezlcks,
nor yet the Fuzzy Fox or Woozie
Wolf. They're never happy that
way. I wonder who It can be?"
The singing sounded more happy
Rt first, there was A rustlin?
In tho bushes, and out came Jillle
Longtail, the little mousie girl.
"Hello, Uncle Wigglly!" called
Jillle.
the
"Hello, Jillle," answered
"You seem quite
bunny rabbit.

than

d.

J

de
Switzerland
demand, 18.45.
mand, 19.00. Spain demand. 13.90.
ureece
4.UU.
aemana.
Argentine
Sears Roebuck again waa under demand,
32.12.
Brazil demand,
depression ana several agricultural 13.00. Montreal,
Aside
from rails,
Issues reacted.
which held firm, the general list
NEW YORK METALS.
eased under liquidation in the final
hour, call money's rise to 6! per
New York. Nov. 29. Copper
cent causing selling for both acFirm.
Electrolytic,
spot and
counts.
later,
exchange nearby,
Dealings in foreign
Tin
and
Spot
Steady.
sternearby,
were light. The demand for
$30.00; futures. $30.12.
ling, francs and Scandinavian reIron
Steady, unchanged.
mittances were nominal, notwithLead Steady. Spot, $4.70.
standing the approach of DecemZinc
Quiet. East St. Louis deber, which usually brings heavy livery. 6pot $4.70.
cotton bills
purchases of food andcenters.
Antimony Spot, $4.65.
on leading European
Foreign bar silver, 67 o
not
European war issues did bonds
Mexican dollars, 61 c.
share In the rise of Liberty
but South American lssueej wer
KANSAS CITY PRODUCE.
strong.
rails
and
inausiriais, 6s.
Many
Kansas City, Nov. 29. Butte's
Steel
TTnttA
Htntp
sev and eggs unchanged.
strengthened perceptibly and
Hens, heavies lc higheral new unaerwrmngs ior mouer-at- e er,Poultry
12 19c;
springs and turkeys
amounts were oversubscribed. unchanged.
Closing prices:
29
Amnrlrnn Woof Rliarar
LIVESTOCK MARKETS.
81
American Can
Chicago Livestock.
American Smelting & Keig..
Nov. 29. Cattle ReChicago,
American Sumatra Tobacco.. 32'4
Beef steers and fat
116 Vi ceipts 17,000.
AmoHonn Tel. & Tel
HV4 she stock dull; first sales 15c to
American Zlno
Choice
1,
25c lower.
Anaconda Copper
steers $9.00: bulk beef steers, $6.00V4
Atchison
6.75; butcher cows and heifers
37
Rnltlmnr A Ohio
mostly $3.405.35; canners
55
Bethlehem Steel "B"
cutters . $2.75 3.35; bulls dulll
17
Butte & Superior
bulk bolognas, $3.6003.85;
light
43
California Petroleum ,
calves steady, top $9.50; fat calves
123
rmoHlin Pnrlflo
steady.
dull,
talking
81
Central Leather
Market
Hogsllecclpts 56.000.
Chesapeake & Ohio
active, mostly 10c lower than
fairly
23
St.
&
Paul
Mil.
Chicago,
yesterday's average. Top, $7.10
26
rhino Conner
averages;
paid for 150 to
24
Colorado Fuel & Iron
bulla,
weights, $7.05;
Crucible Steel
to
15o
10
$6.757.00; pigs $7.00 7.10. lower;
JJ4 bulk
Cuba Cane Sugar
desirables.
vs
Erie
Sheep Receipts 14,000. Market
77
Great Northern pfd
Choice
active, steady to Btrong.
38
Inspiration Copper
56Ts fed western lambs to city butchers,
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
fat
bulk
lambs,
$9.50,
$10.26;
25
Kennecott Copper
10.10; choice handy ewes, $5.16;
112
TiiilHvllle & Nashville
fat
$3.50
bulk
good
natives,
4.25;
114
Mexican Petroleum
lambs, $8.35 8.50.
Miami Copper
9
Missouri Pacific
J
Kansas City Livestock.
74 "ft.
Vnrlf Ppntral
Kansas City. Nov. 29. Cattle
8J4 Receipts
Northern Pacific
Beef steers and
17,000.
Pennsylvania
;14 fat she stock dull, weak to 26o
Consolidated
Copper....
Ray
lower. Few yearlings. $8.60; best
J4
Reading
heavy steers, $7.25; other early
50
& Steel
Republic Iron
22 i sales, $5.007.00; few cows, $4.60;
oinoioi. nn A- Tipflntnsr
bulk, $3.50 4.00; calves strong to
82
Southern Pacific
50c higher; best vealers, $8.00i
20
Southern Railway
8.50; most heavy and medium
76
Studebaker Corporation
weight, $5.507.00; other classes
J&i
Texas Company
slow, mostly steady; canners largeTobacco Products
ly around $2.50; cutters generally
Pacific
Union
bulls mostly $3.00
$3.003.25;
United States Steel
best
4.00; stockers, $3.2505.06;
69
Utah Copper
.
feeders bid $6.00.
18.000.
Market
Receipts
Hogs
TRADE.
CHICAGO BOARD OF
mostly 10c lower, fairly active. Top,
$6.85 paid by packers and shippers
under29.
Wheat
Nov.
Chicago,
for
hogs; bulk of sales,
went a material decline In price $G.65(g)6.85j packing sows about
reaction
of
today, largely by way
10c lower, mostly $5.75(3)6.00; pigs
from the recent advance of more 10c to 15c lower, top $6.75,
than 12 cents. There was an unsetgheen Receipts 8,000. Kllllnsj
to 3c net lower, classes
tled close.
steady to 16c higher. Most
to $1.11
with December $1.11
ewes. $3.754.00; few at $4.00;
fat
Corn
to
$1.15
and May
$1.15. oats Idaho lambs, $9.40; fed westerns,
to 2c;
to l'Ac to
lost
$9.25.
o off and $9.35; natives,
finished unchanged to
provisions 26c to 10c.
Denver Livestock.
Many traders in wheat took the
Denver, Nov. 29. Cattle Revalues
position that a setback In techniMarket strong. Beef
2,200.
ceipts
was to be expected, as the
rows and heifsteers,
$5.006.25;
had
cal position of the market
ers. $3.75 5.00; calves, $6.50
advance.
the
weakened
been
big
by
9.50; bulls, $2.00(3.00; stockers
Selling by commission houses be- and feeders, $4.256.00.
came more general and there was
Market
1,100.
Hogs Receipts
considerable liquidation of Decem- steady.
Top, $7.10; bulk, $6.26,
sentiment
Bearish
ber iholdings.
ax,, rod
further Impetus from 7.00.
Sheep Receipts J.000. Market
advices telling ot general rain in strong.
Lambs, $7.50S.75; ewes,
Argentina and from assertions inai $2.504.00; feeder lambs, $7.25
were
seeking
Minneapolis millers
Mrt i tinrthurn
whent In Canada 8.25.
with bids only 1 cent from a work
ing basis. Furthermore,
of hard winter wheat at Liverpool
S rpnti iinriar rnflt were announced.
and it was said Argentine wheat
c. i. i.
was being offered at ii.zi
FOR SALE Furniture
for
$1.31
Europe, against $1.31 to WAV
Heat inK hovm, oil hatr,
Of the FOR SALE
TTnlt. Gtatna whont hv
1012 tent, wardrobe, dreeer, llbraof
Gulf of Mexico. The finish was at tablei, Victor phonograph,
30j larf
321
used furniture.
about the lowest level of tne aay. took of
of
lack
South Flret.
Corn was depressed by
lit
some
that
will
cash
take
And
equity
and
by predictions
support
colder weather would bring en- nearly new five room house in
Oats were Fourth ward. Owner leaving city.
largement of receipts.
better sustained as a result of buyCARPENTERING
Interests.
elevator
ing by
Provisions averaged lower with PETTIFORD THE ODD JOB . MAN.
A . kind of work
Fhone W-Jhogs.
Dalnt-In- g
,

hot-hea-

.

.36.

.36;

.

'

ae-ci-

domand, $3.98; cables, $3.99.
r ranee aemana,
uauica,
6.94. Italy demand. 4.07;
cables, 4.08.
Belgium demand,
6.61; cables, 6.62. Germany
cables,
demand,
Holland demand,
cables,
35.45;
35.61.
14.18,
demand,
Norway

13c;

VERSE OF TODAY

mbus

Foreign ex.

91.

ig

..ir,.

FOREIGN EXCHANGE.
New York, Nov. 29.

uncertain trend.

ls

CRISP PARAGRAPHS

New York, Nov. 29. Call money
Firmer. High, last loan and ofg
fered at, 6
per cent; low and
per cent; closing bid,
rate, 4
6 per cent.
Time loans Easy. Sixty and 90
daysi and six months, 6 per cent;
prime mercantile paper, 5 to 6
per cent,
rul-in-

i

'

30, 1921.

Tity !aJIei
Jillie

'HfiUo.UncIe
'

happy this morning, singing away
like a grasshopper in hay time."
"I am happy," answered Jillle.
"And I ought to be happy, oughtn't
I, Uncle Wigglly, for I have the
Jumbles!"

Uncle Wigglly gave one look at
tha little mousie girl. Then he
cried: "Good gracious sakes alive!
You have the Jumbles! Oh, dear!
Oh, dearl"
With that the bunny caught the
little mousie girl up In his paws
and started to run off with her,
carrying her through the woods
among the trees.

of course!" answered the rabbit.
"To Dr. Possum's office. That dear
old animal doctor can cure you If
anyone tan! Hold tight I won't
let you fall! I'll soon have you at
Dr. Possum's and he'll cure you!''
"Cure me? Cure me of what?"
asked Jillle, as tho bunny rabbit
gentleman ran off with her ones
more.
"Cure you of the Jumbles, of
course!" was the reply. "Dr. Possum will soon cure your Jumbles,
Jillie! Don't be afraid!"
The little mouse girl laughed so
gladsomely that Uncle Wigglly
stopped and looked at her In surprise.
"Oh, you funny X7ncle WIggily!"
screamed Jillie. "Oh, you dear old
goose of a rabbit uncle! Oh! Oh!
Oh!"
"It must be the Jumbles that
mako her act this way," said Uncln
WJggily, half aloud, as the mouslo
girl scrabbled out ot his paws.
"Come, Jillie," he went on. "Don't
worry! Dr. Possum will be good
and kind to you. He'll cure your
Jumbles!"
"Ha! Ha! Ha!" again Iaughe.1
Jillie. "Why, you dear old gooso.
of an Uncle Wigglly. Here are my
Jumbles!" exclaimed Jillie, and she
held out a paper bag which Undo
Wlgjrily had not before noticed.
"Your Jumbles? In there?" asked the bunny.
"Of course!"
Jillie.
giggled
"Jumbles are cakes or cookies, you
know. I had Just bought some at
the six and seven cent store when
I met you, I like Jumbles so much
I couldn't help singing."
"Oh, so Jumbles are cookies or
cakes, are they?" asked the bunnv
rabbit. "Hum! Rather stupid of
I
me, that I didn't know this.
thought you said, when you had
the Jumbles, that you meant you
had something catching, like tha
mumps, measles or chlckenpox."
"Oh, you funny rabbit!" laughed
"Come on, we'll sit down
Jillle.
and each eat a Jumble cake."
Uncle Wigglly was very willing
to do that, as he was tired from
his run, carrying Jillie. And when
he and the mousie girl were eating
the cakes, all of a sudden the bad
old Woozie Wolf poked his nose
out of the bushes and growled:
"I want ears to nibble!"
"Oh, do you!" suddenly squeaked Jillle. "Well, I have the Jumbles and If I give them to you will
"
you
"Oh, what's that you sayt Tou
have the Jumbles? Oh, don't make
me catch those! Don't!" howled
the Wolf. "Once I had the pip

and another time I had the
and If I catch the Jumblej
from you I may die! Oh! Oh!
I'm sorry I came here! I'm golnj
to run away!"
And away ran the Wooxle Wolf,
not harming Uncle Wigglly or Jillle at alt.
"Ha! Ha!" laughed Mr. LonsT-earas he and the mousie girl ate
another cookie. "He thought the
same as I that your Jumbles wero
You frightened
catching, Jillle!

Stop, Uncle Wlggllyi
"Stop!
Please put me down! Where are
you taking me, Uncle Wigglly?"
cried Jillie, the little mousie girl.
"Where are you taking me?"
"I'm taking you to Dr. Possum's, him awayl
(Copyright

lo

s,

Ha! Ha!"

H21 by George Matthew Adams

So everything came out all right,

I'm glad to say, and If the cabbage doesn't put Its head down on
the pin cushion and wake up with
a needle in its ear, I'll tell you next
about Uncle Wiggily and Susie's
bracelet.

....
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FRANK FEERNOT'S DULL DAY.
A Play.
Scene: Frank Feernot standlns
on a corner.
Frank Feernot: I wish a runaway horse and carriage with wim-mi- n
and children In It would go
past so I could stop the horse and
save the wimmin and children.
Theros too meny automobeels
nowadays, thats the trubble.
Ferst Boy Going Past: Hello.
Frank. Bin doing enythlng brave

lately?
Frank Feernot: Nuthlng speshll,

lc

lc

-

M

Ack 2.
Scene: The same.
Frank Feernot: Even if it was
only a runaway horse and a huckster waggln It would be better than
If I couldent save the
nuthlng.
wlmmtn and children at leest 1
could save the vegltlbles.
2nd Boy Going Past: Hello,
Frank; have you did enythlng
brave today?
Frank Feernot: Not so far.
Ack. 8.
Scene: The same.
Frank Feernot: Id even be glad
to stop a runaway horse without
eny carriage or waggln or enythlng, thats how desperate I feel.
Im Jest walstlng my time standing heer.
Closing prices:
r,
Newsboy Going Past: Exter,
Dec. $1.114: May,
Wheat
all about the boy stopping a
runaway train and saving 609 lives
Corn Dec, 47c; May, 53o.
Oats Dec, 82 c; May, 880.
Incloodlng wimmin and children;
exter, exter.
Pork Jan., $15.10.
'
Frank Feernot: Aw heck.
Lard Jan., $8.60; May, $8.80.
' Ribs Jan.,
The End.
$7.32; May. $7.70.
ex-te-

$1..

ADVICE

"I

Fon

WOKEN WHO

SUFFER.

advise every woman who suf
fers with kidney trouble to try
Foley Kidney Pills," writes Mrs.
Bessie Brawner, 2522 Scovllle Ave..
Cleveland, O. "I could not do my
housework, but since taking Foley
Kidney Pills I feel like a new woman and am able to do my work."
Rheumatlo pains, swollen ankles.
backache, stiff Joints, sore muscles
and sleep disturbing bladder ailments indicate disordered kidneys.
Foley Kidney Pills act promptly.
Sold everywhere.

NEW YORK COTTON.

'

hlgh-cla-

WANTED
Odd Jol carpentering.
and ruuf repairing. Phone 146H-IF TOU are thinking of buifdlng, phons
1929-J- :
plana furnlehed free; all work
guaranteed.

TYPEWRITERS
All makea overhauled
Tl'PEWUlTEHS
Blbbone for every maand repaired.
chine. t Albuquerque
Typewriter
E"
122 Smith Fourth.
change, phone liOJ-- J

CHIROPRACTORS

isiLrinjjnuu

New York. Nov. 29. Cotton fu- SrrT"c akm
Chiropractor.
tures- closed easy. Dec, 17.63;
19 sad 2a Armljo Building.
Jan., 17.46; March, 17.88; May,
17.1$; July. 16.71.
LIBERTY BONDS.
New York, Nov. 29. Liberty
$96.40; first 4s,
bonds closed:
$97.00; second 4s, $96.30; first
$97.08; third
$97.42; second

4s,

$97.46;

Victory
$99.98.

8s,

3s,
4s,
4s, 4s, $97.88;
fourth
$99.98; Victory 4s,

WliiamjsZan
VHH'C

ACCIAUA1V

HliVAAt

By Gene Byrnei

Trade Mark Registered U. 8. Patent Office)

VL

ACCOUNTING
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Opyrisbt,
ARE :.v,j
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t
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By George McManut

U

YOU'LL LIKE HIM
HE'S) AN OLD

HAPPy aECAUbe

VOU AREV ETTIN
IN WITH BETTER
PEOPLE CAOTA its!
SMITH CALLED UP AND
WNT YOU TO DINE

LOOK FUNNV

I

.

GOOD BRICK HOUSE
Five rooma. modsrn; garage;
shade; screened front and bach
This house is located
porch.
on a corner lot; has good sideThe
walks and paved streets.
paving Is all paid for. The
4,000.00.
price Is only
GOOD IXCATIOX IN
FOUUTn WARD
lt
A nice, new and
All kinds of
house.
bullt-l- n
features; hardwood
floors; furnace heat and an
Ideal home. This was built for
a home but party is leaving
town and It can b bought at
the right price..

1M

WH

1921 by the Internationa) News Service.
Registered 0. 8. Patent Office.

tripki

J

ow;::.'

Villi

u

WAIST YOU

I

l

li

H

7f
Z--

f

TO CULTIVATE
HIM'
I
NEVER, HEARD
TOU tPEAK OF

vravtr.

WITH?yQ

him l'n
LIKE TO
HIM

a canal-

BOAT CAPTN-

HtLLO

J

WIFE- -

.w.

CAP-TH-

ALMOST DAILY
WE ARE ASKED THIS
QUESTION:
DO YOU HANDLE REAL

I

me.
c

ESTATE?

I

'

ANYWHERE
EXCEPT IN
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS?
WE DO
All parts of Albuquerque and
the whole stnte.
FOR RENT
TWO STOKK.3
Best location on West Central
avenue. No Information given
over phone.
FOR RENT
Several furnished ftouses.
Several unfurnl.ihed houacs,
at all prices.
FOR SALE
Heal Good Homes
East Silver Ave.
5
rooms, porches, hot air
heat, $7,000, furnished.
5
rooms, porches, hot air
heat, $5,700, furnished.
East Central Ave,
Several beautiful new bungalows on easy terms.
University Heights
Several
dandy
bungalows,
priced, $3,050
up, on easy
terms.
Fourth Ward
New Bungalow 4
rooms,
hardwood
porches,
fireplace,
floors, shade and grass, only
Terms.
$3,760.
TO SEE THESE CALL

HIN

well-bui-

FOR
1-

2-

RE1VT

Highlands

- Room

and sleeping
porch, furnished
- Rooms,
furnished.

5-

house, unfur188.00
garage
furnished
glassed sleeping porch $S 5.00
- Room
apartment,

- Room house,

furnished
nished

6-

6-

S65.0C

house, fur-

furnished
- Room house, furnished

.180.00

,,,,(20.00
, .$50.00

apartment,
furnished

$40.00

nished

$75.00

house, fur-

$16.00
$76.00
$40,00
$60.00
$42.50

what you want

us

we

may have It.

D. T. KINGSBURY,
REALTOR
Ijonns and

210 W. Gold.

Insnranc.
Phone

807--

TOR SALN
f 2,100 I room fram
cottara, ilccping
furnished, cornar
porch, complttely
lot; highland, one block from Cen
tral avenue: termi.
$8,000 One of the finest homea on East
; Sliver
avenue; eeven rooms and bath
extra fins steeping porch; full base
mentt hot water heat, laundry, fine
electrical equipment, cood rarag with
servant's quarters.

A.
Insurance
3U

:

FLOSClEl, Easier

In all Its branches, Loan,
Surety Bonds.
Fourth Street, Mnt te P. O.
I'uon 674.

RENT
..I,

x

Apartments

New small, modern furnish.

OWNEIt VEUT ANXIOUS
TO BELL, io call
ACKEHSOX A GRIFFITH,
Realtors.
ISO S. Fourth.
Phono 414.

FOR

Apartmenti

459--

Kealtor,

J.

BEKV1CE.

The Red Arrow (all over the West) renders audden service on Kodak finishing
tu people who demand quality.
Work
;s before 11 a. m. mailed same day.
Work In before I p. m. mailed aeon next
day, Addresa work to
TH8 pan ARROW,
a. Lae Vegas
Albuquerque
(We want
representative In TO'JR
territory.)

RENTPwellingt

FOR KE.N'i Two-roofurnished cottage. 1727 West Central.
Four-rooFOR RENT
furnished bouse,
modern, Ills South Walter.
FOR RENT Modern cottage, furnished
with garage. Apply 714 South High.
,
FOR RENT Nicely "furnished flve-roo- n
located. Phone
bungalow; centrally

ilfl

W, Gold,

IN RATIO TO KBSI
The Following l
Living room, dining room, two bed
rooms, nice sleeping porch, kitchen
and back porch, front porch and pergola, brick, rent 160; price 12,760;
reasonable terms; University Height).
r,
delightbath,
ful living room, corner lot, rent $00;
price, 13,976; terms, 1500 cash, balance 845 per month Including Interest; near University,
8 rooma, bath,
furnished, aouth
highlands, 13, tl0; terms.
DIECKMANN REALM CO.,
Realtors.
Real Estate, Insurance, loans.
SOD West Gold
avenue.
Fhone 79

FOR RENT
house, at 121 North Fourth.

FOR

four-roo-

Dr.

ATTRESS RENOVATING, $3.60 and up.
Rug eleanlng, furniture repairing, fur
niture paeklna?. Phuua 471. Brvln Bed- dlna Company.

FOR'RENT

Ranches

FOR RENT
ranch,
piy ja. uanaeil Clothing store,

SALE

L

FfMUM

ttevict

Ap- -

PAY

'

Miscellaneous

ONLY SIX

RENT.

When you can buy a, nice little
furnished house on
a corner lot for only $2,100
only $400 down and $30 per
month.
A, L, Martin Co., Realtors
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
323 W. Gold.
Phone 15S.

LEFT

I still have six fifty foot lots
left In the Albright-Moor- e
Addition at $300 each. Seventh
street is now being opened

which makes these among the
best located lots In the entire
addition. Don't delay. Get start-e- d
on the upgrade right now.
$20 cash and $10 per month.

INC

U 30

N

have to see It to really believe

J, D, Keleher, Realtor,

mono

811 West Gold.

W. C, THAXT0N
Mountain Road.

705 West

m

i

FOR RENT

Room

North Edith.
RENT
610 West Cupper.
FOR RENT Furnished room. 207 North
Fiflh.
FOR RENT Several unfurnished rooini.
124 South Edith.
FOR RENT Three
rooms;
turmshea
modern. 1011 North First.
FOR REN'T Three unfurnished rooms.
829 North Fifth.
FOR RENT Lovely
room. 120 buuwi
Waller, phone 2072-rooms.
FOR RENT Furi:.'Bhed
Bouth Walter.
Phone 1667-FOR REN T Muenri. furnished rooms,
steam heat. 608 H West Central.
FOR RENT Front
bed room, strictly
clean, clofle in. 208 North Sixth.
FOR RENT Furnished room, in lowlands; furnace heut. Phone 1064-FOR RENT Nicely furnished bed room,
close in. Phone 1086-420 West Coal.
FOR RENT Furnished room, private
furnace heat. 307 South Walt-irfurFOR RENT Good one or two-ruo415 North Second.
nished apartment.
FOR RUNT
Beautiful furnished rooms;
no sick. Phone 1007. 420 South Edith.
i'UKMBHEU rooms, hot water heat; no
414 West Silver,
alrk; no children.
FOR RENT Two nicely furnished rooms
for housekeeping. '. 1,15 West McKln-leFOR
FOR

RENT

Rooms,
Room.

112

BUY

'

FCRXISHED HOME
Of six good rooms, two porches,
large lot, close in. Live in one
aide rent of other half will meet
payments. Small payment down.
Only $3,700.
We have a few small ranches
close to town for sale or trade
for city property.

It

J.

FOR SALE
FuH

SALE

FOR

SAL41

iunn

icaitn. rnone
nun

Good

HOUSES

House
brick

bouse,

on

840I-R-

five-roo-

imtu grocery,

house, gar- -

call at

$16

ward

FOR SALE

I'hono

SALELivetock

526.

Rooms
with sleeping
FOR RENT
porches; board If desired, Also gar
age for rent. $01 Bouth Edith. Phme
1K40--

'

010.

A REAL

SNAP
modern brick, with glassed
sleeping porch, large front screened
off the kitchen,
porch, also one
latest built In features, hardwood
floors and finish throughout, large
lot, just
outside
city limits, in
Fourth ward; $,460 ensh will handle, balance of $2,009 at 8 per cent.
For rent, modern apartment, three
rooms and bath-- close in on South
Arno atrset.
A. C. STARES,
SIS Weet Gold Avenue.
Phone 168.

way.

board. 410
sleeping porch; first-clas- s
East Central.
RUNT Large furnished room with
For
table board; rates for two people, in
South Fourth.
UOOD HOARD
and aleeplng porches,
southern exposure; seven miles sou'.n
of town, $40 per month. Phone 8408-RGOOD DoTrD AND ROOM, with heal
anil homo privileges, $45 per month.
928 South Walter.
FOR RENT Room with glassed-isleeping porch, with board. Phone HK-J- .
112 North Walter,
furnished
FOR RENT Newly
rounje
with or without board. 418 Soutn
Broadway, phone 1809-JAkEisON'S RANCH Ideal location lor
healthseekerg; few reservatlona now
available. Phone 2228-FOR RENT bleeping porch and room,
adjoining bath, with board; rates $5$
munth. 1620 East Central.
F R RENT Room ana aleeplng porch.
vlth board for convalescents; gsntle-me- n
only; private home. Phone 8148-FOR RENT Nicely
rooms
rurnlshed
with steam heat and first-clas- s
table
board. 110 South Arno, phone 1827-HOME BOARDING HOUSE Nice, warm
sleeping rooms; good home cooking.
804 South Third;
short walk from station.
FOR HBALTIIBEEKERS Modern
nurse aervlce.
with
Casa de Pro. 613 West Gold, phone 814-r'&R RENT Nice rooms with sleeping
porches, with board, for convalescents,
Mis, Reed, 612 South Broadway, phone

It.

Second and Gold Avenue.

HOARD $8 per week.
Mr. Knight, 200
$ 850.00 South
furnished
950.00 NICELY.Broadway.
furnished
furnished ruon, with board;
two corner lots 1650.00
private family; no sick. 1027 Forrester,
modern, Fourth
Room
and board, with
3500.00 FOR RENT

& . WORSIIAM,
McDONAI-FOR BALE Modern brick cottage, fur- Real Estate Insurance.
meiieu; lot noxzuo, $4,260; easy
108 S. Third.
Phone D66-W, H. McMllllon, 306 West Quid
FOU bALE Flve-ruununitalow. upicad
right; look It over and be your own
HELP WANTED
Judge; fine location; terms. 143$ West

we haven't one to suit you
we'll build one just as you

want

hardwood
corner,
floors, garage, $4. BOO. Eight-rooKOLL1.V K G17TH1UDGE,
Six large rooms, two good porches corner, two garages, hardwood
314 W. Gold Ave.
modern nouse, close in, splendid floors, steam heat. They are fine Phono 10113.
fine locations and good buys. Close
location; newly decorated,
to
shade; $760 cash, balance like
postofflce.
W. H. McMILUON,
rent. Step lively, the price, $4,000.
206 West Gold.
For Rent-Roorn- g
with Board
J. P. GIIX, RE All ESTAT3.
lUJOrASlTBaARD; iTfTsoluhBrTird"
Ha S. Second.
Phone J28-Five-roo-

$750 CASH

FURNISHED,

brick, sleeping porch,
right up to date except furnace,
located on University : Heights,
frlce only $3,750, good terms.
It. McCLUGHAN, IlEALTOB.
204 W. Gold. Phone 442-J- .
Real Estate,
Loans, Insurance,
Notary Public.
Five-roo-

410.

SS.eOO.OO

Worth of lots en East Silver, near
HIGHLAND PARK tne past month.
A few choice
lots left At
$500 and up on easy terms,
J, A. HAMMOND,
Phone 1522-(24 East Sliver.

so much can be offered for the
money. A cut in price of $500.

A GREAT

CUT OUT RENT

SOLD

Bargain- - Extraordinary
For quick sale the owner will
sacrifice one of the best and
most substantially built small
houses on the market. You

M1UU BEST IN TOWN.
Phone 2413-R- I.
FOR BALE Ouaranteed
Navajo ruga.
208 South Arno.
HI,
SWEET CIDER toe a gallon; war tax,
Mule.
cents. 110 South Walnut.
FOR SALE Nicely furnished apartment
house and small houses furnished. WASTED Man and wife to work on
DENVER POST delivered at your door,
.
rnune lui-j66o per month.
Phone 1B4P-dairy farm. Address postofflce box 412,
Foit SALii By owner, 71$ West Coal, city
FOR SALE New 11,600 Baldwin Player
all
00,
irame stucco, 4 rooms and bath, 2 EMPLOYMENT OFFICE We fur 1 sh 110
Phone 1825-piano,
kinds of help. Try our servin.
large porches, newly decorated, vacant.
FOR SAX.E Quod plana, almost given
854-Pruth
Third,
180S-ir
rnone
phone
tcmia
oosirea.
away. Apply 823 West Pacific.
Man to drive Ford and
oALtt rretty new
modern WANTED
FOR SALE Canary biida. SlT Bouth
eiucco oungaiow, extra well built and
poultry man. lit South
Walter, phone 1167-fine location. 119 North Elm. Apply
FOR SALE Bicycle. Herman Chaves,
WANTED
""Q" om. rnone jssb-k- .
Capable cashier and manager
1428 South Second, phone 1868 W,
for small bank In New Mexico; must
FOR SALE A four-roofurnished cot76.
FOR SALE thresning machine,
f
M
on 60 foot lot n
have A-- l references and Invest. Address
It ah,.,.
tage
Postofflce bog 412, city.
uniy $760 fur quick sale. J. A. Him- - Dank, care Journal,
FOR SALE Thorough Pit Bull Terrier
ARB you glued to an accountant s stool?
muiiu, tut nasi Oliver. Phone 1622-R- .
O.
W. Hunter,
puppy.
Log Qretgos,
Are you Imprisoned In a bank teller's
FOR BALE MUST SELL IMMEDIATE- i- -i
chained to a typewriter?
phone 2409-Rinspect and make your offer. cage? AreIn you
Four-roua business that wfmi to
FOR SALE Good bicycle, cheap. In- houae,
bath, porches, gar Are you
no
Would you III;o it pofuture?
have
size
full
ages,
lot. Evervtliine In auod
l South1 waiter.
""
Imltcl (lily
sition with opportunities
FOR SALE Adobe tu culld house."
by
your
capacity for hard work and
FUH SALE Accuunt leaving ultv. fur
mon (larcta, 120S North Arno.
mora room at the top ! inn In tny
with
or
nished
unfurnished
mod.
NAVA JO "RUGS Positive lya tcoat.
Then writo, In
ern house; screened porches, nicely ar- - other line of business?
North Mulberry, phone 1780-confidence, to addresa F. B., cara
raiiacu ior iwo lamuiea. West Central strict
Journal.
FOR BALE Stock of groceries and
near
Phone owner, 2204-818 South SlJtth,
FOR RENT Nice front room, adjoining FOH park.
household goods.
Female.
SALE By owner, five-rooand
bath, with hot and cold water; no
m excellent
FOR SALIC-M- oure
rang,
front
collar girl,
large
porch, modern bungalow. WANTED
Experienced
condition: also - pair of andirons. 812 slik. 311 South Arno.
In good reaidenua seotlon;
east front,
celslor Laundry.
'
Hl:-i- '
U7.., r.M l
Nice front bed room, suittult
lawn and trees, In very best condition:
able for two; no alck, 316 North would sacrifice for quick sale: leaving WANTED
Competent second girl, AP- rt
FOR SALE Cheap, baby
and
1670-ply morning, 701 West Copper.
town, rnone 14U8-Vbuggy combined; good condition; aant Eleventh, phone
Middle-age- d
WANTED
FOR RENT Furnished room; gentleman FOH SALE Three-roolady for housi.
tary; also violin. 1115 South- High.
and aleeplng
work.
410 South
Apply Mrs. Bredmeyer, 1211
Third, phone
preferred.
FOR SALE 12S hot water heater, "foi 1215-porcn, lacing soutn: good condition: South Edith.
$88; suitable for heating store, ware
block from Fourth
outbuildings, one-hahouse or work shop, no South Walnut. FOR RENT Two furnished housekeep- street, near Fourth- street school; price WANTED Olrl for housework; only two
in family; half day only; good wages.
620 Bouth $1,800.
315 West Marble.
two
for
adults.
ruoms,
Three-speoing
d
Indian
SALE
motorFOR
FOR SALB By owner, in the Fourth Apply to Mr, Robertson, 808 West Oold.
cycle, cheap. Phone 203S-- J or call at Third.
Girl for general mousework;
WANTED
415 South Seventh.
FOR RENT Three modern rooms, furmodern
ward,
bungalow, gar
must stay on premises, Call at 1021
nished for housekeeping. 423 West age, has light and beat; very best resi6
FOR SALE Used tractors,
and
Roma.
West
Fe.
to
Santa
district
dential
city; priced right;
with gang plows.
Hardware Departfor houseOlrl or woms
FOR HKNI Two rooms and porch; easy terms; not priced over phone; WANTED
ment J. Korbei 4k Co.
by
Phona
211 shown
only.
appointment
and
cold
hot
water,
keeping. Apply Grand Centr-t- l Hotel,
aervlce,
phona
two-tone
One
8x13
2040-FOR SALE
brwn
corner
ana
Second
cenrra'.
South
High.
rug, one large etroit Jewel gaa range.
A cook In a family of four;
Large houae, 30x40, on cor- WANTED
FOR RENT Sleeping rooms for gentle-we- n FOR SALE
Call mornings.
Phone 1418-ner lot, eighty-four-foMrs. D.
front; fifteen
good wages to right party.
employed, $8.00 up; no sick, 818 fruit
full-uiz- e
FOR SALE Two
beautiful
.
trees, grapes
and gooseberries; Weinman, 708 West Copper
West
Silver.
brass ueils. new mattress ana Royal
Can have $l,is0 at $35 per
$2,600.
prlca
High school girl for room
FOR RENT One room furnished for month. Will take light car as
Blue springs. 801 South- Edith.
first WANTED
part
De
for
In
and
board
help,
exchange
light housekeeping, $10 per month; payment.
1624 North Second.
FOR BALE Freeh pork, by the half or
eember 1. 108 Bouth Walter.
201 Lewis, near shops.
vv. jiuuiei. gentleman only.
BY OWNER,
wauie iiuer. ustivereu.
modern Irouse In EARN BOARD Room and $10 month
rooms
and
FOR
RENT
Furnished
two
phone 2408-Revenings.
Fourth ward, hard wood floors, firewhile attending school; catalogue free.
sleeping porch; light and WAtsr, $21- - place, large screened
CLARIFIED and Paeteurlied milk. There Phone
porches, three
06
South
1511-Dullness College,
la only one place to obtain it. Aibu
light, airy bed rooms with extra large Mackay
FOR RENT Furnished frunt room; gen- cloaets, fronta east on large lot with Main, Los Angslea.
qutrque Dairy Association. Phone SSL
some
with
to
WANTED
in
tleman
touch
lawn, trees, etc.; everything in excellent
per
get
employed Uaya,
FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and cot
Ider y lady that woui 1 bt willing to uo
terms
rjuuth Arno.
If desired. Phone
condition;
in galli
tage cheese; also, fresh milk 1916-sal1077-- J.
small
hime
nnl
,'or
light housework
FOR RENT Mealy furnished oom, outlot
8waynels Dairy, phone
S61-aak for Ogle.
five-rooside entrance; alao garage; no sick. FOR SALE New,
modern, ary. Call
FOR.. SALE Flower slips and plant
built-i- n
111$ North Second.
features, largo basement, two
Dahlia, oxolla and gladlolla bulbs; also
norchee!
riinit,. In thm plnaa.ln VWANTBD Male and Female,
hens and fryers. 1122 South Broadway. FOR RENT Two light housekeeping laraa
bookkeepers,
Stenographers,
modern house,
highlands;
800
no
j1.
no
r
illdren.
rooms;
sick;
accountante, and all forma of office
FOR SALE Chicken sandwiches, Plg'n North
large aleeplng porch, or same street, for
Eighth.
Whistle candles, best lot oream In the
$1,600 cash; now
Apply Southweatsrn Educational
$88 per help.
rented
for
bulM-InBunny southeast room, bath montn; eiso four-roocity. We deliver free. College Inn, FOR RENT near
nouss, near shops, Exchange, Chamber of Commerce
gooa boaraing n9iM9. furnished, for $750
aujoining;
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
cash:
phone 241.
bargai.i.
210 North Walter.
or
lon-$16
iJnons
call
Elm,
at
North
or
WANTED Ladles
FOR SALE Good aelectlon of Navajo
gentlemen agents
rooran. FOR, SALE By owner: Four modern
for the fastest selling Christmas novruga and Oermantown pillow tops, FOR RENT Two nice furnished
405
In private home. Phona 2034-'The Dlpy Dog,"
bungalows in Highlands, one and one- - elty en the market,
priced for quick sale. 1006 East CenSouth Seventh.
tral. Phone 1419-nair diocks rom Central on car Una make a clean up between now and
1686-Phona
for
FOR RENT A suite of two rooms with four rooms, bath, plaatered and glassed- Christmas,
BUTTER Ask your grocer for Albusleeping porch front and back porch.
querque Dairy Association butter; If 303bath, completely furnished; steam heat. in
bal$3,CO0
to
South Fourth.
$3,850; $500 to $760 cash,
your grocer can not supply you, call at
FOR
Good Investment) now
1
North Second.
the dairy,
furnished for ance likefor rent.
FOR RENT Rooms,
$50 and $5$ per month. Will FORSALi5
renting
connected
with bath. sell
Fre5iy1mligownu"b7ed
housekeeping;
FOR SALE Fine apples, by the box;
or
furnished
at
unfurnished.
Apply
410
717 South Arno.
South Edith.
does.
Jonathans, Roman Beautlea, Arkansaw
Yie mast central.
Davla.
fJanoa,
Ben
Phone
SALE
Two horaos, two colts, 100
Blacks,
FOR RENT two front rooms, furnlihtd
FOR
1626-or call Wm. Dolde, 706 South
fur light housekeeping.
chlcksns and good collie dog, cheap.
Apply al'er
AUTOMOBILE
2
408
m.
Mr.
West Lead.
Broadway.
p.
Lawrence, 1104 North Eleventh
SOFT SPOTS
Heal and arch eushlons FOR RENT New furnished bed room, FOR SALE Essex roadster; must sell; FOR SALE
Young horse and light
518 West Central.
$680.
124
prevent fallen Insteps; cures all foot
furnace heat, in private home.
wagon;
neap. See Greevlch,
spring
5
troubles, $1.00. Plantar Arch Supports. North Fifth-- phone 8377-- J.
FOR SALE
Bulck- - touring car; 212 West Silver,
Thos. F. Keleher Leather Co., 408 West FOR RENT
rirat-cias- a
Bond-Dillo- n
Co.,
condition,
BALEFOR
Fresh
Holsteln cow and calf;
Housekeeping rooms and
Central.
Phone 1057-- J.
St.
a bargain.
J. Strong, Phone
sleeping porch, for two persons; no city.
1346-R- .
ASBESTOS
ROOF PAINT
1104.
O.
1300
or
110
North Fifth.
EXPERT
KEFAIRI.NO.
.
RADIATOR
South Walnut
children,
GOOD for all kinds ef roofs. $1 per gal218 North
K.
Ehett
Metal
Works.
SALB
work horses,
head
Four
FOR
RENT Nicely furnished large room, 1
lon.
The Mazano Co., 110 South FOR
niru.
close in; also una light housekeeping
weight 1,200 pounds; sound and genWalnut, phone 1834-- J,
Try a built up apartment.
on
set
Fhone
used
harness.
Some
SALE
FOR
also
double
823
tle;
cara;
extra
good
South Fifth.
roof, will last as long as the building.
easy terms. Mcintosh Auto Co.. $08 41t-RIMPERIAL ROOMS rice, clean rooms; wees
wentrat.
FOR SALTS Carload good work horses;
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
some good mares; two spans of mules;
FOR BALE Overland, in good condition.
West Central.
ton SALB Five hundred sharas of City Theater, 211 Ulaascd-lCall at 614 East Iron. will be at Orancle Wagon Yard. 210 North
very
cheap.
RENT
tw
FOR
B ectric Railway, below par.
and
R.
Dr,
porch
I'none
lins.
Broadway.
Wednesday, Novsmber 80.
L. Hust, N. T, Armljo building.
airy rooms; board across street. 114
FOR BALE Oldsmoblle six, In excel FOR SALE Carload fresh" Jersey milk
North Maple, phone 1888-oow
and several springer cows, from
lent condition; a bargain: caah or
KIAJ1N HOTEL Sleeping,
rooms sua term
a. 1804 West Central, phone 1488-three to six year
old; all tuberculin
housekeeping apartmente, by the day FOR
Can be seen at McAllister Yard,
testad.
SALE 1921 Ford touring car; 1203
d
week or month. 60IH Weat Centrsl.
FOR SAI.B
Beautiful
corner
Mountain roaJ.
North
First,
or
starter
and demountable rims; cash
pieces, .such as buffet gets, luncheon
furnished rooms for part terms. Call for Jackson
at Occi FOR SALE A nice Shetland pony, a
sets, sofa pillows, piano covers and any- FOR RENT Modern
no dental
near
school:
will make
housekeeping,
high
222U
for
good
children;
East Central.
Hotel,
companion
for Xmaa gifts. sick. Phone 1880-J- .
thing you may wlah
108 North Arno.
nice Clrrlstmaa gift. For price and
Call
Orders taken; prices reasonable.
FORSA LK Extra large Warner's Auto areference
St.
Boys'
Two
to
;
RENT
FOR
fur
Anthony
apply
at 801 West Iron-large rooms, nioely
Trailer with eaavas eoverlng: la ex Home. North
of town.
nished for housekeeping; gaa and coal cellent condition and almost
nsw. 701
Coal.
desirable
818
W
location.
West
are ereedera of grads
FOR BALE
west wew York or phone 1462-USE EPFBCTO AUTO TOP and seat range;
Holsteln cows, and have on hand
dressing: Bffecto Auto Enamel. Vals FOR RENT Furnished room and glantd FOR BALE Two :iuick light sixes. 181$
three and four hundred choice
In sleeping porch, with private bath.
par, Valspgr Enamels oq automobiles.
models, $650 and $760; Ford truck, cowa and
heifers. As we are a little
Homestead Crane apartments, 11$ North Seventh, $1761 one-to- n
ITord truck, worm drive.
Cottage Paint,
Plymouth
crowded for room, would sell a limited
Floor Paint, Roof Paint and Cement. phone 814.
$350; Ford speedster, $175; Dodge tour
a reasonable price, The city
number
at
Satisfaction assured. Thos. F. Keleher WOODWORTH
muo.
11a west aoia.
Newly furnished, nice, ing car.
Company, Denver, Colo.,
Leather Co,, 408 Wast Cantral. phone
clean rooms and housekeeping apart- AUTO necessity of the highest merit that Park Dairy
York
7641.
phnne
10i(-J- .
ments, by day, week or month. 911
sens
on 80
trial.
itseir
free
days'
trSouth Third.
Profits liberal. Fast seller. Thouaanda
FOR , SALE Poultrv-EKj- ri
FOR RENT Well furnished room, ad- now In uee. excellent ornortunltT for
ilbSitir'uTOL '"LOAN 6n watchea, 'dlV-joining bath; private entrancs; gen- suDstaniiai business of your own. writ
FOR SALE Bucks, doe. and frying rab- - tleman
Service
monde. gun end everything valuable.
employed preferred; no sick. 111 now for exclusive tsrrltory.
nita ana nens. 710 west Lead.
Cushion Tubs Co.. 4010 East 16th St.. Mr. B Marcus. 118 Bouth First.
;
South Walter.
WE BUf POULTRY AND RABBITS of FOR RENT Two well furnished rooms Kansas City, Mo.
MONEY TO LOAN oh diamonds, watcnes
ail kinds. Phone 861-lot South
1920 NASH SPORT MODEL
for light housekeeping,
and
with
Jewelry: liberal reliable, eon.
large rOR8ALE
Broadway.
r ive wire wheels with cord tirss, in nnentlalgeldOottlleh
sleeping porch, electrlo lights and gas;
Jewe.ry Co.. 105 N. 1st.
no children,
FOR SALE Twelve fine
good condition, spot light, motometer, CONFIDENTIAL loans on
410 Eaat Central.
jewelry,
ate.
Driven
twe
Barred Rock hen and rooster, $2 each. FOR RENT One
tools,
batteries,
storage
watchea. Liberty bonda. pianos.
room Willi
in North Twelfth.
miles: forced to aell at automobiles.
six windows, two r large closets, sink nine thousand
Lowest ratea. Rothman'
Cen
will
sacrifleai
demonstrate.
Apply
117 Bouth Flrat.
RED POULTRY YARDS Thoroughbred and running water; furnished for houseBonded tn the state.
tral Auto and Machine Works. Sixth ana
H. O. R. I.
Reds. Ringlet Barred Rocks. keeping, $14 per month. $1$ Weet Coal.
Central.
cockerels, pullets, hens and pens for breed
Real EitaK"
413 went Atlantic, phone 1483-FOR SALE
Dodge Broth-er- s'
ing.
DRESSMAKING
BjALB
r"lne 50 fooi lot' on East
Touring car and Roadster. Re- FOR
'MOUNTAIN
VIEW" S. C. R. I. Reds,
Silver at reduced price. J. A. Ham
ihD Sewing at home or bv the newed in sang they have been put
won twenty ribbons January. 1821: a
nay, mono iim-w- ,
through our repair shop, paint and top mond, 824 East Silver.
superb lot of cockerels and corks now
beare
FOR
SALE Two-acr- e
shop.
They
Inspected
tract, highest
carefully
exDRESSMAKING
for
bred
Phone
the
aale:
finest
from my
ready
by
day, $$.
fore put on sale. Sold with th same
land In valley: two blocka from North
hibition matlngs; visitors welcome, C.
vi, imperioi Rooms,
as our new Podge Brothers eara Fourth street: water rights; two miles
intereat
tr. nay, Z3 Norm High.
DRESSMAKING
Mlaa Balchuch, Crane Wa alas have left with
ui for aale a lata out; term. Phone 2412-Rapartments, 218 North Seventh.
model 1818 Ford tourlngi a
FOR RENfZOffioe Room! WANTED
Btudebaker. Torma can be arranged.
Dressmaking; children's aew-in- g
UH RENT Attractive
J. Korber A Co., Auto Dept., Dodge
specialty. Mrs. Baker, nhona 1180-office, steam
swrNTrATTYreETr
furnished. WANTsSSplaliT sewlngT
Brother
heat, light
and
water
Dealer, phone 711.
prices reason- n
eieaneai part
and supplies for
Wright building, onnoslte onstnfflce.
aoie.
at 134 West Iron,
CL
B.
mskeei 411 work guaranteed.
LOST
office
fOR riliNfThree very desirable
HEMSTITCHING, pleating. Williams' Mli- 848-J- .,
418
W
phrroe
fNipper.
rooms, ngnt. neat and water; win rant
nnery, too south Broadway, ph. 1078-toTla1T"wafd. ""reneed,
uray squlrr
lost
separately or- - as a whole. A. B. MHner, DIIEHSM A KINO Ladles'
fnone i25-WANTED Agent.
tailoring, eve31 8 H West Central, phnne 828.
ning dresses, beading and embroider- LOST Republic tlr. 88x4, and rlmj re- LAROD SHIRT MANUFACTURER
wants
Phone 1825-ing.
ward. Phone 8178-FOR RENT Storeroom
Agent to sell complete line of shirts,
PLEATING, accordion, side and box; LOST A lined, black
Street to wearer.
lea'htf
(lr)vlnj
Exclusive
patterns.
mall ordera. M. Crane. (IS North
store. 'Central ave;
Madison
gauntlet for right hand. Reward. Big values. Free aamule.
nue. Phone 42$.
Seventh; Crane Apartments, phone 814, Phone 788.
Mills, $08 Broadway, Nsw York.
TRY BODDY'8

FOR RENT Two furnished light housekeeping rooms; reasonable. Glldersleeve
Blectrlo Co., phone 1720-J- .
FOR RENT Five-roolurnlshed house,
190, at 101 South Arno,
Inquire 122
South Arno, phone 1140-R- ,
five-rooFOR RENT
two
Dandy
glassed sleeping porches, furnished or
unfurnished. 621 North Thirteenth.
FOR RENT Three, four and flveroom
houses and apartments; some furnished.
W. H. McMllllon, 20S West Gold.
FOR RENT Furnished house, w'.ih three
rooms, bath and meapt.ig porcn.
110 South' Cedar, phone 113S-FOR. RENT Five-roohouse, completely
furnished; modern; good location; no
children; fas. Inquire 604 West Marble,
In rear.
FOR RENT Five-roofurnished brick
house; two nice porches and basement.
222 North Walter, phone 19Q3-or call
at 417 South Walter,
FOR RENT New five-roomodern,
completely furnished, bouse or three
rooms with use of kitchen. Call morn-Ing- a
119 North Seventh.
only.
FOR RENT Four-roohouse, modern.
well and completely furnished, two
blocks from postofflce; no sick; Inquire
702 West Silver.
FOR RENT Furnished
cottage, two
rooms with sleeping porch, and largo
yard: lights and water paid, rsnt I25j on
car line. Apply 1218 South Edith.
FOR RENT Three-roounfurnished
house; glassed-t- n
sleeping porch, two
screened-i- n
porches. 1201 East Copper.
Inquire 210 Nort-- Cedar, phone 2378-FOR RENT Four-rooclean, nicely
furnished bungalow,
modern excopt
heat; bedroom with six windows; water
paid; garage, nan South Arno.
FOR RENT Dandy new house, 213 MoKlnley; close to North Fourth street;
four rooms, eleotrla light, large front
porch, shade trees. Apply 1512 North
First.
FOR RENT Furnished
cottage, three
rooms and bath and glassed-i- n
south
381-Phone
poroK
sleeping
key at
1524 East Central, phone or call between
and 12 a- - m.
FOR RENT House of five rooms, at
411 West Atlantic avenue, for 830, or
will rent three rooma for 820; water paid;
handy to railroad employes. City Realty
Co.. 207 Welt Gold, phone 667.

WHY

ilUIKE

907--

Ill

NTED
By employed goupla, small
must be close in
odern apartment!
nd reasonable; no alck; references
R,
P., cara Journal.
Addreag

.,,..,,15,000
880
460
Dandy lot
Lot and Adobes for six
760
room house
We have a customer for your
house let's have U
SHELLEY REALTY CO.,

Phone

i
tmen:, inqulr apartment T,
":n Wnt Roma.
J urnlsnsd apartmente
FOR KENT
three rooms with bttb. Albuquerque
Hotel. 21 8 H North Second.
FOR RENT Two roome with bath, fur
107
nlshed for light
housekeeping.
South First. Inquire Savoy Hotel.
FOR RENT Three roome, furnished for
housekeeping, private bath, steam heat,
"road way. Phone 1701-I " 3 E"u
FOR RENT Housekeeping' apartment.
alx montha or longer, or will rent entire
home. ioo JPorreater.
FOR RENT Apartment;
(our lare
rooms sleeping porcn, moelr furnished
anl newly decorated. Inquire 410 West
i.eaa.
MARVIAN APARTMENTS Steam heat- fed- apartments, close tn, Highlands
linens furnished.
Garave for rent. 103
South Walter.
FOR RENT December 1, three com
pletely furnished rooms for housekeeping, with piano, lights and water uald;
close In; no slek. 215 West Iron.
RENT Tbree-ruofurnished
FOR
WANTED Position
apartment, with bath and two sleep
and WANTED Stenographic
decorated
Inside
and oler!leal
ing porches, nwly
822 East
work: Phone 1566-out; wnt-- r and lights pa'd.
Coal.
Phone 1B9-WANTED Washing and ironing to take
noma.
108 Best Coal, phnne 1508-WANTFD Laundry wurk to take home,
,W A NTED Miscellaneous
nr by the day. Phone 2101-to
WANTED
board. Phona WOMAN WANTS day work, washing.
Cattle
24i9-Hhouse
Phone
Ironing,
cleaning.
V. H. Frlerson.
FOR cocking and serving dinners and 1598-of
parties, pnone i5-WANTED Work
any kind; house- 6'-- OVES POLISHED and set UD. JSrvlD
cleaning, odd lobs of carpenter work.
604-101
Phone
471.
East. Lewis.
Bedding Co., phone
HAULI.va of all kinds done. Joe Coro WANTED Washing and Ironing to take
home; alao clothes rough dried; prlcea
na, phone 1820-M- .
1506-WANTED
Cattle to feed, ensilage iiu very reasonable. Phone
"
J114-RWANTED
To drive truck or cor for
$4
Itay,
per month. Phono
private family; experience: reforencua.
WANTED Your garbage. Phone 240D-R- :,
care journal.
or write C. W. Hunter, general delivery. Anaresa ja.
WE
AUDIT. CHECK, OPEN, CLOSE and
EXPERTS trunk and furniture crating.
WILLIAMS A ZANO,
keep books.
Call for Joe. Phones S07 or ItO; prices room
i Mellnt building. Phone 701-.
rees' ir.me.
EXPERIENCED
chauffeur wanta posiWANTED
A water storage tanki .nust
tion with private family! not a health- ds in gooa condition. J, A. uieasner,
aeeker
.Addresa
Chauffeur, care Jour
pnone Z41Z-Jnal
GOODSON
CO. Cleanlag paper int
TRAVELING man with candv eioerlence.
aleanlng kalsomlne; all work guaranfrom Pennsylvania, wanta position. Ad- 34-teed. Phone
ursaa salesman, oare journal) pot
WANTED
Well located building lot In neniineaeaar.
Fourth1 ward; give location and prloe.
SEALTHT, educated lady, desires posl- Aonrese T.ot. care journal.
tiou as
waitress or pracAND OTSNERAL HAtTL- - tical nurse.noussKeepar,
SCAVENGER
Address Box (5. eara Jour
ING. Reasonable rates. E. A, Griffith, nal.
2399-t;3 East Iron, phone
WANTED Toung married
American
FURNITURE wanted; also cook etive or
man wanta work in or out of town
. range
ana neater, fnone enu-can apeak Spanish; experienced, Address
ma.
m.
v
until
after p.
i M. o., care journal.
LATHERS
done NURSB wanta position, nursing and keep
VNION
tathlng
promptly by J. E. Thlehoft A Ions,
ing house for Invalid or haaltheeekor;
1104 North Eleventh, phone 175-two years experience In hoanlta . Ad
WELDING AND CUTTINO of metals; dress N. C csre Journal.
also weldera supplies and carbide for WANTED By young, experienced, Amer
sale. N: M. steel Co.. inc.. pnone i47-M- .
lean man and wife, work on farm or
MAX BARGAIN STORK, at 115 Bouth dairy, In or out of town; can speak Span
will
pay the highest prices for ish. Address u M. 8., care Journal.
First,
your eecondhand clothing, ghoea and BUSINESS depieaalon makea available
irnlture. Phone 858.
acaountant-book-keepcapaDia American
and stenographer, with thorough
RUU CLEANERS
of Spanish and salesmanship;
ATTRES8KS
renovated. S3 M end go, knowledg
detailed qualifications on rsauest
Ad
dress Results, Postofflce box 141, phone
Jl Bedding Co., phona 471,
BETTER DOKAK FIS'ISHINO It to " "
FOR SALE RanchM
better. Return postage paid on mall
West Vottiti&Mny-.zzi;-orders. The Barnum (tudlo.
aWf; "Wen",
Central. Albuquerque, N, VC
four miles from city. Inquire 400 West
Careful Kodak' finishing. uoia.
WANTED
n
( Twice dally service.
Remember,
FOR BALE Fine Valley Ranch, close In.
Send your finishing
at less than Improvements eost; or
guaranteed.
establlshsd
firm.
a
Hanna
fe
reliable,
will trade for good resldenoe la town,
'
Postofflce box 824 or phone 886.
a Hanna. Master Photographers.
FOR SALE Country home, stucco house.
WINDOW CLEANING
ALBUQUERQUEseven rooms, ateam heated, electric
CO.
and
Windows oleaned
floors
ranch i la alfalfa and
acrubbedi atorea, efftcea an4 houses lights; oa ten-aoorchard.
Address Postofflce box 177. or
ratea
and
reaaonabla
work.
cleaned;
Foatofflc bog 101, phona A, Oranona, li). phnne I407-RNine-acr- e
ranch, on main
RAZOR BLADES Send or bring jmui FOR SALE
ditch; new house end garage;
dull blades for resharpontng; dnubie-edg- e,
mile from school, one and one- IBc; single edge, 2So per doaen;
It. miles wsst Barelas bridge, la- have your raxor honed and aet y as
parts; work guaranteed, Kobs Brothers qulr at Hunt's Ranch,
FOR SALE Seven acres land, four aeres
at Boppe's Drug Store.
00 feet east
In alfalfa, fruit trees;
frontage, on Boulevard, (Ira blocks from
car
M. Easter,
terms.
J.
$3,100;
line,
ROOr' WORK of all kinds Repairing Old
Albuquerque. N, M.
and painting, roofs pitllt up, work guar- or man.
,
teed,
SsATTRESiT'Rli N O VaTI N G

WANTED

SOME BARGAINS

ten-roo- m

m

$ $5.00

house,
light
housekeeping
nlsheu
house, unfurnished
- Room house, unfurnished, hot water heat.
furnished

Tell

MAKE US AN OFFER
brick
doubla
a
dwalllng with two bath. Five-rooand bath on etch glde, fur
nished, geparate entrance, only
five blockg from poetofflce..
On

VDOBN

and sleeping
porch, furnished ,,..$ 40.00
Lowlands.
house, fur$ (5.00
nished
- Room house, furnished
,...$100.00
house, furnished ..;
f 15.00

apartment,
furnished

7-

iwt

,. .$35.00

nished;

4-

t92t

I

135.00

SAME

i

AS A PRESENT
GOOD LOTH

Located on Sycamore and Tljera. Thl
neighborhood la rapidly building up and
lots will soon be at premium. We have
two dandles, south and east fronts, water
In street.
Will let both go for LHoS
THAN PRICE OF ONE.
Terms, too.
This offer Is genuine.
J. L. rilllXll-g- , Real Ketate,
110 South Third,
Phone 854--

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
A1IIIK.M 1H.
JOHN W. WILSON,
Attorney.
Rooms 18, IT and 18. Cromwell Building.
Phone 1153-PIllfSIOIANS AND PIKUKONS.
DR. 8. I- - BURTON,
Dlseaee
of tne fitomnefa.
.
Suite,
Burnett Building.
DR. S. O.
Kye,

(I. AH KB,

Ear, Nose and Throat.
Building.
phone 888.
Office Hours
S to 18
p m.. and 2 to 6 p. m.
DR. StAKGARKT I AKTWRIGHT,
Office Orant BlUg., Room ID. Phone $78.
Resldenco
1123 Enst Central
Phone 571.
Barnett

W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
Practice limited to
GENITO . riUNAKY DISEASES
AND DISEASIf, OF THE. SKIN

bed loom Hnsserman
FOR RENT Furnaced-beale- d
Luhomtnry In Connection.
with private entrance to bath; lari,e Cltlzons Bank UMg. Phono
sleeping porch, for two; December 1. 1207

8.

J2,asi

PERSONAL

leiurai.

n
i
fUesri
n
"liiisJ
o- HEALTHSEEKER can get home-lik- e
ftg
lessons by a French violinist.
commoaations in modern country home. VIOLIN
622 South Broadway, phono 1S81-special car given to bed patients; near
car line. Address postofflce box 824,
PHREVOLOaiST
SARAH M. JONES, 112 Cornell avenue,
city.
phone 21ftft-MIRAMONTES-ON-THE-MESA SANATORIUM-HOTEfor tubercular WM ED Private pupils; taichel his
sperlsl training for primary gradte.
convalescents; graduate nurse In at
tendance: rates by the week or month. tl Nfrth High, phono J1S3-- J
Call 2400-JEPILEPTICS Would you care to learn
about new rational treatment for ImFOR RENT Nicely furnlehed rooms,
with or without bath: Just across from mediate relief of Epilepsy, positively
th postoffloi; hot watsr hsat for win- stopping seizures from first day's use.
Information
free.
"SPECIALIST,"
ter; best of horn cooking, served family Drawer
"C-8DLander, Wyoming.
style; room and board, $45 to $65 per
month; board by meal, week nr ticket;
lONK STAB Al'TO LINE
meals. 50 cents. 410 West Oold.
Th orange colored cara,
EleRESERVATIONS may now be had at St. phant Butte Dam and Hot Engle,
Springe, N. '
John's Sanatorium (Eptaeopal): rates, M.
Meet all trains at Engle. leaving
$17.50 to $26 per week; includes private Hot Springs at 11:30 a. m. and 1:80
p. m.
room with aleeplng porch, connected to
Oldest Dam
best Dam car on
bath and toilet; medical care, medicines, th Dam tin. drivers,
W drive our own cars.
general nursing; excellent meals, tray
Write for reservatlone at our expeoae,
service; no extras. AH rooms have steam
HEFFERNAN BHOS., Propa.
heat hot and cold running water. Rev.
Hot Springs. N. 1$.
w. II. ziegler. Superintendent,
Phone
-

481.

SOSINE53 CHANCES

TIME CARDS

FOR

BALK
Oarage, best location Io
town. Phone 878,
FOR SALE Small grocsry and five-roodwelling, call at 815 South Seventh.
FOR SALE One of th yesthusTnsTs
properties In Albuaueroue. :'1S Soulh
First street. Inquire at Savoy Hntal of-

fice.
ROOMING

HOUSB
Rooma
all "filled;
central location: profitable Investment.
Inquire at Everybody' Candy Shop. 823
South Third.
FOR . SALE Pool room,
cold drink
atand and 10 room
In connection:
good lease, some terms. Ill South First
street. Phone 668-FOR SALE At a bargain, five second-han- d
pool tables and on billiard table.
In tlrst-cla- s
condition; also one twelve-fosoda fountain. A- -l condition. In
noire at 121 West Silver.
BUSINESS
FOR SALE Old
tabllshed
mercanti' business, located jn railroad.
Will sell for value of Improv-tnentclone.
Good reason for selling. If lntt rested In
good-slse- d
proposition, addr.es aostofflc
hox 838 Albuouerrtue

WAITED

Board & Room

WaWiSD AT ONCE by employed' giri
board and room In private family,
In.
Phone 1234-svsnlngs,

WEbTBOUN.-- !
Dallr.
Arrive.
Depart.
The Scout.... 7:30 pm 8:20 pm
8 Calif. Llmlled.lt:30
am 11:00 am
7 Fargo
Fast..l0:S0 am 11:80 am
I Th Navajo. .12:38 am l;00am

Train,

No.
No.
No.
No.

1

SOUTHBOUND.
El Paso Exp
10:10 pm
El Paso Exp
11:80 am
EASTBOUND.
No.
The Navajo.. 2:10 pm 1:40 pm
No. 4 Calif. Limited. 6.00 pm 8:40 pm
No.
F. Eight.. 7:28 pm 8:10 pm
No, 10 The Scout.... 7:!0 am 7:80 am
.
FROM SOUTH.
No. 18 From El Paso :S5 pm
No. 80 From Bl Paso 7:00 am
No. 80 connect at Pelen with No. 13
for Clovla, Ptcos Valley, stan: City and
No.
No. 27

t
88.

Coast.
No. 2 oonnect. st Jleljn with No.
from Clovls and points east and aoj'h

O

close

lift Lrf

moWTto loan

Number One
On N. Fourth St.

FOiOXLE

Number Two
On N. Eighth St.

Select yours today. THE
NUMBER LIMITED. We
will build you a home just
as you want it in either
of the Anderson Additions.
Small cash payment balance, on small
monthly payments.
This is your opportunity.

EWrNGCHlNES"

H

aTFOUND

a

realtors",
Third antl

Gold

Phnne 657

November
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REIGN ENDED, MOST BEAUTIFUL""
WOMAN RETIRES TO RURAL HUM
li

OUR PRICE TODAY ONLY
VIRGINIA DARE WINE

I Wis

(Alcohol Removed.)

'

--

-

'

STORY

h

ROBERT JONES

Coal and Smith Walter
Phone

Phone.

El

KODAK

CRESCENT GROCERY

815 Marble Avenue

TODAY AND TOMORROW

with a

Pint. 42c; quart, "5c. A splendid drink at a wonderful price.
This la express lettuce day.
Fresh tomatoes, Bartlctt pears, lemons and dry lima beans
are due today.
Milk lunch biscuits and crisp soda crackers, splendid fresh
goods.
We hope None Nicer butter will arrive today.

WARD'S STORE
HOMER H. WARD

II

mm

Why does the thing per
jnltted lose lis thrill.' The
answer is this vivid drama
of courtship, love and
marriage. A story that
touches the secret heart of
every inau mid woman.

I1

MATCHMAKERS

$8.00 Up

L

'I,
'

RELIABLE
& JEWELER!

Autographic Kodaks

205

W.

CENTRAL AVE.,
BJPi
13

STRONG'S
BOOK STORE

Vfih I llvit

'
Why Does Romance
Love The Thing
Forbidden?
S

B7

other Macaroni Product

GO

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

Established 18S3

Ml

The Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and

LETS

OTHEATRE

CHRISTMAS

J

vA?s

c

t

1921.

Tfts

Lorac

THE

KEEP

SO,

For Sale By Owner

"Your Money Back
If You Want It"

In

house
Four

Good

Height.

University
rooms
and
Areola heater.

sleeping porch.
Terms. Address
O. Ij., Care Journal
v

WILLIAM CHRISTY CABANNE'S

BARRICADE"

"THE

TVtlkn --

jg&s,

By Daniel Carson Goodman
Down the Wall of Prcjud.ce.
A Story of How Love Broke

NEWS"

"FOX

"MUTT and JEFF" Cartoons
ADMISSION

PRICES

MENNONITES
"

.,

LOCAL ITEMS

.jweee

j

Phone 4 and 5.
Coal Supply
Cue Kahn of Gallup is here on
business and to visit his brothers,
Siegfried and Albert Kahn.
Factory wood, full truck load,
four dollars. Hahn Coal Co. Phone
works.
Foundry and Machine
The Women's circle of the Con-Its
hold
will
gregational church
party of
meeting and Christmas
cradle roll children at the homo of
Mrs. Ernest Smith ot 406 bouth
Walter street. Thursday. P. 844-Dr. Murray, Osteopath.
deLibrary school football team
feated a team from Central school
7.
The
to
21
Tuesday afternoon,
game was played ai i,eaa vuuc
and High street.
Park
J. W. Bruner and William t Mon-1
u rftntfaf i.nnvpntlfln.
" lef
Ol 1113 iJrtHL'"w
mu
auenu
nixiday for Dallas to board.
Texas
ngMrof the
and Mrs. H. 3. Tompkins
have (tone to Topnka, Kans., where
Mr. Tompkins will undergo a slight
operation.
The Sunshine circle of the
will hold a special meeting
nt the home of Mrs. Bunn at 720
South Arno street on Thursday

mm

TO

T

FOulE

INDIAN

Co-

TOR

BEADED BAGS,
MOCCASINS, CURIOS,
PILLOW TOPS,

Advance

RUGS,

nACifcTFT!?

NAVAJO JEWELRY

J

Music and Jewelry Store

'.

Phone

First St.

917-- J

HOOLIGANS AND
YANNIGANS PLAN
DEADLY BATTLE

.afternoon.

Ecn S. Haubors of White Moun-

J. Campbell at 612
ftThe

Indies

Aid society of

the St.

Paul English Lutheranonchurch will
Thursday
meet at the church
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
The Woman's Auxiliary of the St.
John's will hold a tea and sale of
at
fancy work and homo cooking 117
the home of Mrs. Roy Strome.afterSouth Fourteenth, Thursday
noon. December

1.

S
BASKETBALL
UFI n- - R3 MFN FROM
HIGH SCHOOL APPEAR
TRY-OUT-

The number

Yan-niga-

ut

of candidates who

reported for the

first basketball

amountpractice of the high school
An experienced
ed to
team for next year Is expected,
unsince many of those men were
derclassmen,
Moore Is making the schedule
one of the best that Albuquerque
Several
high has ever attempted.
for
local teams will be on the cardbasarmory
practice games. The
In
the
city
ketball floor Is the best
and will accommodate the crowds
easily.
very
the
games
attending
Wilson is the guard showing up
best and Benjamin and eLynn Hamform.
mond are out in
Several of last year's squad who
sale
charged with the possession and for
year are back with high hopes
a place on the team.out
every evenThe team works
at the
ing from 4 to 6 o'clock
win be very difficult to
armory.
select a team to represent the local
high when they Btack up egalnst3.
Harwood school on December
be
However, the five selectedandwillafter
but a temporary choice,
somethe game the coach will haveto
which
thing stable uponteam.
.
a winning
fifty-thre-

e.

old-tim-

"

con-stru- ct

J

ABANDON
UPON
ATTACK
COUNTER
STILLMAN
OF
CONDUCT

"F1FI"

MAY

Poughkeepsie. N. Y.. Nov. 29.
Abandonment or tne couuici at-A.
tack upon the conduct of James
Stillman by Mrs. Anne U. Rtlllman
.
in tne uivuitc p.
tonight
ed by him was forecast
one-da- y
of
a
aftnr ndiournment
hearing before Referee D. J. Glca
on-

a
"The greatest collection of ever
hounds and tea lizards
conglomerated in one aggregation
Is the boast of the Hooligan and
of the
Yannigan football teams
in
university, who are to meet
afternoon.
mortal combat Saturday
The agreement signed by the
managers of the two teams stathe
specifically that no player will Ineligible who has not smoked the
cessantly up to the minute field
game opens. Smoking on the each
will also bo encouraged, but
player must provide his own
camels.
Neither team has played before
this season, which is expected to
make a vicious game. The
havo been practising this
wcok, :however, and claim mat
is all they
two days of work-oneed to stiffen up their muscles
and perfect them In the fine point?
of the game.
The contest will be tne most
noticeable social event of the year,
both teams being composed of
men famed for the "distingue''
air with which they light their cig- arets. and the art with which tne
guzzle weak tea at 5 o'clock. Waltz
stops have been barred from tho
but shimmying
game Saturday,
will be permitted if not too .Immodest. Chaperones will be staline to
tioned at every
protoct the morals of both players
and spectators.
for the
Tho official line-u- p
game will be as follows:
Bruce
Hanger, right
Hooligans
end; Freddie Wagner, right tackle;
Georgle Martin, right guard; Willie Roy, center; Walter Wandie,
left
left guard; Percy Patton,
tackle; Walter B. V. D. Berger,
left end; Francis Neher, quarterback; Georgle Hlte, right halfback; Able Stowell, left halfback;
Hughlo Graham, fullback.
Yannigan Mephistopheles
Long, right end; Pit and Gin Stah',
right tackle; "Lillian" Russell,
right guard! "Jazz" Davis, center;
Joso Bursey, left guard; Jacques
Jelfs, left tackle; Pelican Clark,
left end; Edward McG. Horgan,
quarterback; Tex Connor, right
halfback; Les Gants, left halfback;
"Spike" Clverolia, (weight sixty-tw- o
pounds) fullback.
The Hooligan substitutes will be
Morbid Waters, Peter Q. T. DavN,
Georgia Bryan and Howell Faw.
The Yannigans will have Grimed,
Wood, Klech and Thomasette.
"Better than the Arbuckle trial"
is the promise of the management.
Fa-tlm-

after
tain has returned to his home
is all
a visit here with his wife, whoMrs.
' at the home of her mother. Broad-T.Vs Bouth

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
. DOINGS

v.

Mrs. Snliman, it m more witably would not callofany
charges that
nesses In support
of
her husband was guilty
duct .with Florence H. Ife-- Future testimony.
devoted
U wafexplained. would be
Stillman and the
Mrs.
to defending
; paternity of Bnby Guy.
Testimony today was understood
Mrs.
to have set forth that Mr. and
children
Stillman and two of their
ork
etayed at a suite in a NewFebru-nr- y
hotel for two weeks during
the
before
months
1918. nine
have
It was said toBeau-vail lrth of Guy.
been brought out that Fred
by
the Indian guide employed
co-rthe Sttllmons and named
r
complaint,
banker's
In
the
pondcnt
was a guest at the hotel then.
'

1,000 Raids

Will Leave for Southern
FuRepublic in the Near
(By The Aoclated PrcM.)
Sankatoon, Sask., Nov. 29.

ROTHM AN'S
117 S.

of

has Dur- George If. Thomas
chased a choice lot on Columbia
avenue near Central with a view
of making some very substantial
Improvements.
A. M. Chapman of the
Continental Oil company has selected
two lots on Harvard avenue south
'
ot Coal.
One can almost soe the Heights
growing and the song of the saw
and the hammer continues without
.

The

much heraldod exodus of oldwestony church Mcnnonttes from
ern Canada to northern Mexico Is
to become a reality, for arrangements have been completed wherewi:i
by an advance party ot 1,000
leave tlio Hague district In the
near future to do pioneer work
There ai-on their new holdings.
about 30 different sects of
Is
a distinct move
and this
ment from that proposed by one
section of Mennonites who havj
purchased land in South America.
An official statement, Rigneu u.v
Bishop Wall, of the Hague dis
trict, declares: "Our only objection
(to slaying in Canada) lies in tho
fact that the concession granted
and ratified by the federal government giving us entire right to conduct our scbonls 'without molesta
tion or restriotion has now been
The original charter
repudiated."
granted by the government was
1873.
in
signed
The transfer of property from
the Mennonites to a Winnipeg land
company is near completion andl
col-

Mcn-nnnlt-

4- -3

ONCE

T

GUYS TRANSFER

Young married man, healthy,
not afraid of hard work.
Must be efficient bookkeeper
and stenographer, preferably
with mechanical aptitude or
Salary adequate to
ability.
begin, but increased as de-

3 7

served. Apply in own handwriting and give full exand
references.
perience

Tour Trunk Ilauled for

25 Cents

VENDORS

Call

Expected to Put!

Albuquerque

rhone

Co.

Phone

Colombo Hall
BY

,.A

T.na

WOl'Ol

Visr-n-

Jim

Skyles,

FOGG,
003--

S.

Warehouse
& Lnmher Co.
Phonos 4 and 5.

4th St.

jn

11,-00-

U

ft

I

U d

RUGS

I

lUDIPUT'C

BE RELEASED AT

WATCH REPAIRING

J

158

Rossiter - McConnell

LOS

LUIS

No Formal

Charge Placed

Against Him Up Untli
Yesterday in Regard to
Kempenich Death.
Reports brought back to Albu
querque from Los Lunas late yes
terday afternoon by relatives and
friends of Lucv Harrineton. arrest
ed Sunday night In connection with
tho Eugene Kempenich death mys
tery, Indicate that Harrington will

proliably be released from custody
today.
It Is said that although the ar
rest of Harrington was made Sunday night, no formal charge had
been filed against him up until
The arrest
yesterday afternoon.
was made by Sheriff Tondre of Los
Ben Wil
Detective
Private
Lunas,
liams and Deputy Sheriff Charles
Banghart. who was asked by the
other officers to assist In finding
the man.

SHE KNOWS AFTER 20 YEARS
A cold, even when it hns developed a hacking
cough, difficult
breathing, sleepless nights, raw
throat and sore lungs even then

VANN

Inspector. Santa' Fe R'j

Watch

Estancia Stage Line
Leave'
Arrive
Leave
Arrive

Albuquerque ...8:30am
Estancia
1:00pm
8:30 am
Estancia
Albuquerque

. .

25 Cent Taxi

.

V

J,

i.

W. BRAHKIKI.n, b H'ntrb Maker.
American, Swine end .nKlieh Makes.
All Work Oueranteed.
117 Suutb Flrei,
rhone 8U--

A Play of "I WILLS," "I WONTS," "I CANTS"
Because he's going to get married again tomorrow,
it doesn't mean that he shouldn't kiss his first

We deliver any size any

where. Henry Transfer Co.
Phone 939.

good-by-

e.

that It
But try and convince
Just try and do it !
really is "good-bye.- "
When she walked in on that fond farewell the
Wedding March became the Iron Foundry Blues.
Bride-Number-T-

COAL

and WOOD

We give you service and quality and guarantee every order.

Open

COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER CO.
PHONES

4

"STHG

5

Albuquerque Foundry
ant! Machine Works

Founrtere Morhlnlnte
Engineer
CaitlnKe In Iron. Hreea, Bronze, Alum
Mntnn. oil jsnginee.
Blectrio
Inum.
I'umpe end lrrlti'n.
Work. miI Of flee Alhnnnf rnu.

G. E.

Fletcher

modern,

Gold.

and

Ninth

on North
modern
Maple, half block from Central.
one block from
modern,
from Central.

two

blooke

STAGE
Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.
Leaves
Arrives
Leaves
Arrives

7:45
Albuquerque.
In Santa Fe. . .10:45
4:80
Santa Fe
In Albuquerque 7:80
.-

Phone

ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
IIS Soulb Second.
Phone
Free Call and Delivery.
CITV

SflJ--

Phone 91

West Central

TAMARISK

INN

FRIDAY EVENING
DECEMBER
Muslo

2

by

Delta Rainbow Boys
The Super Orchestra of
Albuquerque.
It's on the Islcta Road,
7 Miles South

,

Albuquerque, N. M.
Memorials of the Better
Kind

Combine satisfaction and economy by using
Cerrillos Egg, burns longer, produces more heat.

COMY

'

4th Gift 500 lbs. Coal
5th Gift 500 lbs. Coal
6th Gift 500 lbs. Coal
at 8 o'clock p. m., we will

On the 23rd day of December,
hold a drawing at our office, 115 South Second Street, and
the COAL will be delivered FHEE on December 24th to
holders of the lucky numbers.
Be sure to keep the numbered Delivery Tickets which the
Drivers will leave with each order of coal or wood purchased
from December l8t to the 23rd Inclusive.
The drawing will be made from the stubs on file In our office
which bear corresponding numbers and the winners will, be
announced In the Morning Journal, December 24th,
You may ' have your choice of either BLACK DIAMOND
GALLUP. SWASTIKA, SUGARITB, BRILLIANT or
LUMP, the best COALS on the local market.

GMl

STATE

NEW
Office, 115

For Your Fuel

IIAIIH COAL

follows:
1st Gift 2,000 lbs. Coal;
2nd Gift 1,000 lbs. Coal;
3rd Gift 500 lbs. Coal;

600

Monument Works

the freight to you

,

BIG STUDIO DANCE
AND SUPPER
AT

FOR SALE OR RENT, i
Six brand new
houses,
corner Ninth and Coal. Will
sell one or all on reasonable
terms. See F. H. Strong or L.
C. Bennett.
PHONES 75 or 145. ,

According to our custom each year we will give
5,000 pounds of coal 'to six of our customers as

TAXI
SINGER
Office Singer Cigar Store,
210

Can Make Good Terms.
If you are intending to buy
Investigate these first.
821 West Silver. Phone 1049--

YOUR CHISISTiAS COilL FREE
am
am
pm
pm

GALLUP EGG
GALLUP LUMP,
Wood Kindling and Factory Wood

We pay

PRICES

REGULAR
FOR SALE BY OWNER
These homes are all Las Vegas
Press Brick and built by owner.

PAT"

A Gayety Comedy

Trucks Bring Comfort to Tour Home,

Let Onr

17

and Closed Cars.

ATTRACTION

ADDED

Prompt Day and R'lght Service

Phone

BELLS"

"WEBESfsG

DESIGNERS AND BU1I.DEKS
lobbing promptly attended to
Cement work and floor sanding
-.
Phone 94.- 211 West Gold.

wife

.1:00 p m

Daily Except Sunday

FIELD'S

SALISBURY

IN

Must Meet the maid Requirements
of tho Santa Pe Time Service

Department.

TO 11 P. M.)

TALFMOGE

CO'ISTMCE

11,-0-

HABRWl!

1

Wedding Bells and Wedding Yells all Week
JOSEPH M. SCHENCK Presents

Moccasins, Baskets,
Jewel rr. Gems, Laces.
Trading Post,
VVfWVlAll U Indian Buildinp
Opposite Postofflce.

Poultry Co.
914--

Taxi & Baggage

158

FROM

(CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE

TODAY AND TOMORROW

Abont 2'A lbs. Each
for 27o lb.
Phono

;

IXCLfUKD)

(TAX

Coal Supply

A Few More Small Hens
Southwestern

25c; Children. . . .. ... .10c
35c; Children....... ... ,15c.

Adults
Night (6 to 11) Adults
Matinee

Best on the Market.
SVPEIUOn WHITE LIME CO

1

122

ADVANCE IN PRICES

In Bulk

i

-

a cold yields quickly to Foley's
Interruption.
and Tar. Mrs. Milton Waite.
The Heights public school will Honey
Box 32. Azalia, Mich., writes: "I
soon have sixty pupils which prac- have used Foley's Honey and Tar
tically Insures a new building for for the cast 20 years and find there
the next year.
Is no other cough or croup remedy
like it. You may use my name." It
. D. O.
C. II. CONNER, M.
gets right at the seat of trouoie,
Children like It. Sold everywhere.
Osteopathic
Specialist.
Morn-zin- g Stern Uldg. Tel. 70I-2033--

Journal for best
results.

mm

Fresh Lump Lime

The Jeweler

J.

EVEHTS

CBRREBT

1

e-

Advertise in the

and

COAL and VOOD
Phono 388-900 N. First

Expert Watch, Clock and Jewelry
All NAVAJO
Also Engraving.
Repairing.
work guaranteed. Opposite Post- office.
Phono

mum TRAVEL PICTURE

BURTON

1915--

Johnson Coal Co.

JACK HOLT,

CONRAD NAGEL
ALSO

-

I,-- ,

ost Romance

97ie

With LOIS WILSON

542.

Gallup Lump Coal, $11.50

11

Bill Ciillens, Walter Craig
is
and George uraig. BKyi
house, and
proprietor of a rooming,
have
to
the alleged crime is said
taken plnco In his establishment.
Another 'man, whose name is bealso
ing withheld temporarily, was
arrested.
arrested
tho
agents
In Santa Fe
nfnnrlntnr fit- fl- soft
t .... t
UlU
UIIUI l tlH. I' MHO Wl
dim
mcnt all land must be vacated by drink ijyn"i
and pool parlor on San Fran
December 1, 1922. The holding-- cisco street, uamon
of tho Mennonites in the Hague the Blue Front restaurant: Adelldo
district comprise 83,000 acres.
lllvero, of 230 West Mountain
This deal is also entirely inde- road, and Juan Gonzalez.
All of the offenders arrested in
pendent of tho Mennonite colonies
of Swift Current and Manitoba, al- the raids were taken before the
commimionei ...
though these people havo alreadv oUnited tr States
onrt pll irave temporary
a
contracted for the purchase of oun.u.
f
lnnd in northern Mexico, .When bond for their appearance for prein. u
"
Hearing.
the trek of old colony church sect llmlnarv
i j i
vofwa wpfA Tilnnea
t
0
has been completed a total of
of these peoplo will have left under $2,500 bond, while the bond
e
nttenuers nui,
for the Santa
Canada for Mexico. Another
will be affected by the move from $1,000 to $2,500.
of the curious,
benefit
the
For
to South America, but. It was
is
the officers add that the whiskyand
pointed out, they are not members
for $3
sold
been
said to have
of the old colony church. '
It is estimated that the old col- $4 per pint- ony church members leaving the
Shelled Pinon Nuts. Phone
west will take with them a total
of some J14.000.000 in cash, or 802,
Fannie S. Spitz, 323
about $15,000 net cash per family
Tenth.
North
on the average.

s.

.,

Production of Edward Knoblock'S)

II

Pure 8ausage. Backbone, Fresh
Hams and Bacon and Pure
Lard, any quantity delivered.

The bootlegging fraternity of Las
Wnnta Tl'n w.ih RerinuslV
disrupted this week nn a result of
the activities or promoiuon agema
from the office here. Nine alleged
members were placed under arrest,
failed to ma do the five last
of liquor, and later released on
to
bonds ranging from $1,000
$2,500.
with which the men
rpua
AMI SLXPIIUIt
are charged Is tho most serious B.MEDICATEDIt ATMS
that can lie brougnt unaer tne v inGraduate nurse and masseuse
stead act, and on conviction carries
n attendance
Shampooing and
a fine or a Jail sentence, or both.
scalp treatments a specialty
In addition, tho government has the
2a
l..i,.u
for appointment.
iha lmHilin? in which
MRS. TKKHY DKAMER, Prop.
the crime took place for a period
Jhonc 083-of ono year.
508'j W. Central
arrests were
r,r ho nine
re
the
end
Las
made In
Vegas,
mainder In santa re. J "- "eu

MUSIC

Transfer

Fresh Country Pork

0 SIGHT

End to Low Prices of
Booze in Northern Towns

X

lliam deMillcs

1

We Are on the Job

C, care Journal.

Box L. M.

JESSE

Call

Santa Fe and Las;

in

Vegas

ture; Others to Follow.

At Reduced Price

i

LiOfl

OLD MEXICO
Party

ALLEGED

E

CAUDA

replace that broken window
glass. Alhuquerqne Lumber Co.,
norm nrei
Phone 421.
To

WANTED

Two views of Agnes Souret,
most beautiful
Agnes Souret, nineteen, two years apo voted the
woman in France, has left the gayety of Paris and retired to her rural
home. "My brief reign has ended," sb recently declared.

The Latest Pictures.

REGULAR

Let Us Send a Man

il

AWM

km sMmiy&fr'

S.

Second St.

'

COiPAHY

Yard, Fruit Ave. and Santa FeRy.

Watch Oar Window' ELMS HOTEL
300

iilngs, Watches,
Ivory, Sliver, Jewelry.
WISEMAN'S WATCH SHOP.
215 South Second St.

For Bargnlns

Finest
steam

....

Watch for the Red Star
Demonstration at Raabe &
;
Mauger's.

1

North First.

rooms in the state;
hot' and cold
heat,
water all outside rooms.
Weekly rates, with or without private bath, $4 to $10 week
'
Transient rate 81.50 single;
$2.00 double.
,
With bath $2.50 single anu
double $3.00.

